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Notwithstanding the promising catalytic properties of novel porous ceria nanomaterials, their 
nanostructure has remained incompletely explored. Ceria and its related materials have re-
mained at the centre of extensive catalytic applications. More recently, the capabilities of these 
materials have been combined with novel porous morphologies to overcome new challenges 
in environmental and industrial catalysis. This study aims to determine the nanoscale mecha-
nisms that drive the formation of porous ceria nanomaterials. Such an understanding is instru-
mental in advancing the design and applications of these novel materials. By implementing 
different techniques across electron microscopy, this work complements the findings of catal-
ysis groups who have evidenced the higher catalytic performance of porous vs non-porous ceria 
nanomaterials. 
 Based on a review of the literature, two fabrication methods of porous ceria were selected. 
In one case, pores were induced by annealing ceria nanomaterials at 800 and 950 ºC. In the 
other, porous ceria was synthesised from a precursor via a nanocasting method. The interme-
diate and final products of these two approaches were characterised in detail using electron 
microscopy for imaging, analysis and tomographic reconstructions. For pre-synthesised nano-
particles, the studies here were able to resolve, for the first time, the full 3D shape and location 
of the pores, as well as their crystallographic alignment. Furthermore, the present work has 
shown transformations at previously unpublished near-sintering temperatures. This experiment 
rendered the first reported occurrence of porous defects in annealed nanocubes. The present 
work shows a novel image-processing algorithm, which expands the capabilities of reduced-
information tomography techniques to reconstruct porous materials. Further research could use 
this new method to reconstruct currently unresolved porous and multi-phase structures. As for 
nanocasting products, the advanced characterisations determined the correlation between char-
acteristics of the template and the product. To establish this relation here is reported the first 
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The advancement in the design and application of nanomaterials requires characterisation tech-
niques that keep up with their ever-decreasing size and increasing complexity. In particular, 
catalytic applications rely on the finest morphological and chemical features of functional ma-
terials. Given the redox capabilities of CeO2 and the importance of porous nanostructures for 
heterogeneous catalysis, there has been a prevalent interest in the development of porous ceria 
nanomaterials. However, despite the abundant research publications on their catalytic proper-
ties, the nanostructure and growth-history of these materials have remained largely unexplored. 
The present work seeks to further the understanding of a selection of relevant porous ceria 
nanomaterials by using a diversity of imaging and microanalysis techniques across electron 
microscopy. By characterising intermediate, as well as final, synthesis products, this research 
provides valuable insight into the formation mechanism of pores and other defects inside ceria 
nanostructures. 
 The materials selected for this project belong to three major groups: opals, mesoporous sil-
icas, and nanoshapes of ceria containing pores as by-products. As well as being selected for 
their relevant applications, this catalogue of materials serves the present study as it systemati-
cally covers a wide range of properties. Considering their variety of properties, the characteri-
sation work presented here is not only relevant for the preparation and uses of the materials 
being investigated but contributes to the understanding of nanoscale porous materials in gen-
eral. This variety of materials showcases the capabilities of electron microscopy characterisa-
tion techniques by covering a wide range of pore sizes; 100-200 nm for opals, 8-20 nm for 
mesoporous silica (MPS) and 2-5 nm for ceria nanoparticles. Amongst ceria nanoshapes, na-
norods are of particular interest, as they present higher catalytic performance than other ceria 
nanostructures of the similar surface area [1]. This is attributed to the presence of exposed 
planes and to the prevalence of {100} and {110} surfaces. More recently, there have been 
reports of heat-induced defects in ceria nanorods, which seem to enhance their catalytic per-
formance [2], [3]. The detailed morphology of the rod has been well established in the literature 
[4].  Nevertheless, the three-dimensional shape and distribution of these heat-induced defects 
have remained a matter of debate. 
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 Opals are colloidal crystals consisting of self-assembled nanospheres, which present close-
packed ordering in the long-range. Opal materials can be found widely across the literature as 
templates for the fabrication of porous materials. Briefly, colloidal crystals are deposited from 
a suspension of nanospheres. After their assembly, opals are infiltrated with a ceria precursor, 
which converts into CeO2 upon calcination. Then, the opal template is removed to produce an 
inverse opal structure, which presents a highly accessible porous structure with long-range pe-
riodicity. Notwithstanding the prevalence of this preparation method, the intermediate products 
leading to the inverse opal structure have remained unexplored. The present work characterised 
the several phases formed during the fabrication of inverse opals, thus improving the under-
standing of their formation mechanism. 
 Mesoporous silicates (MPS) are a large family of materials that consist mostly of ordered 
arrays of pores separated by thin walls of silica, which may contain small amounts of alumin-
ium, magnesium and other elements. For this work, two varieties of MPS have been selected. 
First, one of the most popular materials of this type, SBA-15, which consists of highly ordered 
pores of constant size. Secondly, MSU-F silica, which is an exceptional MPS structure in that 
its pores lack periodical ordering, and have a narrow pore-size distribution around 20 nm, mak-
ing it one of the widest pore sizes across MPS materials [5]. Due to its wide pores, the pro-
cessing presented here provides valuable insight into its mechanical stability. Despite the wide-
spread use of MPS materials as templates for the fabrication of porous materials, a formal study 
of the nanostructure of the casted products has not been found. 
 As mentioned above, the literature abounds with catalytic studies of the selected materials, 
which have established their relevance for multiple applications. Nonetheless, there is a signif-
icant imbalance between the catalytic characterisations of these materials and the studies of 
their nanostructure, as identified by several authors [6]–[8]. By incorporating comprehensive 
electron microscopy studies, this work aims to contribute to the understanding of nanostruc-
tured porous materials. Often, novel porous nanomaterials are characterised using traditional 
porosity techniques, such as mercury-intrusion porosimetry or hydrogen adsorption. These 
techniques are not a substitute for electron microscopy, as they fail to provide the accurate 
shapes and sizes of individual pores and other nanoscale properties. These fine features directly 
influence the defect chemistry and performance of catalytic materials. 
 The incorporation of advanced electron microscopy to the study of nanoporous materials 
presents numerous challenges, which will be addressed throughout the present work. Foremost, 
the three-dimensional distribution of pores limits the capabilities of conventional two-dimen-
sional imaging techniques. To overcome this challenge, the present work presents a novel al-
gorithm of electron tomography, which benefits from the method of geometric tomography [9] 
and expands its capabilities to reconstruct porous materials for the first time. Moreover, the 
present work uses advanced TEM techniques for the exploration of heat-treated ceria nanorods 
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and cubes. These studies investigate the defect-behaviour of these materials at temperatures 
higher than those previously reported by the available literature.  
 A third related area of the study reported here consists of a comprehensive exploration into 
the formation mechanisms of materials made from the aforementioned templates, MPS and 
opal materials. This study provides valuable insight into the effects of the template properties 
and preparation conditions. Mainly, the study contributes to the understanding of the nanoscale 
mechanisms involved in template-infiltration, which have remained a matter of debate [10]. 
Moreover, by studying template materials with a diversity of structural properties, the present 
work provides insight into the properties of the templates that dictate the structural continuity 
and quality of nanocasted products.  
 The design and preparation of nanoporous materials benefit from the understanding of the 
nanoscale phenomena explored in this work, such as the crystallographic effects of heat treat-
ment and the nanoparticulate aggregation inside porous templates. The common belief in the 
catalysis community is that heat treatment of active materials is always detrimental to their 
performance [11]. This view has been contrasted by the recent investigations into the heat-
induced defects in ceria nanomaterials [2], [3], [12], [13]. The present work reports the trans-
formations of ceria nanomaterials under different heating conditions and uses a variety of TEM 
characterisations to identify the nanoscale properties that give rise to the improved catalytic 
performance established in the literature [2], [14]. 
 The advances in the characterisation methodologies proposed throughout these experiments 
provide significant benefits beyond the understanding of the materials of interest. Frequently, 
the Bragg-enhanced-contrast artefacts present during conventional TEM impede the acquisi-
tion of suitable tilt series. Therefore, researchers often combine electron tomography with ad-
vanced TEM techniques that can suppress those artefacts, such as EFTEM or HAADF-STEM 
[15], [16]. Another viable alternative can be found in [17], where geometric tomography has 
been shown to reconstruct reliable three-dimensional objects by suppressing imaging artefacts 
with image processing. Therefore, the development of a modified form of the geometric to-
mography algorithm, as presented in this report, allows porous materials to be characterised in  
three-dimensions without the need for sophisticated advanced TEM instrumentation. 
 The present dissertation introduces the relevance and background of the experimental work 
by covering an extensive range of related literature. Then, the major experimental work is pre-
sented. Chapter 3 outlines the main experimental methodologies applied during this project. 
Chapter 4 explores the morphological and structural effects of ageing on metastable ceria na-
nomaterials. In Chapter 5, those heat-induced defects are characterised in three-dimensions 
using novel methods within electron tomography. Chapter 6 presents a comprehensive study 
of the formation of porous materials via nanocasting. Lastly, a discussion is presented covering 
the main findings across the experimental areas, and the contributions of this work. 
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 The following list summarises the overall aim and objectives met in each experimental sec-
tion of this work: 
 This study aims to determine the nanoscale mechanisms that drive the formation of 
porous ceria nanomaterials by implementing different techniques across electron mi-
croscopy.  
 In order to understand the formation and growth mechanisms of porous defects in ceria 
nanorods, the present work introduces a methodology of heat treatment followed by 
transmission electron microscopy characterisations. These results are summarised in 
Chapter 4. 
 Particular emphasis is placed on the three-dimensional structure of pores in different 
nanomaterials, which have been established as relevant to the catalysis community by 
the cited literature. Chapter 5 of the present work reports the use of electron tomography 
to achieve this objective.  
 Chapter 6 reports the experimental study of infiltration mechanisms driving the fabri-
cation of template-replication products. In order to explore these effects at various mag-
nifications, this work incorporates characterisation methodologies using scanning elec-
tron microscopy, visible light microscopy, as well as transmission and scanning-trans-








This chapter presents the most relevant publications which surround and precede the present 
research. This review is not meant as an exhaustive list of the literature on the subject, nor as a 
chronological account of the texts regarding the topic. The aim herein is only to place the pre-
sent work in the wider context of the scientific conversation. To this end, the sampled literature 
covers the major aspects of this work: the field of application, the material of interest and choice 
of methodology. Respectively, heterogeneous catalysis, porous nanoceria and advanced trans-
mission electron microscopy. 
 The first section explores the literature on heterogeneous catalysis to convey the main de-
velopments and outstanding challenges. Emphasis is placed on the most important applications, 
and discuss the expanding role of porous nanomaterials in catalytic technologies. The follow-
ing subchapter outlines the current importance of ceria-based materials for industrial catalysis. 
This section briefly introduces the major properties of CeO2 at the nanoscale, which substanti-
ate the research uncovering its new potentials. The review finishes with an exploration into the 
main contributions of advanced transmission electron microscopy to the field of nanocatalysts, 
with an emphasis on the study of three-dimensional porosity. 
 
 
2.1 The role of materials science in catalysis  
 
A solid-state catalyst is a functional material, which is used to alter the rate of chemical reac-
tions. This can entail accelerating a reaction, by decreasing the activation energy of reactants 
or promoting selectivity in multi-product reactions. The latter is of great interest to the chemical 
industry, as catalysts can be used to reduce the production of waste and pollutants [18]. Alt-
hough they share basic characteristics with other forms of catalysts, catalytic materials present 
their unique advantages and limitations. While catalytic gases and liquids will generally present 
higher efficiencies, solid catalysts are reusable and environmentally friendly [19].  
 Heterogeneous catalysis is understood as the chemical catalysis process where the phase of 
the catalyst differs from the physical state of the reactants or products. In contrast, in homoge-
neous catalysis the reactants, products and catalyst are in the same liquid or gaseous phase. 
Solid-state catalysis takes place in the catalytically active sites of the material. Therefore, its 
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functionality will depend on its capability to create new active sites while still being exposed 
to reaction conditions. The morphology of the catalyst is of vital importance, as it will deter-
mine the accessibility of the active sites. Finally, the chemical composition of the catalyst must 
be such that the thermodynamic equilibrium between the materials is maintained, as to avoid 
further unwanted products or the catalyst being consumed [20]. 
 
2.1.1 The state-of-the-art in catalytic materials 
 
The chemical industry relies on catalysis to a great extent for efficiency and sustainability. In 
Figure 2.1, Behrens [21] summarises the prevalence of catalytic processes across industrial 
applications, where up to 85% of processes include at least one step of catalysis. Out of these, 
80% employ heterogeneous catalysts. These numbers are only expected to increase as the in-
dustry continues to adopt more green chemistry strategies. The selective nature of catalytic 
solids is central for the prevention of emissions, as well as for remediation processes such as 
wastewater treatment [22]. The environmental importance of developing efficient heterogene-
ous catalysts is therefore hard to overstate, and they are expected to play a central part in the 
transition to a carbon-neutral society.  
 
 
Figure 2.1 The utilisation of solid-state catalysts in comparison to other types of catalysts, 
and the prevalence of catalytic processes across the chemical industry [21] 
 
 Inorganic chemists have been attempting to develop a predictive model of catalytic activity 
for over 50 years [20]. This ‘standard model’ would allow researchers to develop catalysts with 
optimised combinations of structure, composition and chemical behaviour. However, their suc-
cess has been very limited when compared to other members of the family of nanoscience, e.g. 
semiconductors [23], [24].  This disparity is unsurprising given the dynamic aspect of catalysis. 
Image available in library copy 
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To draw on the same example, researchers can predict the behaviour of a semiconductor ma-
terial when they understand the activity affecting its electronic structure, while the chemistry 
and geometry of the semiconductor remain unchanged under normal conditions [25], [26]. 
 In contrast, catalytic action not only alters the electronic structure of material but simulta-
neously changes its geometry and chemistry during every cycle with varying degrees of revers-
ibility. This challenge has driven catalytic research towards a more empirical approach, with 
the number of publications on conceptual catalysis steadily declining since the early 1990s 
[27]. The widespread trend, therefore, is to focus on the development of catalysts with desirable 
properties, without placing much emphasis on theoretical or experimental justification at a mo-
lecular level [20]. 
 A variety of materials have found established uses as heterogeneous catalysts, and more are 
continually being developed. Notable examples are metals (including multi-metal systems) 
[28], graphene and carbon supports [29], carbides [30] and sulphides [31]. Metallic catalysts 
constitute a particular point of focus for industry and research alike. Liu et al. recently pub-
lished a comprehensive review outlining the variety of applications which benefit from cata-
lytic metals [28]. These include organic reactions, electrocatalysis, photocatalysis, selective 
hydrogenation and CO oxidation. Their review also highlights the research efforts devoted to 
understanding the factors driving metallic catalysis, which range from atomic geometry and 
electronic structure to the interactions between the metal and selected solvents. Nanostructured 
metals can be expected to remain a major topic in research, as well as to prevail across a great 
number of catalytic applications. 
 However, amongst this ever-expanding catalogue of catalytically active materials, metal 
oxides continue to be central to most applications [32]–[35]. Over 60 years ago, they were 
found to catalyse a diversity of acid-base, hydrothermal and oxidation reactions, which led to 
their extensive use in the energy sector [36]. Today, their capabilities are still massively relied 
upon for petrochemical uses [18], plus emerging applications in pharmaceutical chemistry [37], 
specialised synthesis and environmental processes [38]. Furthermore, the catalytic activity of 
metal oxides has continued to improve as researchers learn more about them [39].  
 
2.1.1.1 Nanostructuring of metal oxides for catalysis 
 
Early studies on metal oxide catalysts explored the enhancement of activity per unit weight by 
reducing the particle size to the nanoscale. The reduction in particle diameter would increase 
the surface-area-to-volume ratio (SA:V), thus improving reactivity. Similarly, porous materials 
and other non-compact solids exhibit higher chemical activities than their monolithic counter-
parts, owing to higher SA:V values. This knowledge was accompanied by developments in 
preparation methods, as well as additives and related technologies [40]. However, the research 
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objectives soon shifted from exploring the effect of particle size to a more careful consideration 
of the products of different preparation methods, i.e. morphology at the nanoscale [41].  
 Today, catalytic performance is not only understood as regulated by particle size but also as 
highly dependent on the shape of the nanoparticles. This discovery has triggered the need for 
a shape-selective synthesis of catalytic oxides. Additionally, because metal oxides are typically 
crystalline, studies have emphasised the facets favoured by different morphologies and, subse-
quently, the structural selectivity of catalytic reactions. Section 2.2 will discuss further the pub-
lications on the relationship between morphology, crystallinity and catalytic activity for the 
particular case of CeO2 and related materials. 
 Catalytic metal oxides are regularly employed in most industrial processes that involve acid-
base or oxidation reactions [42]. This width of applications has brought about the development 
of a great variety of compositions to suit different purposes. Some simple oxides such as alu-
mina and zeolites, play an important role in acid-catalysed reactions, including fluid-catalytic 
cracking and isomerisation [43]–[47]. Mixed oxides like molybdates, tungstates or antimonates 
are used in the ammoxidation of propylene to produce acrylonitrile, which is necessary to pro-
duce a large number of polymers from rubber to carbon fibres [38], [48], [49]. Significantly, 
there are many multi-component mixed oxides composed of MO6 octahedra like vanadyl py-
rophosphate or VSbO rutile phase across a wide range of high-performance catalytic applica-




Figure 2.2 MO6 octahedra-derived structures used in partial oxidation of alkanes: a) Vanadyl-
pyrophosphate, b) rutile-phase VSbO, c) M1-phase MoVTe (Sb) NbO, d) Keggin molybdo-
phosphoric acid [50] 
 
Image available in library copy 
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 In his 2016 review [50], Jacques Védrine compares the most studied MO6-derived structures 
for their use in oxidation catalysis, shown in Figure 2.2. More broadly, he discusses the eco-
nomic importance of partial oxidative and oxidative dehydrogenation processes. As will be 
detailed in Section 2.2, ceria and its suboxides have attracted particular interest due to their 
high oxygen storage capacity and redox capabilities, which are valuable for noxious-gas-neu-
tralisation applications like deNOx and deSOx reactions [51]. In addition to these applications, 
metal oxides prevail as supports for other active materials [52]. The synergistic interactions 
between the catalyst and the support have a great influence on the thermal and electron con-
ductivities of the active phase, which in turn alters their catalytic performance.  
 The performance and versatility of metal oxides for catalytic applications have encouraged 
researchers to develop a large number of preparation methods. Common examples include pH-
dependent co-precipitation, sol-gel processes and hydrothermal synthesis [53]–[56]. Research-
ers have extensively optimised each method in the search for higher selectivity, better energy 
efficiency or complex structures for particular applications like hierarchical nanoporosity [57]. 
These methods will normally produce precursor materials which need activation before catal-
ysis applications. Thermal treatment is the most common way to achieve this, which converts 
inorganic anions like sulphates, chlorides and nitrates into the oxide phase of interest [58]. Heat 
treatment after this step is generally considered detrimental, as sintering can destroy the cata-
lytically active features like edges and corners. 
 
2.1.1.2 Economic and environmental importance of metal oxide catalysts 
 
Alternative eco-friendly technologies for activation have ensued, which do not require an ex-
ternal source of heat [59], [60], as shown in Figure 2.3 [18]. Some of these methods provide 
the energy necessary for the conversion of the precursor in the form of mechanical force (e.g. 
ball-milling), electric field or through the action of ultrasonic waves, while others use radiation 
to generate the heat required in situ [60]. The development of selective, energy-efficient and 
sustainable methods of preparation can be expected to continue to grow an area of focus in 
catalysis research, as the applicability of new materials hinges on the development of fabrica-
tion strategies, which can expand to an industrial scale. 
 Clean-air strategies are an established priority for many organisations and governments 
seeking to reduce the number of substances hazardous to human health and wildlife [61]. In-
dustries and regulators rely upon a large number of catalytic processes for the achievement of 
these objectives, including desulphurisation, treatment of wastewaters, vehicle exhaust cataly-
sis and removal of volatile compounds [18], [62]. Several of these tasks have historically relied 
on noble metals like platinum or palladium [63]. However, metal oxides are frequently a more 
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financially viable alternative. A notable example is the catalytic oxidation of volatile hydro-
carbons from solvents, households, car exhausts and the petrochemical industry, where 
nanostructured ceria has shown potential to replace bulk supported Pd [64]. Metal oxide solid 
catalysts are also effective for the oxidation treatment of other noxious gases generated by 
automotive exhausts like CO, SO2 and NOx [65]. Titania and zirconia have found significant 
environmental applications as photocatalysts in the treatment of soil and wastewaters from 
chemical plants[66]. By developing more accessible materials for the treatment of major toxic 




Figure 2.3 Activation methods for solid catalysts that do not require external heating [18] 
 
2.1.1.3 Metal oxide nanostructures in catalysis 
 
Metal oxide heterogeneous catalysts have increasingly become an area of priority in different 
research areas. Improvements have been made at all levels from the chemical engineering of 
catalytic reactors to molecular modelling [48]. New synthesis methods aiming for 100% selec-
tivity are constantly in development, and they rely on advances in characterisation. Physisorp-
tion and different forms of spectroscopy are extensively used to identify active phases, while 
X-ray and neutron scattering can provide information on defects and surface geometry. As 
presented in Section 2.3, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has made numerous contri-
butions to the field of catalysis.  
 Some of the unprecedented information gained from TEM analyses include identifying the 
atomic structure of active phases, investigation of chemical compositions at the nanoscale, and 
imaging of electronic structure with atomic spatial resolution [67]. As mentioned above, a lot 
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is still unknown about the mechanisms of catalytic activity, and scientists are still trying to 
develop standard models to predict catalytic behaviour. The in-situ capabilities of TEM, com-
bined with its resolution, make it a promising technique to understand the yet-unexplained 
chemical and structural dynamics of solid-state catalysis [20]. The importance of the applica-
tions of heterogeneous catalysts has motivated the development of new complex nanostruc-
tured materials. Some of the nanomaterials that have sparked interest for their catalytic appli-
cations include magnetic nanoparticles, micro/nanobubbles, layered double hydroxides, semi-
conductor quantum dots and catalytic nanomotors [68]. However, porous nanomaterials have 
particularly attracted a great deal of attention.  
 In particular, mesoporous oxides tend to have properties that are desirable for catalysis, e.g., 
large surface area, support capabilities and tuneable structure [69]. As mentioned above, the 
most common application of porous materials in catalysis is as support for active nanoparticles. 
However, there is an increasing interest in the standalone catalytic capabilities of porous ma-
terials. The following sections discuss the topic of porosity concerning heterogeneous catalysis, 
and the role that porous oxide materials play in catalysis, both as support and functional mate-
rials. 
 
2.1.2 Catalytical activity in porous oxides and other materials 
 
Porous metal oxide catalysts hold many advantages over their predecessors, which has inspired 
researchers to develop materials that can deliver both the structure and the chemistry necessary 
for catalysis in one single material. Nature displays a perfect example of such materials, where 
enzymes show the necessary bio-catalytic chemistry and structure in a single macromolecule 
[69]. Before elaborating on the developments found across the literature regarding porous cat-
alytic metallic oxides, it is useful to briefly outline other major categories within porous cata-
lysts, as they often share challenges and applications. Their major chemical composition sepa-
rates porous materials into organic, inorganic and hybrid. This classification can be found in 
the comprehensive review by Nasrallah and Hierso [70], as shown in Figure 2.4.  
 Organic porous materials mostly consist of porous organic polymers (POPs). Their fabrica-
tion mostly consists of a directed assembly of functional organic units [71]. Depending on their 
building blocks, POPs classify as microporous organic polymers, hyper-cross-linked polymers, 
porous aromatic frameworks or covalent organic frameworks (COFs). The latter has attracted 
particular attention due to their high crystallinity and tuneable porosity [70]. Hybrid materials 
consist of organic functional groups which drive the assembly of metal precursors, resulting in 
a coordination polymer (CP). Some of these materials share similarities with the composites 
mentioned in the previous section consisting of a support and an active phase [72], [73]. How-
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ever, a specific type of CPs known as metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) constitutes a wide-
spread research area within functional porous materials. The literature hosts a large number of 
reviews regarding their development and applications [74]–[78]. However, their applications 
are often limited by their low thermal stability, which coincides with the challenges of silica-
based materials [79].  
 
 
Figure 2.4 Classification of chemically active porous materials by composition [70] 
 
 Nanostructured transition and inner transition metal oxides are ideal for many catalytic uses, 
as the diversity of their properties and electronic configurations makes them relevant to many 
industrial applications [38], [70], [80]. While most of them can assemble into catalytically ac-
tive porous nanostructures, their chemical behaviour will still depend majorly on their compo-
sition [81]. This dependency means that the cation, or cations, in the oxide will determine the 
main characteristics of the catalyst and its subsequent application.  
 Firstly, the charge-to-ionic radius ratio will govern the acid-base strength of the catalyst 
[20]. Secondly, the hydrothermal stability of metal oxides is generally very high. However, for 
applications in particularly harsh environments, mixed oxide compositions (e.g. CeO2-ZrO2) 
have exhibited higher stability than their pure metal oxide counterparts [82]. Finally, the com-
position of a metal oxide can influence its concentration of oxygen vacancy defects, which can, 
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in turn, influence its activity [83]. However, oxygen vacancies are also largely associated with 
the morphology, crystallinity and porosity of the catalyst. 
 
2.1.2.1 The influence of porosity on the catalytic behaviour of oxides 
 
In the more general sense, porosity affects catalytic behaviour by increasing the surface area 
and exposing more active sites to the reactants. This correlation immediately makes them more 
efficient than their bulk counterparts. However, when researchers have explored the catalytic 
properties of porous materials, they have discovered shape-selective mechanisms that make the 
activity of these materials significantly different from that of other nanostructures with similar 
surface area [84]. This discovery has led to a great body of theoretical and practical research 
aiming to understand and apply these pore-specific phenomena.  
 Still, the most basic way of classifying pores is by their size, which divides them into three 
wide categories: Macropores are any pores larger than 50 nanometres, mesopores have sizes 
between the sizes of 2 nm and 50 nm, and micropores are pores smaller than 2 nm [85]. Some 
sources will refer to a special category within micropores of so-called ultramicropores with 
dimensions below 0.7 nm [86], [87]. Depending on the preparation methods, catalysts can ex-
hibit pores of two or more size classes. The texture of pores, i.e. size and shape, is largely 





Figure 2.5 Common pore geometries [85] 
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  Small changes in the dimensions of pores have been shown to have considerable effects 
on the performance of the material in catalysis. As an example, biomass upgrading is a crucial 
environmental application which involves mass transport of complex viscous molecules [84]. 
The efficiency of this conversion relies entirely on the porosity of the metal oxide catalyst. If 
the pores are too small, they are likely to be blocked by the macromolecules, causing low con-
version rates and eventual deactivation of the catalyst. On the other hand, if the pores are too 
big, the selectivity of the catalyst will be poor, resulting in low-quality reaction products. These 
demands for fine-tuned porosity have made the synthesis of porous catalytic oxides a very 
active area of research. Researchers aim to develop preparation methods with better porosity 
control at the nanoscale [88]. Furthermore, specialised applications like biomass upgrading, 
have created an increased interest in hierarchically porous materials, which unify the catalytic 
activity of separate porous phases into a single material [84].  
Different preparation methods not only result in different pore sizes but also generate a wide 
variety of regular and irregular pore shapes. Some common shapes are schematically repre-
sented in Figure 2.5 by Leofanti et al. [85]. The most common regular pore geometries include 
cylinders, slits and voids between connected spheres. Cylindrical pores can happen on the sur-
faces of MgO and Al2O3. Slit shapes are common to clays and activated carbons, and voids 
between spheres can result from solids obtained from gels and most silica-based materials. 
These geometries can be useful for describing some porous structures.  
 However, it is well established that pores are more likely to have irregular shapes [89]. That 
is, they do not have a uniform size along their length. It is usual for pores to be ink-bottle 
shaped, where the body of the pore is wider in diameter than its mouth. Alternatively, they can 
be funnel-shaped, with the mouth of the pore being wider than its body. Consequently, reported 
values of pore sizes could be deceitful, as they will significantly vary according to the method 
of measurement. Another important aspect of pore morphology is the location of a pore in 
relation to the surfaces of the containing material. In general terms, authors describe pores as 
closed (if they do not connect to the surface), blind (if they are only accessible from one surface 
but finish inside the body of the material) or through (if they connect two surfaces of the ma-
terial). Additionally, pores can be isolated, or they can connect with one or more other pores 
to form a porous network.  
 
2.1.3 Mesoporous materials for catalysis 
 
According to IUPAC nomenclature, a mesoporous material is a solid containing pores between 
2 and 50 nm [90]. Within catalysis, silica-based mesoporous materials are of great importance. 
Since their discovery, 25 years ago [91], [92], mesoporous silica (MPS) catalysts have already 
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substituted mineral acids and chloro-containing compounds in the majority of their long-estab-
lished industrial applications [79]. They present several advantages, such as reduced biohazard, 
improved selectivity and yield of reactions, as well as reduced energy consumption. These 
impressive results have attracted the attention of researchers who seek to expand their uses by 
developing new pore architectures and framework topologies. Mesoporous materials share 
many physical and chemical similarities with microporous zeolites, both natural and synthetic. 
This resemblance is exemplified in Figure 2.6, which shows the structures of a zeolite and 
mesoporous silica with typical structures and compositions [93]. 
 The main differences between the families of zeolite and mesoporous materials are crystal-
linity and pore dimensions. Zeolites exhibit a crystalline matrix and a limited pore size, which 
rarely exceeds 2 nm [94]. On the other hand, MPS materials are amorphous at the nanoscale 
and can have pores as big as 50 nm [79]. This trade-off of structural characteristics constitutes 
the main challenges for these materials, which researchers still seek to overcome. The crystal-
line silica network of zeolites has the advantages of high thermal and hydrothermal stabilities, 
accommodating for catalytic applications above 800 C. However, this crystallinity only allows 
infiltration by elements with tetrahedral coordination geometries. Common infiltrates include 





Figure 2.6 Typical structures of a) zeolite (ZSM-5) and b) MPS material (MCM-41) [93] 
 
 In contrast, the amorphous network in MPS has been used to accommodate a great variety 
of elements. The wider pore dimensions also allow oxides to form within the structure. This 
infiltration capabilities mean that MPS are not only useful in acid, basic or oxidation catalysis 
but as carriers for dispersed metal and oxide phases [96], [97]. Furthermore, they can present 
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a high concentration of silanols throughout their structure, which allows the grafting of com-
plex organic and organometallic compounds [98]. Despite these advantages, the amorphous 




Figure 2.7 Sketch of the mesoporous hierarchy in FCC catalyst mixtures [79] 
 
 The ability of silica-based mesoporous materials to be combined with such a wide variety 
of elements and compounds has brought about applications far beyond heterogeneous cataly-
ses, such as drug delivery [99] and bone tissue engineering [100]. As for heterogeneous catal-
ysis, there are promising studies of the performance of MPS in all major catalytic environments 
[101]. Within the petrochemical industry, which relies majorly on solid-state acid catalysis, the 
MCM-41 family of mesoporous materials have shown to improve the yield of a reaction in the 
alkylation of benzene with olefins and propylene [102].  
 The transformation of vacuum gas-oil into valuable products via fluid catalytic cracking 
(FCC) is one of the highest priorities within the industry. The most common catalyst in use 
today is a complex mixture of clays, binders and micro/mesoporous materials, as schematically 
shown in Figure 2.7 [79]. The incorporation of MPS with hierarchical pore structures has re-
sulted in higher conversion rates and better selectivity toward diesel production [103]. These 
applications bring back, however, the issue of thermal and hydrothermal stability, as FCC cat-
alysts often operate at temperatures above 750 C in the presence of steam, which results in 
limited performance and short life for the catalyst [104]. 
 The Al content in mesoporous silica materials makes them obvious candidates for acid-
catalysed reactions. However, several studies have explored the effect of loading the preformed 
MPS with alkaline ions like Na+ or Cs+, The resulting compounds combine the high dispersion 
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of MPS with the chemical activity of the alkali phase, giving highly active and selective basic 
catalysts [105]–[109]. Some of the most promising catalysts of this type include La2O3/Cs2O-
impregnated MCM-41 for the production of biodiesel [107], SBA-15 supported CaO and 
fumed silica for the transesterification of castor and vegetable oils [110], and CeO2 supported 




Figure 2.8 Schematic representation of the typical preparation methods of a) a zeolite, ZSM-5 
and b) mesoporous silica, MCM-41 [93] 
 
 As mentioned in the previous section, oxidation catalysis plays a major role in the environ-
mental applications of heterogeneous catalysts. Hence, researchers have tried numerous com-
binations of mesoporous silicas with active oxides, in the search for catalysts that will selec-
tively oxidise compounds under mild conditions. Titania-containing MCM-41 has found par-
ticular application in the oxidation of large organic molecules, where their zeolite predecessors 
could not be used [110]. Experimental results suggest that ceria-containing SBA-15 is effective 
in the industrial oxidation of carbon monoxide and hazardous volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs) in air and water[112].  
 The preparation of MPS materials is closely associated with that of zeolites [93], where a 
silica or aluminosilicate precursor is templated using a complex, typically organic macromol-
ecule known as SDA or structure-directing agent. The silica or aluminosilicate polymerises 
around the SDA, forming the mesoporous structure. Finally, the SDA vacates the structure by 
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calcination or dissolution. The result is an open structure with long-range periodicity, which 
can be easily infiltrated by other molecules or ions. Lehman and Larsen have sketched this 
process in Figure 2.8 while highlighting the similarities between the preparations of ZSM-5 
zeolite and MCM-41 mesoporous silica [93]. By varying the physical parameters and the chem-
ical compositions involved in these reactions, researchers have been able to create a wide va-
riety of recognised frameworks. This diversity of pore architectures and dimensions continues 
to expand, facilitating new applications for mesoporous silica materials.  
 
2.1.3.1 Outstanding challenges in MPS technologies 
 
The potential applications of mesoporous materials in catalysis have sparked significant inter-
est in overcoming their inherent challenges. Widespread research is still underway seeking to 
improve their hydrothermal and thermal stabilities, as well as to control the dispersion and 
behaviour of active sites within the MPS structure [79]. Novel strategies generally aim at con-
ferring the crystallinity of zeolites to mesoporous materials while retaining the versatile struc-
ture of the latter [113]. This combination of features results in hierarchical micro-mesoporosity, 
where the mesostructure provides mass transport capabilities and the microporous crystallinity 
gives better control of the active site structure and, more importantly, makes it possible to use 
the materials at higher temperatures.  
 Some promising examples of such novel materials include the successful syntheses of Ti-
Beta/SBA-15 [114] and mesoporous TS-1 [115]. The fabrication of these materials usually 
consists of modified versions of the templating method for preparing MPS, as described above. 
A notable exception is the so-called destructive methods, where a preformed zeolite is period-
ically demetallised to obtain the desired hierarchical porosity. There have been successful ap-
plications across the literature from the early works of Ryoo et al. over 20 years ago [116], who 
used a sacrificial carbon template to achieve a nanocrystalline mesoporous structure, to the 
more recent dealumination procedure implemented by Na et al. [117]. Although promising, 
these results require costly preparation methods, which has naturally limited their application. 
 
2.1.4 Synthesis and characterisation methods of porous catalytic materials 
 
Advanced methods of preparation have been developed to obtain predictable pore morpholo-
gies. The anodisation procedures of aluminium metal have been finely tuned to obtain cylin-
drical pores in a so-called honeycomb configuration. The parameters of electrodeposition de-
termine the width and depth of these generally uniform blind pores [118]. Blind pores can also 
occur during heat treatment, which causes vacancies in the oxide to reposition, resulting in a 
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nanostructure where the surfaces of the material show recesses, pits or concavities. This phe-
nomenon occurs in a variety of catalytic oxide materials [1], [119], [120].  
 For the case of through-pores, like the one shown in Figure 2.8, they can appear in metal 
oxide catalysts as curved wormholes or straight nanochannels travelling between opposite 
faces of the rod. Such defects are commonly observed in systems like Vycor glass or during 
dealloying of Au/Ag [50], [121]. The formation of the channels happens via microscale heat 
treatment, where a low stability precursor forms the one-dimensional features inside a high 
stability phase before being leached or removed, leaving though-holes behind. This mechanism 
has also been considered for other oxides like cerium (IV) oxide nanorods [13], where the 
hydroxide phase could template the channels inside the oxide rods. This type of channels cre-
ates a high surface area, which provides oxide nanomaterials higher redox capacity compared 
to their non-porous counterparts. 
 Pore sizes smaller than 2 nm have been observed in a variety of heat-treated oxides and can 
appear as a random speckle covering the entire structure of the catalyst when observed in TEM 
[3], [4], [122]–[124]. Their shape is not well defined, but they generally appear to tend towards 
a spherical symmetry [4]. Researchers working with a variety of metal oxide nanomaterials 
have reported that further steps of heat treatment allow the conversion of these smaller pores 
into negative nanoparticles with well-defined facetted geometry [3], [125], [126]. There is still 
limited information on these negative nanoparticles, but they appear as three-dimensional cav-




An important application of MPS materials is as templates for the fabrication of other meso-
porous materials via nanocasting, wherein the MPS functions as a structural matrix for other 
materials, such as oxides, metals or carbon. A precursor of the material of interest infiltrates 
the pores of the mesoporous silica. Common precursors include nitrates and chlorides for metal 
oxides [127], or sucrose for carbon [128]. There are several methods to obtain a successful 
impregnation.  
 Some systems favour incipient wetness impregnation (IWI), which consists of adding small 
amounts of highly concentrated precursor solution to the MPS [129], other groups have 
achieved good results using ultrasonication [130], dip-coating [131], and more sophisticated 
methods like chemical vapour deposition [132]. Once the precursor has successfully infiltrated 
the mesoporous structure, it is converted into its respective product, typically by heating. The 
cycle of infiltration/conversion is usually repeated a few times to ensure that the mesoporous 
structure is completely full. The silica matrix can then be removed by chemical etching using 
hydrofluoric acid or a strong alkaline solution. Structurally, the final product is negative silica. 
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Finally, a second infiltration/inversion process can be done on this product to obtain positive 
silica [133], in which the oxide presents an identical structure to the original MPS. For these 
cases, the intermediate infiltration is usually done using a carbon compound like CMK-3, 
which can later be eliminated by slow combustion [127].  
 Nanocasting has been extensively used to obtain mesoporous oxides, which can be used as 
supports with high thermal stability or as standalone catalysts. Their open structure and crys-
talline walls provide excellent conditions for catalytic activity. Some of the mesoporous oxides 
prepared in this way include Al2O3 [134]–[137], CuO [138], MgO [133], [139], [140], ZnO 
[141]–[145], TiO2 [137], ZrO2 [146], and CeO2 [133], [147]–[149]. These products are just 
some examples of a wider trend in the research of catalysts. The vision of a catalyst is evolving 
from a composite consisting of a support and an active phase into a functional solid that has 
both the relevant chemistry and the desired porous structure. These materials provide opportu-
nities not only in catalysis but also in fields like optical sensing and drug delivery [69]. The 
following section dives into these new developments and explores the challenges and opportu-
nities presented by porous catalytic oxides. 
 
2.1.4.2 Characterisation of nanoporous materials 
 
The complexity and low dimensionality of pores in catalytic nanomaterials present interesting 
challenges when it comes to characterisation. Classic characterisation techniques are still 
widely used to obtain bulk properties like BET surface area, pore size distribution, total pore 
volume and average pore size [150]. Such established techniques include low-temperature ad-
sorption of N2 or Kr, Ar, He, Hg porosimetry, and permeametry. Appropriate use of these tech-
niques and their respective measurement methods can provide valuable information on porous 
oxide materials. However, state-of-the-art catalytic materials rely on their characteristics at the 
nanoscale for their performance. This correlation is especially true for porous nano-oxides, 
whose intricate morphology creates active sites in ways that are not yet fully understood [20]. 
For this reason, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and its related techniques have be-
come a vital instrument for the development of these promising materials [151]. Metal oxides 
also have the advantage of being resistant to electron beam damage, which makes it possible 
to analyse them for extended periods using even high-voltage sources [152].  
 The most prominent application of TEM in catalysis is the study of nanomaterials in vivo or 
in situ. This is due to the limited information that the traditional post-mortem methods often 
provide. In similar fashion to other advanced TEM techniques, the application of in situ has 
been dependent on the developments in other TEM technologies. Particularly, in situ tech-
niques have benefited from the implementation of micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) 
[153], [154] and aberration-corrected microscopy [155]–[157]. Regardless of the experimental 
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challenges and the need for specialised microscopes, the number of related publications has 
shown significant growth over the last decade [158]–[160].  
 In their recent review, Taheri et al. have identified four main scientific challenges that have 
motivated the use of in situ TEM in materials science research [160]. First, the ability to capture 
phenomena in real-time and identify intermediate phases makes it a powerful tool to explain 
materials synthesis routes in detail. Secondly, by subjecting materials to different sources of 
energy and chemical environments, in situ TEM enables researchers to determine the chemical 
reactivity of nanoparticles. Thirdly, by exploiting the high-resolution capacities of the trans-
mission electron microscope, researchers have been able to understand solid-state phenomena 
at the nanoscale. Finally, a great number of publications have utilised this technique to record 
and analyse failure mechanisms at the atomic scale.  
 Robert Sinclair classified in situ TEM methods into seven experimental categories accord-
ing to the source of energy supplied to the specimen [161]. These categories are electron-irra-
diation momentum transfer, heating using a thermal source (i.e. heating holder), laser stimula-
tion experiments, electrical biasing, controlled gas environment, liquid cell environments and 
nanoscale mechanical loading. The final section of this review will continue to discuss the most 
relevant developments in TEM for the fields of nanomaterials and catalysis. 
 Environmental concerns and energy requirements continue to increase the demand for new 
catalysts. Metal oxide catalysts are versatile and can provide high efficiency, selectivity and 
hydrothermal resistance. In turn, porous oxide nanomaterials have reported catalytic capacities 
up to 5 times higher than their non-porous equivalent [13].  These favourable characteristics 
are attracting the attention of researchers, and the field will continue to grow. A lot of questions 
remain unanswered, mainly regarding the mechanisms involved in the generation of active sites 
and the relation with the presence and characteristics of pores and similar defects. Nevertheless, 
the empirical development of materials that exploit these features has already shown great 
promise for heterogeneous catalysis and is expected to persist.  
 
 
2.2 Catalytic potentials of porous ceria nanomaterials 
 
For over 20 years, the number of publications on ceria-containing materials has seen a steady 
increase across disciplines, as shown by Montini [162] in Figure 2.9. Their impact continues 
to grow with new developments in materials preparation, advanced characterisation, as well as 
the environmental demands for solid-state catalysts. Most applications of ceria rely on its abil-
ity to switch between the oxidation states of the cerium cation without compromising the struc-
ture of the material [163]. However, there are other properties of ceria that make it one of the 
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most promising materials for catalysis, particularly at the nanoscale [14]. In support applica-
tions, for example, ceria can stabilise metals at a higher temperature, preventing them from 
sintering and maintaining single-atom configurations. It also enhances the performance of no-
ble metals via oxygen transfer. 
 The advancement of ceria applications has only been possible through the collaboration of 
theoretical and experimental research. For example, in the early 1990s, Sayle et al. predicted 
that oxygen vacancy formation in cerium oxide depended highly on the properties of the sur-
face [164], i.e. ceria nanoparticles (NPs) with different exposed lattice planes could have very 
different oxidation behaviours. This relation highlighted the need to develop new preparation 
methods since the conventional coprecipitation techniques normally result in polycrystalline 
materials with ill-defined heterogeneous shapes [14]. This section summarises the most im-
pactful applications of ceria, the research advances that have propitiated them, and the probable 




Figure 2.9 Chart summarising publications on ceria and its catalytic applications [162] 
 
 
2.2.1 The significance of CeO2 for industrial catalysis 
 
Ceria has three main properties that make it desirable for catalytic applications, both as support 
and active component: reversible redox chemistry, thermal/hydrothermal stability and great 
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oxygen storage capacity (OSC). These advantages have made ceria and its suboxides an attrac-
tive component for many catalytic processes [13]. Different areas of application vary in re-
quirements of catalyst chemistry and structure, which results in a wide variety of cerium diox-
ide nanostructures and composites.  
 This section highlights well-established catalytic applications of ceria and related materials, 
emphasising the nanoscale properties that make them suitable for each application. The role of 
ceria in the industrial processes is a particular point of attention, such as CO oxidation, CO2 
conversion and organic transformations. The final section introduces some of the promising 
uses of ceria that are still under development. 
 
2.2.1.1 The use of ceria in CO oxidation 
 
Carbon monoxide (CO) is a common by-product in many everyday sources like vehicle ex-
haust, heating systems and organic fumes. Exposure to high levels of CO can kill a human in 
less than two hours or cause long-term complications in survivors [165]. Environmentally, CO 
also contributes to the formation of hazardous ground-level ozone [166]. CO is removed from 
specific atmospheres by oxidation in a three-way catalyst (TWC) system. TWC devices nor-
mally consist of a noble metal deposited on ceria support.  
 The metal particles are responsible for oxygen activation, while the support carries oxygen 
atoms to the reaction sites on its surface converting CO into CO2. This ability of the support to 
store and release oxygen under reaction conditions is known as oxygen storage capacity (OSC) 
and is the determining feature of the catalyst [51]. The particular working conditions of each 
application can have negative effects on the OSC performance of the ceria support. Some chal-
lenging environments include complex gas mixes, high working temperatures and high-fre-
quency oscillatory systems [167].  Several dopants and solid solutions have been developed to 
overcome the challenges of pure ceria, and have become established TWC components. E.g., 
ceria-zirconia [168], gadolinium-doped ceria [169], cerium-praseodymium oxide and others 
[170]. 
 As described above, the catalytic oxidation of CO occurs primarily on the surface of the 
TWC ceria supports. For this reason, the surface properties of CeO2 have been extensively 
researched [13]. Beyond increasing surface area, CO-oxidising ceria has been improved by 
escalating the concentration of surface defects and controlling the crystallography to amplify 
oxygen mobility and lower the formation energy of vacancies [171]. Over the last ten years, 
different research groups have tested the effect that different exposed lattice planes have on the 
CO oxidation activity of ceria. The influence is notable across all different nanoceria morphol-
ogies: nanotubes, nanospheres, nanocubes, nanorods, nanooctahedra, nanospindles and nan-
owires [172]–[175]. Their results conclusively predict that those materials with {100} and 
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{110} exposed planes are more active in CO oxidation. The following sections discuss the 
research on the surface properties of ceria nanostructures in more detail.  
 The removal of CO is not only necessary in atmospheres where it could be damaging to 
humans and wildlife, but also within confined industrial processes. Particularly in the produc-
tion of hydrogen gas by the reformation of hydrocarbons. This process generates CO, which is 
mostly oxidised via the water-gas shift (WGS) reaction. However, the product of this reaction 
generally still contains some amounts of CO which poison the metal-based catalyst used for 
the reformation process [13], [176]. Ceria has proved effective as a second stage oxidiser re-
ducing the levels of CO below 8 ppm [177], [178]. This role in the WGS reaction also positions 
ceria as a relevant material for the future hydrogen economy [179]. 
 
2.2.1.2 The role of ceria in CO2 conversion 
 
The capture and storage of carbon dioxide (CO2) by physical or chemical means, as well as its 
conversion into useful products,  constitute a major area of priority for multidisciplinary re-
search [180]. Therefore, it is necessary to overcome the challenges posed by the chemical in-
ertness of CO2 and its high bond energy. Cerium dioxide has proved effective in trapping CO2 
molecules on its surface under mild conditions [181]. The redox chemistry of ceria also allows 
it to activate CO2 and promote its conversion in different catalytic processes in gas and liquid 
phase. The main strategies of conversion of CO2 can be summed up into the production of 
carbonates and reduction into fuels. Ceria has been identified as a suitable catalyst for both 
processes, with its activity improved by the concentration of defects on its surface [180].  
 The catalytic synthesis of carbonates is a promising way to reutilise CO2 by using it as a 
building block for the production of green reagents like dimethyl carbonate (DMC) [181]. The 
fabrication of DMC from CO2 and methanol presents significant challenges due to the low 
reaction yield (<10%), the abundant production of water and the low chemical selectivity (60-
90%). Furthermore, the reaction requires an intricate apparatus that integrates steps of dehy-
dration and product separation [182], [183]. In recent years, Tomishige et al. have published 
several studies on the introduction of a catalytic bed of ceria nanoparticles as a reaction site 
promoter [184]–[186]. Their apparatus still requires dehydration agents and stoichiometric ad-
dition of reactants but has reportedly achieved conversion efficiencies above 95% with a DMC 
selectivity 99%. 
 Reduction processes convert captured carbon dioxide into useful hydrocarbon fuels like 
methanol or methane. This conversion can be achieved via thermochemical or photocatalytic 
reactions, both of which benefit from the properties of ceria[13]. The redox capacities of ceria, 
high oxygen diffusivity and tuneable surfaces are determining characteristics for the efficiency 
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of photocatalysts. In terms of surface defects, photocatalysis has presented an important chal-
lenge for materials preparation: the absorption of visible light is aided by the presence of sur-
face defects, but if the defects are too abundant, they will trap the photogenerated charges re-
ducing the efficiency of the reaction [187]. 
  Researchers have sought to optimise the surface of ceria nanoparticles to produce the best 
possible rates of CO2 conversion [188]. As for thermochemical conversions, samarium-doped 
ceria has been used to convert CO2 and water into CO and hydrogen gas [189]. Unfortunately, 
the endothermic nature of the reaction means that a lot of energy is required, making the pro-
cess inviable at an industrial scale. A promising alternative is the use of a solar-thermal reactor, 
which benefits from a functionalised porous CeO2 catalyst to create an abundance of thermo-
chemically active sites [189]. 
 
2.2.1.3 Applications of ceria in organic catalysis and biomedical research 
 
Beyond its significance in the treatment of gases as described above, ceria also plays a major 
role in the production of organic derivates. Comprehensive reviews can be found on the exten-
sive uses of ceria in a large number of organic reactions like oxidation, hydrolysis, coupling, 
addition, substitution and others [190]–[192]. These applications rely on the versatility and 
stability of ceria under reaction conditions. Particularly, organic reactions rely on the reversible 
redox capacity and the generation of surface Lewis acid/base reaction sites. Here is described 
the role of ceria in three major catalytic processes: hydrolysis, oxidation and hydrogenation. 
Emphasis is placed on the surface properties and modifications that provide the catalytic per-
formance. 
 Hydrolysis and dehydration processes rely on the ability of a catalyst to absorb water and 
dissociate it into protons and hydroxyls. The catalyst must then be able to liberate the acid/base 
ions as required by the reaction and rapidly regenerate the active site. If the acid/base capacity 
of the oxide is too strong, the reaction sites become blocked, and the catalyst performance 
decreases until its deactivation [192]. The reaction conditions will vary according to the reac-
tants and catalysts will behave differently depending on thermal/hydrothermal conditions. This 
limitation means that it is impossible to find a universal catalyst for organic hydrolysis. How-
ever, Wang et al. have shown that ceria nanoparticles exhibit water resistance and high acid-
base activity in the production of 1,3-butanediol by catalytic hydrolysis, which is a high priority 
component for biomedical applications [190].  
 As aforementioned, the redox and oxygen storage capacities of ceria make it a prime candi-
date for catalysing oxidation reactions. Organic oxidations present the challenge that they 
mostly occur at temperatures below 100 °C. In spite of this limitation, ceria has been shown to 
oxidise benzyl alcohol into benzaldehyde in-air at 60 °C [190]. An evaluation of the oxidation 
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of aromatic anilines into aromatic azo compounds showed that the impregnation of the ceria 
catalyst with gold NPs resulted in oxidative capacity up to 10 times higher than pure CeO2 
[190]. Lv et al. have reported a novel catalytic system with high selectivity for the oxidation of 
toluene into benzaldehyde [190]. The material consists of highly regular ceria nanocubes cov-
ered in oleic acid. This coating facilitates the self-assembly of the cubes, which results in the 
preferential exposure of active {100} planes.  
 It is worth to examine the crystallisation structure of cerium (IV) oxide, as it provides rele-
vant information regarding its reactivity and oxidation mechanism. The unit cell structure is 
shown in Figure 2.10. 
 
Figure 2.10 Model of a single unit cell of CeO2 and schematic representations of relevant 
Miller indices (Model generated using Crystal Maker®) 
 As can be observed in the model, every cerium atom is coordinated with eight oxygen atoms 
forming a cube, and every oxygen atom is coordinated with four cerium atoms in a tetrahedral 
array. The unit cell has a cubic close packed or face centred cubic shape ccp/fcc. The structure 
can be defined as having a space group Fm-3m, with a cerium cation in its origin (0,0,0), and 
the first oxygen anion at (0.25,0.25,0.25) and a cell parameter a=5.41134 Å. This leads to a 
cubic unit cell as the one shown in Fig. 2.10 with cerium atoms at the corners and faces, and 
oxygen atoms in between filling the tetrahedral sites. This structure is commonly known as 
fluorite structure, because CaF2 crystallises into the same geometry. The fluorite crystal struc-
ture is characterised by having a cation-anion ratio of 1:2, as well as the cation and anion co-
ordination of 8 and 4 respectively. 
 By looking at the expanded crystal shown in Figure 2.11, it is easily observed that cerium 
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spaces are of great significance as they provide room for defect activity through oxygen diffu-
sivity. An expanded study of ceria crystallography is explored in section 2.2.4. 
 
 
Figure 2.11 Expanded model of CeO2 crystal structure.  
Cerium ions have been rendered in order to display the empty octahedral sites. 
(Model generated using Crystal Maker®) 
 
 Although the chemical behaviour of pure ceria is preferentially oxidising, it has also found 
extensive use as a stabiliser and promoter in reductive hydrogenation. The abundance of sur-
face defects makes it a potent adsorbent for organic molecules compared to pure metallic NPs 
[193]. A large number of applications have benefited from this metal/ceria combination. Nota-
ble examples include the hydrogenation of unsaturated compounds by CeO2-supported Au and 
Cu [194], [195]. A recent study by Zhang et al. utilised the highly active surface of porous 
nanorods to anchor sub-nm Pd clusters, resulting in a highly effective and selective hydrogen-
ating agent [196]. The complex mechanisms of catalysis which combine the active metal na-
noparticles with the crystallography and surface defects of ceria are not yet fully understood 
[13]. 
 In recent years, the biocompatibility of ceria has expanded its applications from the indus-
trial and environmental interests into biological and medical uses. CeO2 has been found to 
successfully mimic the behaviour of biocatalytic enzymes such as oxidase, catalase, peroxidase 
and superoxide dismutate (SOD) [197]–[199]. The development of synthetic nanozymes is di-
rectly associated with important applications in drug delivery, biosensing, antioxidants and 
diagnostic tools [200], [201]. These applications are expected to improve as more fabrication 
methods are developed which facilitate the surface control and reactivity of CeO2 catalysts. 
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2.2.2 The effects of nanoscale morphology on the activity of nanoceria  
 
As explained in previous sections, despite the continued relevance of bulk catalysts in indus-
trial applications, most of the efforts in catalytic material research are devoted to the develop-
ment of nanomaterials. This prioritisation is particularly true for ceria, which has been the sub-
ject of over 25,000 publications since the 1950s [162]. Over the last ten years, however, most 
of the original publications on ceria concern materials that exhibit nanoscale magnitudes in at 
least one external dimension [202]. Accordingly, the present review does not comprise the 
fundamentals or developments of macroscale ceria. This section introduces the main 
nanoshapes of ceria, their preparation methods and the link between shape and chemical activ-
ity. The fcc crystal structure of cerium dioxide promotes crystallisation into characteristic pol-
yhedral geometries. Under thermodynamically stable conditions, the facets of ceria nanoparti-
cles will be mainly of the {111} family, followed by the {110} and {100} planar geometries 
[14]. These features correspond to the best-known shape for ceria nanoparticles; the cubocta-
hedron [51], which exhibits eight stable {111} octahedral facets capped by six {100} faces. A 
schematic representation is shown in Fig. 2.12, as published Castell et al. in their work on UO2 
nanoparticles [120], which is a well-known analogous material to CeO2. by This {100}-trun-
cated {111}-octahedral geometry is observed in CeO2 nanocrystals synthesised by a variety of 
methods. By controlling the experimental conditions, this initial shape can be extensively 
changed in all dimensions, resulting in (i) zero-dimensional structures (confined in 3 dimen-
sions) like nanopolyhedra, nanocubes, nanospheres; (ii) unidimensional (confined in two di-
mensions) such as nanorods, nanowires, nanotubes and nanobelts; and (iii) two-dimensional 
structures (confined in one dimension), like nanosheets and nanoplates. Beyond these 
nanoshapes, it is possible to obtain nanomaterials which extend in three dimensions. They are 
still considered nanomaterials because their functionality and active features happen at the na-
noscale [14].  
 
 
Figure 2.12 Sketch of a cuboctahedron or {100}-truncated {111}-octahedron [120] 
Image available in library copy 




2.2.3 Selective preparation methods of ceria nanomaterials 
 
As explained in the first part of this literature review, different forms of catalytic activity rely 
on separate mechanisms and therefore benefit from different nanoscale characteristics of na-
nomaterials. Hence, there is a significant motivation to develop more selective preparation 
methods, which can allow researchers to tailor the morphology of ceria to the intended appli-
cation. However, for the sake of simplicity, many studies of catalytic performance rely on CO 
oxidation as a good indicator of the general potential of a material or device for heterogeneous 
catalysis [203]–[205]. This process also happens to involve the reaction that uses CeO2-based 
nanomaterials as active components most widely [51], as they are desired for their OSC and 
activity at lower temperatures. In general terms, CO oxidation has been enhanced by CeO2 
nanomaterials that exhibit a larger surface area. For example, ceria nanotubes have both exter-
nal and internal surfaces which can host active sites. Correspondingly, their catalytic perfor-
mance ranks amongst the highest of ceria nanomaterials [173]. This would suggest that nano-
particles with smaller sizes and very high surface area per volume would have the highest cat-
alytic potential. However, their CO oxidation performance is poorer than most other CeO2 
nano-morphologies [206]. 
 On the other hand, nanorods have particularly strong catalytic abilities regardless of their 
lower surface area. Studies have suggested that their performance improves as their diameter 
increases, even at the expense of their surface area [173], [207]–[209]. These seemingly con-
tradictory findings can be explained by the catalytic mechanism. CO oxidation is normally 
carried out by the continuous reduction of Ce4+ to Ce3+, and subsequent oxidation of Ce3+ to 
Ce4+ using gas-phase oxygen. It can be deduced from this mechanism that the efficiency of the 
material will depend on the speed at which it can generate oxygen vacancies and replenish 
them, i.e., interstitial oxygen mobility [210].  
 The energy of oxygen vacancy formation is higher in (111) planes than any other and varies 
further for all the plane families present in the crystal structure of ceria [14], [211]–[213]. Sec-
tion 2.2.3 will explore the published investigations into this relationship. For now, it is relevant 
to emphasise that the low performance of ceria nanoparticles is due to all their enclosing planes 
being (111)-type facets. The higher performance of nanorods and nanotubes alike is explained 
by the presence of more active (100) and (110) planes. 
 Furthermore, nanorods made from ceria differ from other materials in their non-cylindrical 
cross-section [211]–[213]. The cross-section of ceria nanorods has been investigated through 
3D imaging [4] and atomistic modelling [214]. They have been shown to have a pseudo-hex-
agonal shape with sharp edges and corners. These under-coordinated sites are known to be 
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preferentially occupied by Ce3+ ions [215], which can adsorb gas-phase carbon monoxide mak-
ing it easier to oxidise with the active interstitial oxygen [202]. This combination of factors, 
namely, exposed (100) and (110) planes, as well as the prevalence of edges and corners,  make 




Figure 2.13 Summary of CeO2 nanomaterials preparation methods [13] 
 
 Another subject of widespread interest is the aforementioned three-dimensional ceria nano-
materials, such as the templated porous materials obtained via nanocasting, where the growth 
of the crystal is normally dictated by a template. Widespread template materials include silica, 
polystyrene and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) [216]. In many cases, the composite ce-
ria/template will have the desired properties without further processing. However, the template 
Image available in library copy 
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is more commonly removed after the ceria has crystallised into the desired structure. As afore-
mentioned, silica can be removed by etching with hydrofluoric acid or highly concentrated 
sodium hydroxide. Polymer templates are usually removed by calcination. For the particular 
cases where this extra removal step causes difficulties and to make the fabrication more effi-
cient, template-free routes have also been investigated [217]. These methods rely on fine-tun-
ing the parameters of conventional synthesis methods such as the hydrothermal/solvothermal 
process to achieve controlled dimensionalities and growingly complex structures [218]. These 
3D nanostructures are the subject of widespread investigations due to their unique properties 
and potential applications. Their porosity confers catalytic capabilities several orders of mag-
nitude superior to their bulk counterparts [219]. Additionally, molecular dynamics simulations 
have predicted that nanoporous ceria possesses yield strength almost twice that of its source 
bulk material [220]. 
 Generally, most known shapes of CeO2 nanomaterials can be achieved by more than one 
preparation method. Given that the variety of frequently published morphologies is wider than 
the number of prevalent synthesis processes, this section is simplified by categorising the lit-
erature below according to the preparation methods instead of using a geometrical classifica-
tion. Firstly, this review takes a look at what are still the most common methods within bottom-
up preparation approaches, i.e., emulsion and crystal-growth methods. These are directed only 
by the thermodynamic stability of the geometric facets.  Afterwards, follows a brief presenta-
tion of the so-called ‘capping’ methods, which use organic or inorganic reagents which interact 
preferentially with either the {111}, {110} or {100} facets, thus inhibiting the growth of the 
material along that plane. Then, ‘templating’ methods mentioned above are presented in further 
detail. The section finishes with a brief mention of other methods which do not fit into the 
above catalogue, as well as the ceria nanoshapes associated with them. The reagents and reac-
tion conditions for established preparation procedures are summarised by Ma et al. in Figure 
2.13 [13]. 
 
2.2.3.1 Crystal-growth directed methods 
 
The crystallographic structure of CeO2 can direct the shape of crystals when there are no other 
interfering factors [202]. Two approaches are generally observed: precipitation and hydrother-
mal/solvothermal methods. Precipitation methods rely on water or organic compounds as sol-
vents combined with a basic compound, such as ammonium carbonate, to precipitate a cerium 
salt such as cerium (iii) chloride. The following calcination step converts the cerium salt into 
oxide [51]. The simplicity of this method makes it very versatile and allows the introduction 
of dopants, which can be co-precipitated with the cerium salt and converted into solid solutions 
upon calcination or oxidation [21].  
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 Controlled morphologies have been achieved by regulating the parameters of reaction such 
as the precipitating agent, the precipitation and oxidation reaction temperatures, pH values and 
concentration of the original aqueous or organic solution [221], [222]. Chen et al. published an 
extensive study of the factors that drive the morphology of final products in precipitation and 
highlighted the importance of oxygen availability and reaction temperatures [223]. It is im-
portant to mention that precipitation methods still have very limited selectivity, and the prod-
ucts generally have a wide distribution of shapes and sizes [202].  
 Another widespread method that relies on the crystallographic properties of ceria to direct 
the growth of the products is the hydrothermal/solvothermal treatment. This approach can be 
found across a large number of inorganic nanomaterials synthesis [224]. The process comprises 
the use of an autoclave to create the desired pressure and temperature conditions to promote 
the reaction in solution. The confined space produces reflux of solvent vapour, which raises 
the temperature inside the autoclave until the solution has reached vapour saturation pressure. 
The internal pressure is indirectly controlled by the temperature of the system and the amount 
of liquid compared to the capacity of the autoclave. There exist a variety of physical and chem-
ical parameters used to generate ceria nanomaterials with specific properties[223]. Effective 
reaction solvents include Na3PO4(H2O) [225], [226], NH4OH [227], [228], H2O2 [229], [230] 
and urea [231], [232], the most common being an aqueous solution of NaOH [233]–[235], 
which has been shown to predictably produce high-quality nanopolyhedra, nanocubes and na-
norods. Mai et al. identify the main driving conditions to be the temperature and time of reac-
tion and the concentration of NaOH in water [236].  
 The aforementioned alternative solvents are interesting for specific applications. For in-
stance, Yan et al. reported the successful preparation of ceria nano-octahedra and nanorods in 
Na3PO4 [237]. Their work also provides unprecedented insight into the formation mechanism 
of nanorods, which grew by self-assembly of the octahedra. Altogether, the products of hydro-
thermal synthesis have markedly high crystallinity, which is greatly beneficial for catalytic 
applications. However, the size distribution is normally very wide and difficult to control [202]. 
The complexity of the synthesis mechanisms generally means that the preparation strategies 
for materials of a certain size and shape have to be developed empirically [224]. 
 
2.2.3.2 Surfactant-assisted methods 
 
Capping reagents are generally organic surfactants which form micelles that prevent a certain 
type of crystalline face from growing, forcing a constraint on the material in the dimension of 
the face. Once the desired faces are inhibited, crystalline growth can be promoted to produce a 
higher dimensionality product such as nanorods [238], nanowires [239], [240], nanoplates 
[241], [242] and nanosheets [243]. This family of processes are also known as organic- or 
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surfactant-assisted methods. The most common capping agents used in the preparation of ceria 
nanomaterials are octadecylamine [239], cetrimonium bromide (CTAB) [238], [243], among 
others. By controlling the reaction times and temperatures, as well as the surfactant/Ce3+ ratio, 
capping methods can produce a wide variety of nanostructures with high crystallinity and size 
uniformity [202]. The main downsides to this method are that the use of organic surfactants 
can often increase the operation price of the synthesis and can leave behind residues or impu-
rities [244]. 
 
2.2.3.3 Template-assisted methods 
 
The third major approach to synthesising ceria nanomaterials consists of template-assisted 
methods, which are of particular interest for the preparation of hollow and porous CeO2 with a 
high surface area. These methods can be broadly separated into three types: self-templating, 
soft-templating and hard-templating. Self-template synthesis has been largely favoured for the 
fabrication of CeO2 nanotubes [233], [245], [246]. At first, a ceria nanocrystal is used to direct 
the growth of the desired volume. Later, the hollow structure is achieved via oxidation or al-
kaline washing. The soft-template synthesis relies on the Ostwald ripening of small crystals 
being promoted by the action of a surfactant [202]. This mechanism has been successfully 
utilised to produce ceria morphologies like nanospheres, nanorods, nanoplates, spindles, flow-
ers and others [247].  
 A distinction is made between soft-templating and capping methods in that, by control of 
temperature and concentration, the surfactants are being allowed to assemble with the ceria 
crystals to form a compound structure. Once the desired structure has been achieved, the sur-
factant is calcinated, leaving behind a highly porous structure with low dimensional tolerances 
in three dimensions. Finally, the use of hard templates is also popular for the preparation of 
hollow structures. In this method, a ceria precursor is normally mixed with a hard template 
such as ZnO nanorods [248], [249], carbon nanotubes [250], polyacrylamide [251] or colloidal 
crystals made from polystyrene or silica spheres [252], [253].  
 Once the hard template and the ceria precursor have been mixed, it is proceeded to remove 
the template by chemical or thermal action, which may also convert the Ce3+ to CeO2. The 
removal of the template can sometimes result in shrinkage and the collapse of the hollow struc-
ture, which has been overcome using a dual template method [202]. The resulting products 
from hard-template fabrication have highly controllable dimensionality and very high surface 
area. However, thermally stable templates can be hard to remove completely and may influence 
the properties of the resulting CeO2 product by blocking the structure, thus reducing the surface 
area or pore accessibility [254].  
 




2.2.3.4 Alternative preparation methods 
 
Other methods that have proved very effective in producing a variety of ceria nanoshapes are 
electrochemical deposition, microwave-assisted synthesis and ultrasonic irradiation. Electro-
chemical deposition is one of the most promising techniques for scaling up ceria nanomaterials 
production. It is simple, low-cost, environmentally friendly and allows fine control of the prod-
uct by controlling the electric current in the cell and the pH-value of the solution. Ceria nano-
rods and nanoctahedra have been prepared using this method [255]–[257].  
Microwave-assisted preparation can significantly reduce the heating times compared to the 
more conventional methods mentioned above [258].  
 In combination with self-templating methods, microwave synthesis has been used to prepare 
hollow ceria nanospheres [259], nanorods [260] and other nanomaterials [261]. Sonochemical 
activation methods rely on ultrasonic irradiation to enhance the surface reactivity of nanocrys-
tals, promoting their assembly into more complex structures [262]–[264]. Other more special-
ised techniques for the preparation of ceria nanomaterials are flame spray pyrolysis [265], su-
percritical solvothermal [266] and chemical vapour deposition [265]. The growing applications 
of ceria nanomaterials will continue to encourage the development of specialised techniques 
with better shape and size selectivity, tuneable crystalline features, and scale-up and function-
alisation capabilities. 
 
2.2.4 Crystalline defects, vacancies and cavities in ceria nanomaterials  
 
Further to the dependency of catalytic behaviour on the morphology of the active and support 
materials, there is a direct relationship between the crystalline features of the contact surface 
and the performance of the CO oxidation or other catalytic processes. As mentioned before, 
the performance of nanorods is much higher than that of nanoparticles, despite their much 
lower surface area. Early studies of CeO2 crystallography published by Conesa et al. in the 
1990s established the most thermodynamically stable surfaces in ceria to be the {111}, {110} 
and {100} [267]. Further studies corroborated these findings [267], [268], as well as the exist-
ence of metastable surface {211}, which rapidly converts to a 'stepped' version of {111} planes 
to lower its energy state. Even less stable surfaces include {310} and {210}, which are rarely 
found in actual materials [267].  
 Unsurprisingly, the vast majority of studies concentrate on the three most stable planar fam-
ilies {111}, {110} and {100}. In Figure 2.14, Trovarelli and Llorca summarise the main energy 
characteristics of these main planes [14]. The values of relaxed and unrelaxed surface energies 
have been obtained by Nolan et al. using density functional theory (DFT) calculation [269].  
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The same group also published separately the predicted values of energy formation of oxygen 
vacancies, which they obtained using first-principles DFT, combined with on-site electronic 
correlations (DFT+U) [270]. The stability of CeO2 surfaces can be predicted from the energy 
values in the table. Both the relaxed and unrelaxed surface energy values are lowest for {111}, 
followed by {110} and {100}. This relationship is consistent with {111} planes being the most 
common throughout ceria nanomaterials [271]. Another indicator of stability are the coordina-
tion numbers for cerium and oxygen atoms in each surface family. Higher coordination num-
bers generally mean that the surface is more stable. The coordination numbers for bulk ceria is 
Ce(8) and O(4), which would be the highest found for the material [14]. The reduction in co-





Figure 2.14. General characteristics of stable CeO2 surfaces [14] 
  
 Figure 2.15 shows schematic representations of different views of the three stable ceria sur-
faces [14]. These sketches highlight the differences in activity and stability of each crystal 
structure. The {100} consists of repetitive O-Ce-O-Ce blocks, which generate a net dipole mo-
ment. It has the highest number of uncoordinated oxygen and cerium atoms, two available sites 
each, which explains why it is the most active of the stable surfaces [272].  
 The atomic interactions within the {100} surface are still a subject of debate, and several 
mechanisms have been proposed for its self-stabilising behaviour, particularly the location of 
oxygen atoms on the relaxed surface [14]. All different views of the {110} crystal structure 
show a termination in a coordinated network of cerium and oxygen atoms in a seemingly flat 
layer. This last point has been the subject of debate with modelling studies suggesting that the 
structure could be expected to relax by displacing the cerium atoms inwardly [273].  Lastly, 
the {111} terminates in a layer of oxygen atoms and has a limited activity corresponding with 
having only one coordinative unsaturated site per ion [273]. 
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Figure 2.15. Views of (100), (110), and (111) ceria surfaces. O (red), Ce (grey) [14] 
 
 Vacancy defects play a central part in oxygen storage capacity. As mentioned previously, 
OSC is a vital feature for ceria applications and the driving force for its catalytic performance. 
The formation energy of vacancies presented in Figure 2.15 is consistent with the activity hi-
erarchy of stable crystal surfaces in ceria. As {111} surfaces are the most compact, it is more 
difficult to accommodate a vacancy defect [274]. The formation process of vacancies in ceria 
has been established as follows [51]: 
 








 𝑂2     Equation (2.1) 
 
Where electrons travel from an oxygen atom to two adjacent cerium atoms reducing them to 
Ce3+ and generating an oxygen vacancy, this is consistent with the higher activity in redox 
reactions of nanomaterials with the exposed {110} planes, which are most prone to vacancy 
formation [274]. Vacancies are not only reactive, but they also exhibit variable mobility. Sev-
eral studies have highlighted the behaviour of vacancies in crystalline nanoceria under different 
conditions of irradiation, chemical etching and heat treatments [119], [275], [276].  
 Figure 2.16 summarises several types of vacancy-related defects that occur in ceria nano-
rods. Fig. 2.16 (a) shows a solid rod with a high concentration of vacancies or point defects 
occupying its volume and surfaces. This type of structure is commonly achieved via irradiation 
and lattice swelling [277] and is closely associated with the case 2.16(b) in the figure, where 
Image available in library copy 
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the same type of vacancies occurs, but they arrange to form clusters. Inside these clusters, 
vacancies retain their punctual dimensions by having residual lattice atoms in between vacan-




Figure 2.16 Schematic representation of different propositions of porous structures found in 
the existing literature: (a) point defects/vacancies; (b) vacancy clusters, (c ) micro-voids, (d) 
mesopores with “negative particle” facet shape, (e ) Surface pores, etch pits, concavities, (f) 
through-holes, nano-channels, wormholes. 
 
 Vacancy clusters are regularly a further product of irradiation experiments, where vacancies 
may start at random locations as in Fig. 2.16 (a), and then assemble into larger voids via dislo-
cation loops [276]. It is also possible to obtain vacancy clusters via atomic-scale heat treatment. 
This process implies removing individual hydrogen, oxygen atoms or hydroxyl ions to create 
localised groups of vacancies [4], [278]. Upon heat treatment, these defects have been shown 
to evolve into small pores (<2 nm). Their shape is not well defined, but they generally seem to 
tend towards a spherical symmetry [4]. Heat treatments can also cause residual vacancies to 
reposition, resulting in a nanostructure like the one shown in 2.16(e) where the surfaces present 
with recesses, pits or concavities [12], [119], [120], [279].  
 Of particular interest is the occurrence of so-called 'negative nanoparticles', which report-
edly evolve from the smaller pores/vacancy clusters[3]. These are three-dimensional cavities 
(a) 
(e)  (d) 
(c) (b) 
(f) 
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with morphologies that correspond to that of ceria nanoparticles, namely octahedra and cub-
octahedra. The activity of these defects, as well as their precise nature and formation mecha-
nisms,  are still majorly unexplored. The limited amount of information has created a signifi-
cant contrast in theories. Sakthivel et al. first published the finding of these defects and pro-
posed the inverse or negative nanoparticle theory consistent with previous studies on titania 
performed by Zhu et al. [125] and Han et al. [126]. Soon after that, similar defects were ob-
tained by Li et al. [2], who observed that the presence of these defects improved the catalytic 
performance of the nanomaterials almost by a factor of four. However, they proposed a differ-
ent explanation to Sakthivel in terms of the expected morphology in three-dimensions and the 
formation mechanism of the defects. This disparity is a significant gap in the literature, which 
could benefit from advanced characterisation studies.  
 
 
2.3 The capabilities of advanced TEM for the study of porous nanocatalysts  
 
In its most traditional form, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) allows a detailed mor-
phological analysis of nanoscale features. This ability is of utmost importance in nanomaterials 
since morphology at the nanoscale is responsible for the properties that drive their state-of-the-
art applications. Conventional TEM has been instrumental in the characterisation of a variety 
of functional morphologies like nanotubes, core-shell, nanorattles, matches, janus, stars, octo-
podes, dumbbells, as well as larger-scale materials with nanoscale characteristics in three di-
mensions like zeolites and mesoporous materials [280]. Some simpler structures also benefit 
from conventional TEM for the determination of defect mechanisms and nanoheterogeneity 
characteristics. 
 The importance of these developments is difficult to overstate, as nanomaterials constitute 
a core research interest in the fields of energy, environment, electronics, health and other major 
fields of study [281]. However, the capabilities of the transmission electron microscope extend 
far beyond morphological characterisation. This section of the review explores the literature 
concerning the different modes of TEM and the answers they have provided to imperative 
chemical and structural questions. Particular attention is placed on the contributions of TEM 
with tomographic and analytical capabilities to the field of nanoporous oxide catalysts. 
 
2.3.1 The role of TEM in nanomaterials research 
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Over the last 30 years, nanomaterials and nanostructured materials have revolutionised the ca-
pabilities of a multitude of applications [280]. In the health sector, biocompatible nanomateri-
als have been used as sensors, microfluidic devices [282], cosmetics [283] and drug carriers 
[284]. In the domain of energy, nanomaterials are found in thermoelectric devices, photovoltaic 
cells, batteries, different types of fuel cells and photoelectrochemical devices [281], [285]. Fa-
mously, nanomaterials have made possible the modern information technology industry [286], 
[287], with nanoscale components being central to the optic and photonic devices, microelec-
tronics, smart displays and countless more. In environmental applications, the efficiency of 
most devices is enhanced by the inclusion of nanomaterials [288]. Some examples are photo-
catalysts, protective and functional coatings [288], electrocatalysts [289] and sensors [290]. 
Given such a variety of applications, the study of nanomaterials and nanostructures benefits 
multiple fields beyond the domain of materials science.   
 The capabilities of TEM to determine nanoscale morphology, as well as compositions, 
makes it an authoritative complement for theoretical studies. For instance, TEM imaging plays 
an important role in systematic nanoscale composition diagrams [291], [292]. In these studies, 
researchers seek to predict changes in morphology and reactivity based on changes, generally, 
in the preparation [293]. For the cases of chemical preparation, chemists and materials scien-
tists often rely on TEM for the understanding of construction mechanisms [294]. The analytical 
capabilities of TEM play a central part in nanomaterials preparation. This role continues to 
grow with the range of compositions found across nanomaterials. Currently, the major compo-
sitions of interest at the nanoscale include muticationic and multianionic species, mixed oxides, 
complex alloys, borides, phosphides, fluorides, phosphates, chalcogenides, carbon-based struc-
tures like nanotubes and graphene [67]. Additionally, there are a great number of organic na-
nomaterials, such as liposomes, micelles and block-copolymers. Scientific journals often fea-
ture comprehensive reviews outlining the application of transmission electron microscopy to a 
great variety of complex morphologies and compositions [295]–[300]. 
 While there exist a great number of techniques that have characterisation capabilities at the 
nanoscale, TEM and its related techniques continue to provide the best opportunity to over-
come the challenges associated with the characterisation of structures and physicochemical 
properties at the nanoscale and atomic scale. To name some examples, atomic force micros-
copy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) routinely achieve sub-nanometre reso-
lution [301], [302]. Additionally, atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning tunnelling mi-
croscopy (STM) and other types of scanning probe microscopy (SPM) techniques have proven 
potential for in-situ experiments without the constraints of high-vacuum conditions necessary 
for electron microscopy [303]. However, these techniques have very limited depth sensitivity. 
Therefore, they can only analyse surfaces or surface features. This limitation is important in 
nanomaterials applications, as most complex structures will occur beneath the surface. Somani 
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and Umeno published a review where they emphasise the importance of TEM for the study of 
carbon nanostructures [304]. Given the infinite amount of allotropes of carbon, nanostructures 
can be difficult to distinguish from each other when using surface analysis techniques. For 
example, multi-walled carbon nanotubes look almost identical to carbon nanofibers when im-
aged using SEM. 
 Meanwhile, transmission electron microscopy and scanning transmission electron micros-
copy (STEM) hold an important advantage by their very nature. TEM and STEM techniques 
generate by definition a transmitted image of the entire structure, including any features found 
under the surface, as well as surface properties. Transmission techniques facilitate the distinc-
tion of multi-walled carbon nanotubes and nanofibers. The review concludes that, without the 
use of TEM characterisation, it is almost impossible to make conclusive determinations of car-
bon nanostructures.   
 Transmission electron microscopy techniques routinely achieve sub-Angstrom resolution. 
To achieve this, they are operated at 100 – 300 keV [305], [306]. This high-energy beam can 
damage a wide range of materials. TEM groups have done multiple studies on the mechanisms 
involved in electron-beam damage. These complex phenomena vary according to the material. 
They primarily include heat transfer, radiolysis and knock-on damage [307]–[309]. TEM sci-
entists have explored different ways to reduce the effects of beam damage or protect the mate-
rials against it. Zhang et al. have published a computation-assisted approach to protect metal-
organic frameworks (MOFs) from the electron beam damage [310]. In it, they use computa-
tional methods to achieve precise alignments and focus values. Their atomic-resolution imag-
ing has provided unprecedented insight into the structures of MOFs. This knowledge is directly 
beneficial for the applications of MOFs, which are materials of great interest to the catalysis 
community for their functional porosity, tuneable composition and high surface area, as de-
tailed in Section 2.1.  
 Counteracting the effects of electron-beam damage in TEM constitutes a very active line of 
research [311]–[313]. A common approach to solve the knock-on damage effect is to reduce 
the energy of the electron beam. This compromise usually results in poor resolution and sig-
nificant loss of electron penetration [314]. Cryogenic TEM is a very popular technique to avoid 
heating damage, at least to some extent. However, it does not counteract other types of beam 
damage [315], [316]. A promising solution to these collective effects comes from the develop-
ment of direct-detection electron counting (DDEC) cameras, which can capture images with a 
low signal-to-noise ratio at extremely low doses of electrons [317]. These cameras are increas-
ingly popular for biological applications but are still rare in the materials community, owing to 
practical difficulties [310]. This case is a typical example of the significance that digital image 
acquisition and related technologies have had on the advancement of TEM. It is worth noting 
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that the effects of the electron beam are not always undesirable, as irradiation-induced phe-
nomena can be of significant interest.  
 
2.3.2 Advanced TEM techniques and their use in heterogeneous catalysis  
 
The nanoscale spatial resolution of TEM has established it as the most powerful tool for char-
acterising the structure of nanomaterials. By combining imaging and spectroscopy, TEM is 
capable of obtaining a wide range of information at the nanoscale. This section will outline the 
most widespread modes of operation of the transmission electron microscope. Given the ver-
satility of these techniques, named examples focus on the characterisation of solid catalysts at 
the nanoscale. However, most analytical methodologies are transferable across the diverse 
fields of application of TEM [318]. It is also worth mentioning that the techniques described 
below are far from the totality of TEM capabilities. They are also not the only TEM-techniques 
used for the study of heterogeneous nanocatalysts [67]. This section aims to underline the ver-
satility of TEM, as well as to exemplify the acumen employed by researchers in the cited liter-
ature to favour a specific TEM mode. 
 
2.3.2.1 High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)  
 
HRTEM is a widespread and robust technique for the study of nanoparticles. It is commonly 
used for nanometrology of particles, as well as morphological analysis. It is a reliable tool for 
the crystallography of exposed surfaces and interfacial features. These characteristics are cen-
tral to the catalytic performance of materials, as detailed in section 2.2.3. Some of the main 
catalytic materials that have been characterised using HRTEM include metal nanoparticles like 
Pd, Pt, PtFex and PtNix [319]–[321], as well as metal oxides and carbides such as IrO2, RuO2, 
CoFe2O4, LiCoO2, Mo2C and WxC [322]–[325]. As a way of illustration, Zhang et al. recently 
published an HRTEM characterisation of PtNix nanoparticles heat-treated in different gas at-
mospheres [326]. High-resolution images showed the presence of corners and step defects in 
the exposed surfaces of their samples heat-treated in CO. These features were less marked in 
NPs heated in Ar, as seen in Figure 2.17. These results allowed them to correctly predict the 
influence of the heat-treatment atmosphere on the electrocatalytic performance of PtNix 
nanoalloy in the oxidation of methanol. 
 





Figure 2.17 HRTEM and EDX results of PtNix NPs before heat treatment (a-c), and after 
treatment in Ar (d,e) and CO (f) [326] 
 
2.3.2.2 High-angle annular dark-field scanning TEM (HAADF-STEM) 
 
By the effect of mass-thickness contrast, the majority of modes of TEM imaging will present 
changes in contrast associated with the atomic weight of the material. However, this can be 
very unpredictable in cases with three-dimensional bodies, as the contrast could come from a 
change in thickness at constant chemical composition. HAADF offers a reliable solution to this 
problem with a high atomic-number sensitivity. More significantly, this technique suppresses 
incoherence artefacts originated by Bragg scattering. Other significant advantages of the tech-
nique are a lower dependence on sample thickness and focus value, all while maintaining high 
spatial resolution [318]. HAADF-detection is particularly useful for selective imaging of high-
Z components of multiphase materials. Figure 2.18 shows a pair of images of the same sample 
region to compare the results of HRTEM and HAADF imaging [327]. The HRTEM image 
shows Pt nanoparticles (1-2 nm) suspended in the Vulcan Carbon (VC) film. 
 On the other hand, the Vulcan carbon film is nearly invisible in HAADF mode, while im-
proving the visibility of the Pt NPs. More importantly, this image also allowed Ephsteyn et al. 
to resolve concentrations of Ta atoms in the VC film region. This case is an example of the 
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capabilities of HAADF for selective imaging by favouring high-Z elements over thickness fea-
tures. Similarly, HAADF has been used to map Pt [328], Co [329] and Fe [330] single atoms 




Figure 2.18 (a) HRTEM and (b) HAADF-STEM images of the same area [327] 
 
2.3.2.3 Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) 
 
While HRTEM can reveal the morphology of nanostructures with high spatial resolution, it is 
often necessary to complement this knowledge with the distribution of chemical species in the 
sample. EDS is the most common and simple way to achieve qualitative and quantitative ele-
mental identifications in modern electron microscopes [67]. The capabilities of this technique 
will depend on the instrumentation (X-ray detector, electron source) and the species intended 
for identification. EDX works especially well on heavy elements that have a high fluorescence 
yield, for example, Au, Ag, Pt or Pd [331], [332]. The operation is normally done in one of 
three modes: point mode, line scan or mapping. Particularly of interest are the line scan and 
mapping techniques, especially when working with composite nanomaterials. EDS mapping 
provides information on the spatial distribution of elements in a selected area. This mode has 
provided fundamental knowledge of complex systems like heteroatom-doped graphenes [333], 
multi-metallic nanoparticles [334] and Fe,Co-nitrogen-carbon structures [335], [336] down to 
atomic resolution.  
 A clear example of the capabilities of EDS mapping can be found in work mentioned above 
of Zhang et al. with PtNix nanoalloys [326]. They complemented their HRTEM analysis with 
2D X-ray spectroscopy to reveal the spatial distribution of platinum and nickel within the na-
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noparticles. EDS mapping showed a significant increase in superficial Pt atoms after CO treat-
ment compared to Ar (Figure 2.17). These results revealed not only that CO-treated NPs where 
more electrocatalytically active, but that Pt atoms played a central part in the mechanism of 
methanol oxidation. Line scan mode presents some advantages over EDS maps. Mainly, the 
limited area of analysis allows for longer acquisition times, which results in lower noise-to-
signal ratios and more precise quantifications. This technique is particularly suitable to analyse 
the cross-sectional elemental distribution of nanostructures. Such application can be seen in 
the work of Li et al., who used EDX as the main tool in their extensive study of the formation 
of PtNi nanowires from a Pt/NiO core/shell precursor [337]. 
 
2.3.2.4 Electron-energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) and energy-filtered TEM (EFTEM) 
 
A more sophisticated form of spectroscopy than EDS is achieved by measuring the energy of 
the electrons after they have travelled through a transparent sample. This technique allows 
much more precise identification of the elements present in the sample, compared to X-ray 
spectroscopy. While EDS is mostly sensitive to heavy elements, EELS can identify much 




Figure 2.19 Cerium M4,5-edge spectrum from Pt-CeOx [338] 
 
 Furthermore, it can be used to reveal the electronic structure of the atom. These capabilities 
have proven very useful for the field of catalysis, which widely employs transition metals as 
supports and active components. EELS has been used to characterise their oxidation states and 
chemical bonds. The superior analytical sensitivity and spatial resolution have even allowed 
studying the mechanics of charge transfer between catalytic nanoparticles and oxide supports 
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[319], [325], [339]. A great example of the capabilities of this technique can be found in the 
work of Chauhan et al., who used EELS to study the electronic structure of cerium atoms in 
CeO2 nanowires [338]. Figure 2.19 shows the EELS spectrum of cerium with two distinct 
peaks, CeM4 and CeM5. The ratio between the intensities of these two peaks was used to iden-
tify the most prevalent oxidation state of the cerium atoms. These results led them to conclude 
that an addition of 5 wt% platinum nanoparticles resulted in a much higher concentration of 




Figure 2.20 EFTEM study of SN-doped carbon nanotubes [340] 
 
 In metal-free nanomaterials, EELS has been used to identify the coordination and hybridi-
sation state of carbon and heteroatoms, e.g. S, P, N, B [341]–[344]. Similarly, as EDX, EELS 
can be used to obtain chemical composition maps of a selected area. Elemental images are 
formed by selecting a specific energy loss (eV) and filtering out all other signals. This tech-
nique, usually called EFTEM, hold analogous advantages over EDS mapping as EELS does 
over EDS point spectra. That is, the ability to identify the spatial distribution of all elements, 
except for lighter elements like H, He or Li, with superior spatial resolution and lower noise-
to-signal ratio. Figure 2.20 shows the EFTEM results reported by Shi et al., who studied the 
effect of sulphur and nitrogen doping in carbon nanotubes [340]. Their studies showed that 
nitrogen appeared preferentially along with the intersecting 'bamboo' structures of the nano-
tubes. On the other hand, oxygen and sulphur show a homogeneous distribution throughout the 
structure. This distribution is associated with a better catalytic oxidation performance than their 
N-doped counterparts. 
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2.3.3 Electron Tomography (ET) 
 
Electron tomography, also called 3D-TEM, is a useful tool for characterising nanostructures 
and nanomaterials in three dimensions. The principle of the technique is the same as that of 
other forms of tomography: Capture one- or two-dimensional information at multiple angles 
and use computational methods to obtain information of higher dimensionality. The shorter 
wavelength of electrons compared to X-rays, neutrons, light, and other waves used for trans-
mission gives electron tomography one of the highest resolutions of any 3D analysis techniques 
available today [151].  
 Moreover, TEM scientists combine electron tomography with other abilities of the trans-
mission electron microscope to obtain analytical and structural information of nanoobjects in 
three dimensions [345], [346]. The first materials science publication using electron tomogra-
phy date back as far as 1988, when Spontak et al. successfully reconstructed a block copolymer 
microstructure [347]. However, the use of ET for materials science has never become as wide-
spread as for cell biology. This is due to the inherent technical difficulties associated with 3D-
TEM, as described below. Developments in different areas of digital imaging and TEM tech-
nologies have enabled researchers to gradually surmount the challenges which limit the use of 
electron tomography. 
 In the biological sciences, electron tomography has been used to obtain three-dimensional 
reconstructions of cell organelles for over five decades. The 1982 Nobel lecture by Aaron Klug 
is a first-hand description of the history of 3D imaging in electron microscopy [348]. The works 
of Klug and De Rosier provided historical breakthroughs in the characterisation of the mor-
phology and inner structures of living cells [349]. Early studies by Hoppe et al. also contributed 
to show the potential of electron tomography in the fields of biological sciences [350].  
 The first applications of electron tomography to materials characterisation were the success-
ful 3D reconstructions of polymeric nanostructures and other soft materials, which exhibit 
complex three-dimensional architectures, and which greatly benefitted from the quantitative 
capabilities of electron tomography [351], [352]. Since then, polymeric structures continue to 
be a common field of application of 3D-TEM, expanding its capabilities to increasingly com-
plex block copolymers and nanocomposites [353]–[356]. It was not until the early 2000s that 
inorganic nanomaterials began to benefit from electron tomography, with the pioneering works 
of Koster et al. who employed HRTEM tomography to reconstruct a porous zeolite [357]. 
These results attracted significant interest from the catalysis research communities who saw 
the potential of electron tomography as a tool to elucidate catalytic mechanisms at the na-
noscale [151]. 
 Besides its powerful resolution, another important advantage of 3D-TEM over other forms 
of tomography is the variety of image acquisition modes available in the TEM. For example, 
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energy-filtered imaging can be used in combination with electron tomography to obtain three-
dimensional analytical maps of multiphase materials [346], [358], [359]. The multiple ad-
vantages of coupling electron tomography with analytical and z-contrast imaging modes are 
outlined by Midgley and Weyland in their milestone publication [15], where they first proved 
the capabilities of this type of approach. 
 To obtain relevant information, the choice of imaging mode is of utmost importance. Re-
searchers make this decision based on two major factors; the type of material, and the feature 
of interest. As seen in the previous section, different imaging modes will be adequate for a 
study depending on whether the material is conducting, insulating, inorganic, organic, amor-
phous or crystalline. Likewise, researchers will choose different techniques according to the 
properties they seek to characterise, be it morphology, elemental composition, meso- or atomic 
structure, and so on. The most common technique found in the electron tomography literature 
is bright-field imaging (BF-TEM). 
 In comparison with other techniques such as EFTEM, BF-TEM is fast and easy to imple-
ment, which can be very important in 3D-TEM, since the acquisition of a tilt series can last up 
to several days [360]. However, the capabilities of the technique often outweigh the experi-
mental challenges. As a result, there is a vast literature of three-dimensional studies of nano-
materials, which benefit from advanced TEM acquisition modes including EDX mapping, plas-
mon EELS spectroscopy [346], [361], electron holography [362] and other state-of-the-art im-
aging modes [151]. The complexity of certain materials may require a combination of imaging 
modes to be employed at each tilt angle in the tomographic series [363]. The publication by 
Xu et al. provides a useful reference for the limitations and advantages of the most common 
techniques used in conjunction with ET [16]. In there, they compare reconstructions of the 
same object from tilt series acquired using EFTEM, BF and HAADF-STEM. 
 The application of electron tomography to a wider variety of materials has required modifi-
cations to the technique to suit the experimental challenges of each object of interest. For ex-
ample, the majority of publications use the conventional approach of 'quantitative tomography' 
[151]. This method relies on the intensity of each point of the sample to be a function of the 
signal of interest in that point across the thickness of the specimen. While this is the case in 
amorphous materials, crystalline and polycrystalline materials do not follow this rule. In this 
case, the coherent scattering of electrons produces stronger contrast than the mass-thickness 
contrast which quantitative tomography relies on for the reconstruction of volumes. In other 
words, Bragg-diffraction contrast in crystalline materials will cause the intensity of a point of 
constant thickness and composition to vary significantly at those recording angles which coin-
cide with coherent elastic scattering.  
 Given the prevalence of crystals in materials science, researchers have had to find ways 
around the problem of coherency artefacts. Common workarounds across the literature use 
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energy-filtered imaging or high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF-STEM), which significantly 
reduce the effects of Bragg diffraction in the images [364]. However, this requires a microscope 
with STEM capabilities, as well as a more intricate experimental setup. A third approach is 
found in the work of Saghi and Möbus, who proposed a method of 'geometric tomography', 
wherein the reconstruction uses only binary information [9], [365]. This approach eliminates 
the undesired imaging artefacts of crystalline materials, as well as the mass-thickness contrast 
associated with the specimen thickness and atomic number. Regardless of this loss of infor-
mation, geometric tomography has proven effective in reconstructing the morphology of crys-
talline materials using conventional bright field imaging. A gap in the literature can be seen 
here, as the field could benefit from expanding the use of geometric tomography to reconstruct 
the inner structure of materials as well as their morphology. 
 
2.3.4 The capabilities of TEM in studying nanoporous materials 
 
As discussed in previous sections, porous materials continue to grow in interest for a wide 
range of applications. Their relevance has resulted in a great number of research efforts devoted 
to the synthesis of new nano- and mesoporous materials, as well as studies into their character-
istics and capabilities [366]. Their functions result from the periodicity of pores as well as the 
defects found on the surfaces of the connecting walls [79]. The continuity of the enclosing 
crystalline structure and the morphology of the material in the larger scale are also contributing 
factors to their behaviour. This morphological and structural complexity has encouraged the 
development of new tools and methods for the characterisation of porosity and porous materi-
als.  
 As evidenced in the review by Liu et al., TEM was not a popular method of choice for the 
study of porous materials before the last decade [8]. One of the reasons is the sensitivity of 
many porous structures to collapse under the electron beam. Beyond this, the three-dimensional 
complexity of porous materials can render intricate results, which do not resolve the structure 
of individual pores. However, the development of new microscopy technologies, as well as the 
implementation of three-dimensional characterisation methods have resulted in unprecedented 
knowledge of porous materials at the nanoscale. 
 A particular advantage of electron microscopy over most techniques used for the study of 
porous structures is the ability to characterise non-periodical information. Meanwhile, most 
gas-based techniques only provide average information on bulk characteristics, e.g., pore size, 
shape, wall thickness [85]. Important information such as structural defects and terminal struc-
tures can only be obtained by electron microscopy. Additionally, transmission techniques, i.e., 
TEM and STEM also enable the characterisation of pores beneath surface barriers, which is 
not a possibility in SEM and other surface techniques [367].  






Figure 2.21 MOF terminal structure identification by HRTEM[8] 
 
 Figure 2.21 shows the HRTEM characterisation of a metal-organic framework, Nickel-
doped metal catecholate (Ni-CAT-1). In this study, Liu et al. presented the unprecedented char-
acterisation of the terminal structure of a crystalline MOF, as indicated by the white arrows 
[8]. This information allowed them to develop better-informed theories relating to the activity 
of Ni atoms throughout the structure and develop a theoretical model shown in the Figure. 
MOFs are known to collapse under the electron beam easily. Hence, these results could only 
be obtained by utilising a reduced electron beam density with overlapping acquisitions, which 
reduced the signal-to-noise ratio. Additionally, they employed a post-specimen spherical aber-
ration corrector. This study serves as an example of the challenges that porous materials present 
during TEM characterisation, as well as the important benefits to overcoming those challenges. 
 There are other non-periodical characteristics of porous materials beyond their terminal 
structure. These include incommensurate modulation, quasi-crystalline regions and inter-
growths. These structural deviations can play an important role in the activity of the material 
and are, therefore, a relevant subject of study. The challenges presented by these characteristics 
often means they cannot be fully understood by microscopical or imaging methods. Instead, 
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TEM analysis is often used in conjunction with theoretical modelling. This challenge is pre-
sented by a lot of non-conventional crystals, which lack periodicity at the nanoscale but are 
classified by crystals according to their diffraction pattern.  
 The literature contains countless examples of the synergy between transmission electron 
microscopy and theoretical modelling. Some of the porous materials which have been studied 
using this strategy have been zeolites [368], MPS materials [366] and polymers [369], [370]. 
Of particular relevance to the present work are the atomistic models of ceria nanomaterials 
performed by the groups of Sayle et al. [188], [371]. These studies have not only allowed the 
morphological characterisation of nanomaterials but provided unprecedented insight into their 
formation mechanisms, as well as reliably predicting their behaviour [215], [372]. There exists 
an important gap in the literature, as the porosity found in ceria nanorods by Qu et al. [2] and 







The present chapter covers the methodology utilised to achieve the objectives of the present 
work. The experimental results reported in chapters 4-6 concern investigations into various 
porous materials. Due to this diversity, the preparation of each material is presented in detail 
at the start of each relevant section. Nevertheless, a significant amount of methods is common 
to all experimental work in this project. These overarching methods are the focus of this sec-
tion. All the studies reported in the present work rely on some form of electron microscopy to 
reveal the microstructure and formation mechanisms of a particular object of study. Addition-
ally, a majority of electron microscopy results have been analysed, processed or in some way 
transformed by the use of specialised software. The present chapter describes the microscopy 
instrumentation and software packages used to study the materials of interest throughout this 
project. 
 The research design of this project aims to elucidate the formation and structure of selected 
porous nanomaterials by exploiting characterisation capabilities across electron microscopy. 
To this end, the present report combines the results obtained using a variety of SEM and TEM 
equipment. The choice of instrumentation for each task across the experiments in this work 
was based on the suitability of an instrument for the intended experiment, as much as its avail-
ability.  
Far from hindering the production of novel research outcomes, the limited availability of ad-
vanced TEM instrumentation throughout the project was a significant driving force for the 
development of innovative image processing methods. The success of this approach is espe-
cially notable in Chapter 5, where a new form of geometric tomography is proposed, which 
made it possible to overcome the limitations posed by the instrumentation.  
 
 
3.1 Electron microscopy instrumentation 
 
All of the electron microscopy characterisations presented in this work were performed within 
the Sorby Centre for Microscopy and Microanalysis in the Faculty of Engineering at the Uni-
versity of Sheffield. The main objective of the centre is to provide high-resolution imaging and 
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analysis of inorganic materials. The facility consists of fourteen microscopes, eight SEMs and 
six TEMs, which range widely in their capabilities and access requirements. 
The electron microscopes used throughout the present work were selected based on their im-
aging resolution, analytical capabilities and their availability during the experimental periods 
of the project. These criteria are detailed below with the specifications of each instrument, 
emphasising their relevance to the work reported here, as well as their capabilities and limita-
tions. 
 
3.1.1 JEOL JEM-2010F 
 
This transmission electron microscope was considered a promising instrument for the experi-
mental objectives of this work due to its multiple novel accessories and state-of-the-art capa-
bilities. Significantly, this microscope has an EDX detector, EELS/EFTEM capabilities and a 
dedicated accessory for STEM and HAADF imaging. The high-resolution and analytical capa-
bilities of this microscope made it particularly relevant to the experimental requirements of 
composite materials reported in Chapter 6. This microscope became available halfway through 
the experimental period of the project and was unavailable for the last year of experiments for 
reasons not connected with this work.  
 This instrument is located inside a purpose-built laboratory below ground level. For vibra-
tion isolation, the microscope sits on a large concrete block cast directly onto the bedrock. A 5 
mm air gap isolates the concrete block from the rest of the floor. All four walls of the laboratory 
are covered in heavy curtains to reduce acoustic vibrations. Additionally, a field cancellation 
system (Oxford Instruments) is fitted inside the room to make the ambient magnetic field suit-
able for the electron microscope. 
 The field emission gun in the 2010F presents several advantages over the standard tungsten 
filaments, such as the one found in the JEOL JEM-3010 and the Philips 420EM. Specifically, 
FEG allows focusing the beam to a small probe, which is beneficial for analytical methods, 
such as EELS or EDX. The gun also contributes to the imaging capabilities of the instrument, 
as the superior coherence of the FEG beam decreases the information limit in HR-imaging to 
just over 1 Å, according to the manufacturer. 
 The 2010F provides accurate control over the location of the specimen due to its incorpora-
tion of a piezo-stage, as opposed to a more conventional hand-controlled stage or one with 
electric motors. The piezo-stage is particularly advantageous during tomography tilt-series ac-
quisitions, as the object of study can easily shift its lateral position. This feature is also benefi-
cial to compensate for the effects of specimen drift. 
 This TEM can carry out electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) using a Gatan imaging 
filter located under the camera chamber. This capability was beneficial for the present work in 
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characterising the composition of an MSU-F/CeO2 composite at the nanoscale, as seen in Fig-
ure 6.24. Further analytical capabilities rely on the ultrathin-window EDX detector (Oxford 
Instruments), which was extensively used throughout the investigations of composites reported 
in Chapter 6. Throughout this work, a JEOL Beryllium double-tilt specimen holder was occa-
sionally used to improve the accuracy of analytical results by avoiding spurious element signals 
corresponding to the material of the holder.  
 Figure 6.26 shows an unaccounted signal of Al, which is most likely resulting from an un-
desired by-product in the silica sample or from the carbon film used as support for TEM spec-
imens. 
 Finally, the 2010F microscope features STEM capabilities, which rely on an advanced scan-
ning imaging device. This instrument enables to control beam parameters to generate an elec-
tron probe as reduced as 20 Å. By using the high-angle annular dark-field detector, this hard-
ware allowed the acquisition of high-resolution Z-contrast transmission images, as seen in Fig-
ure 6.24.  
 
3.1.2 JEOL JEM-3010 
 
This transmission electron microscope features ultrahigh resolution capabilities with a point 
resolution of 0.17 nm and a lattice resolution of 0.15 nm. This microscope has a standard LaB6 
thermal emission filament electron gun, which significantly reduces its throughput compared 
to the 2010F. As described above, a significant factor for the selection of this microscope for 
the present work was the 4.5 mm pole-piece gap, which could accommodate the rotation of a 
tomography specimen during tilt-series acquisition. This TEM was the only high-resolution 
instrument available for the majority of the experimental period of this project. The difference 
in availability is the main reason the electron tomography work in this project was performed 
using 3010, instead of the 2010F.  
 
3.1.3 Electron tomography instrumentation 
 
The higher imaging resolution of the 2010F would normally make it more desirable for electron 
tomography than the 3010. However, the 2010F poses a significant mechanical limitation that 
the pole-piece gap is only 2 mm wide. This design feature aims to improve the resolution of 
the microscope. However, it poses a significant downside for electron tomography. The 2 mm 
gap is too narrow to allow the high-tilt-angle rotation of a standard-grade 3 mm TEM specimen 
grid. This limitation is overcome by an in-house preparation method developed specifically for 
the preparation of samples suitable for tilt-series acquisition in the 2010F TEM.  
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 After a suspension of nanomaterials has been applied onto the standard-grade carbon-coated 
TEM grid, a scalpel is used to cut the grid into two sections. The cut is made across a chord of 
the circular grid, which is at least 0.5 mm smaller than the diameter of the grid. This operation 
produces a semi-circular segment no more than 1 mm wide, which still contains a significant 
section of carbon film hosting the nanomaterials. This procedure is done with caution to avoid 
inflicting damage to the carbon film that could render the specimen unusable. Once a suitable 
segment has been produced, it is mounted onto a purpose-built titanium rod using a low-va-
pour-pressure epoxy resin. Specifically, the titanium rod features a J- or C-shaped flattened tip 
designed to hold the continuous section at the rim of the reduced TEM grid. A small amount 
of high-vacuum sealant (Torr Seal ®, Kurt J. Lester Company) is prepared according to the 
manufacturer instructions, and two small drops are applied to the tip of titanium rod at the 
points of contact with the TEM grid.  
 Finally, the specimen glued to the rod is allowed to dry for two hours before attaching it to 
a specialised tomography holder (Gatan, Inc.). The holder is then inserted into a table-top vac-
uum pump, where the prepared specimen is kept overnight. This step is intended to reduce the 
risk of introducing volatile products associated with the sealant into the microscope. This prep-
aration method was used to produce the samples studied in sections 5.2 and 6.2.1.1. In contrast, 
the 4.5 mm pole-piece gap of the 3010 allows the full rotation of a standard-grade 3 mm TEM 
grid without the need for intricate sample preparation. 
 
3.1.4 Philips EM-420 
 
This instrument is a conventional transmission electron microscope with no high-resolution 
capabilities and is thus unsuitable for atomic-lattice imaging. Nevertheless, its high availability 
and high throughput made it a valuable addition to the instrumentation used for this work. Also, 
this instrument was available during the entirety of the experimental period of this project. 
 Numerous factors can affect the production of desirable materials at the nanoscale. For this 
reason, the preparation of high-quality TEM samples can be a reiterative process.  The appli-
cation of this microscope for the present work mainly focused on exploratory characterisations. 
These sessions aimed to assess the quality of a sample before moving on to a more sophisticated 
instrument for its detailed characterisation. 
 The Philips EM420 has a thermionic tungsten electron source like the 3010. However, the 
low-acceleration voltage operation gives this microscope a significantly higher throughput than 
the 3010. It operates at low-acceleration voltage, from 60 kV to 120kV, making it suitable for 
imaging of materials that are sensitive to electron-beam damage. For this reason, this TEM was 
valuable for the initial explorations of polystyrene materials, as presented in section 6.1.2.3. 
The low-magnification capabilities of this microscope made it suitable for surveying colloidal 
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crystal samples to assess their long-range ordering properties, as seen in Figures 6.10 and 6.11. 
According to the manufacturer, this TEM has 0.34 nm and 0.3 nm of point and lattice resolu-
tions, respectively. 
 
3.1.5 JEOL JEM-F200 
 
 This instrument is a high-throughput TEM with high-resolution imaging and analytical ca-
pabilities. The cold-field-emission gun incorporated in this microscope gives it a significant 
advantage over the conventional Schottky FEG in the 2010F. This microscope features an au-
tomated sample-holder transfer system (SpecPorter®), which makes it easy and efficient to 
load samples. The high efficiency of this microscope made it suitable for the characterisation 
of multiple TEM specimens of nanomaterials heat-treated at different temperatures, as reported 
in Chapter 4. This TEM only became available during the final three months of the experi-
mental period of this project. 
 
3.1.6 Scanning Electron Microscopes Inspect F/F50 
 
Surface imaging and compositional analyses were carried out using a field-emission gun (FEG) 
scanning electron microscopes. The application of these instruments is particularly prominent 
in the characterisation of opal materials presented in section 6.1. The high-brightness FEG in 
these microscopes enabled surface imaging of polystyrene opals at low kV-values, which al-
lowed the samples to be characterised without the need for conductive-carbon-coating. In ad-
dition, these microscopes can make column adjustments automatically based on the user selec-
tion of kV and the spot-size setting. This feature makes these SEMs particularly efficient, 
which allowed the characterisation of multiple samples prepared under different conditions. 
Therefore, these SEMs were instrumental to the optimisation of colloidal crystal fabrication, 
as presented in section 6.1.2.1. 
These microscopes provide characterisation flexibility by virtue of their multiple detectors, 
which can be used in combination. For example, Figures 6.17 and 6.36 relied on the compari-
son between high-resolution secondary and back-scattering images to highlight the Z-contrast 
in composite materials. The analytical capabilities of the Inspect F50 were particularly valuable 
for the characterisation of composite materials in this project, as reported in Chapter 6. The 
ability to combine surface images and compositional maps enabled the accurate characterisa-
tion of SBA-15/CuO composites, as reported in section 6.2.1.2 
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3.2 Digital image analysis and processing 
 
The characterisations involved in this project relied on a diversity of digital image processing 
methods to draw significant information from the electron microscopy results. The software 
packages described below were used for different grades of transformations. These ranged 
from the simple calibrations, assigning pixels with a dimensional value, to the different back-
projection operations presented in Chapter 5, which use imaging results to produce higher di-
mensionality information. The selection of the following software packages was based on their 
capabilities and availability. The availability of specialised open-source image processing soft-





This program was used extensively throughout the project for a wide range of image processing 
applications. In addition to being available at no cost, ImageJ is built with an open architecture, 
which allows ample extensibility. This has encouraged the development of a plethora of user-
written plugins available in online repositories. Such custom plugins were also used exten-
sively during this work, as outlined below. The hardware requirements ImageJ are minimal, 
but it can be used to perform heavy operations involving multiple images, which are potentially 
limited only by memory availability. Further details regarding the background, development 
and applications of ImageJ can be found in the 25th-anniversary article by their developers at 
the National Institutes of Health, Schneider et al. [373]. 
 The basic capabilities of ImageJ, i.e. without third-party plugins, were used to perform a 
majority of the essential operations presented throughout this report. Such applications in-
cluded: image calibration, line and area measurements, fast-Fourier transform (FFT) calcula-
tions, intensity thresholding, as well as contrast manipulations. Furthermore, ImageJ was used 
to create density diagrams based on pixel value calculations, as seen in Figure 5.2(a). The fil-
tering capabilities of ImageJ are often a valuable tool when processing electron microscopy 
images, which often contain speckle associated with the carbon-film. This effect can be re-
moved using a median filter prior, which facilitates particle detection and measurement, as seen 
repeatedly throughout Chapter 4. 
The ability of ImageJ to display, analyse, edit and print multiple image file formats allowed 
results to be transferred between EM-lab machines and other computers. This compatibility is 
particularly important for the present work given the variety of electron microscopes used. 
Each electron microscope is paired with a software package, which often produces results in 
company-specific formats that can be difficult to display, analyse or process in other PCs. The 
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ability of ImageJ to work with image stacks was particularly valuable for the handling of to-
mography results. Image stacks are a series of images that share a single window. A significant 
application of this ability is seen in Figure 5.8, which shows a Z-projection of a tilt-series 




Electron tomography is significantly more popular across the life sciences than for materials 
science applications, as discussed in section 2.3.3 of the literature review. TomoJ, like most 
other transmission electron tomography software, has been developed for applications across 
cellular biology. This software is an ImageJ plug-in developed by Chemistry, Modelling and 
Imaging for Biology (CMIB) at the Curie Institute, which developers make available free of 
cost along with relevant articles and tutorials [[374]]. 
 Due to its development background, TomoJ is configured to assist in the tasks involved in 
the reconstruction of subcellular components. Therefore, special considerations had to be taken 
for the reconstruction of inorganic oxide nanomaterials performed in the present work. For 
instance, the automated alignment algorithms integrated into TomoJ proved unsuitable for the 
signals processed in the experiments here reported, as discussed in section 5.3.2.1. This and 
other limitations are presented in detail in the relevant sections across Chapter 5.   
 TomoJ was a valuable tool for the tomographic calculations performed in this project. Par-
ticularly, TomoJ provides the option to carry out non-weighted back-projection calculations, 
which is not a facility in all tomography software. Both BP and WBP were utilised during the 
present work, as reported in sections 5.1 and 5.2.2. Besides, the availability of multiple algo-
rithms such as algebraic and simultaneous-iterative reconstruction techniques made it possible 
to test the suitability of different methods before selecting geometric tomography as the most 





UCSF Chimera was used for the visualisation of tomograms as three-dimensional objects. The 
majority of tools in this software are aimed for the analysis of molecular structures. It is made 
available for free for non-commercial use by its developers at the Resource for Biocomputing, 
Visualization and Informatics (RBVI), alongside relevant tutorials and articles [375].  
 The ability of this software to visualise multiple 3D-objects simultaneously, as well as to 
overlap their bounding boxes, was essential for the reintegration of segmented single-object 
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reconstructions, as seen in Figure 5.14. This feature made it possible to apply a different thresh-
old to each object, and then insert a calibrated scale bar to perform 3D-nanometrology, as seen 
in Figure 5.12. The extensive customisation options in Chimera made it possible to present 
each pore in a different colour for identification, as well as giving the rod surface a mesh-
appearance. This produced highly illustrative 3D objects that facilitated the study of the 3D 
characteristics of the mesoporous nanorods. 
 
3.2.4 Adobe Creative Cloud 
 
The image-editing capabilities of ImageJ were complemented with packages from the Adobe 
Creative Suite. Particularly, Adobe Photoshop (Ps) and Illustrator (Ai) were used for specific 
tasks within the pre-processing steps of tomography experiments.  
 Photoshop does not share the capabilities of ImageJ to work with stacks of multiple images 
inside the same window. However, Ps provides scripts that allowed loading multiple images 
into a single file comprised of multiple one-projection layers. A significant advantage of work-
ing with Ps layers over ImageJ stacks is that Ps does not require all images to be the same size. 
Once images have been loaded into a Ps file, it is easy to align them by laterally displacing one 
layer at a time. After a satisfactory alignment, rotation and translation transforms were applied 
to the whole series simply by selecting all layers in the file. Finally, individual layers were 
exported into image sequences, which were successfully pre-processed, as shown in Figure 
5.6. 
 Illustrator was used for the steps involved in the segmentation of objects from the same 
image, such as in Figure 5.7. The facility of Ai to draw and edit vectors that tracked the shape 
of a defect at a given projection was essential for the novel GT method presented here. The 
drawings representing the precise shape, size and relative location of each feature were finally 
exported into Ps format to apply the necessary transformations for the reconstruction, as de-
tailed in section 5.1.2.2. 
 
 
3.3 Further experimental methods 
 
Several procedures employed in this work are not considered established experimental methods 
but still belong to ongoing international research. Accordingly, such methods are presented in 
Chapter 2. Examples of such methodologies include the infiltration of nanoporous materials 
and the fabrication of colloidal crystals, both detailed in Chapter 5. As mentioned at the begin-
ning of this chapter, the descriptions of materials and preparation methods, which are specific 




Ageing of Metastable Ceria Nanomaterials 
 
 
This chapter presents the most relevant findings of the project in regard to the ageing of meta-
stable ceria nanomaterials. Below are summarised the main motivations for these experiments. 
 Catalysis groups would generally consider any type of heating to be undesirable for catalytic 
nanomaterials, as it tends to reduce surface/volume ratio, removes regions of high activity like 
defects or metastable facets, and, in the particular case of ceria, it oxidises Ce3+ to Ce4+. How-
ever, catalytic materials are routinely exposed to high temperatures in operation [18], which 
justifies their study under these conditions. On the other hand, an increasing number of re-
searchers are defying this preconception by exploring the effects of heat treatment on a number 
of catalytic nanomaterials, including ceria [11], [376], [377]. The present work highlights the 
role of TEM characterisation in exploring the effects ageing at the nanoscale. Each of the cho-
sen ageing temperatures is motivated by a gap in the literature. 
 Firstly, air-stored or room-temperature ageing for seven years was encouraged by collabo-
rators seeking to identify room-temperature alterations. Nanocubes and nanorods are metasta-
ble materials, which makes them prone to transformations at room temperature. This type of 
test can be found in modelling literature but has never been performed experimentally. Given 
the nanoscale dimensions of the materials, there exist the possibility that atmospheric air could 
change the surface oxidation levels. This would cause diffusion of the surfaces in the order of 
several nanometres, which would significantly alter the morphology of materials of this scale. 
Furthermore, the characterisation of samples aged at room temperature provides a reference 
for any transformations in heat-treated samples that may be due to air-storage time as opposed 
to the heating. 
 The second temperature of 800 ℃ can be found in the works of Sakthivel et al. [3] and Li 
et al. [2]. The latter performed catalytic performance tests and found that nanorods were four 
times more active after the heat treatment. This temperature also appears significant in the 
transformations studied via thermo-mechanical analysis (Fig. 4.1), as it appears to be the final 
temperature before the onset of the sintering stage of bulk ceria. Researchers have attributed 
this enhancement to heat-induced porous defects in the nanorods. However, the structure of 
these novel materials has remained relatively unresolved.  
 The highest temperature employed in this work is 950 ℃. This practical maximum was set 
based on the transformation diagram shown in Figure 4.1, which shows that the sintering of 
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bulk ceria begins at 800 ℃. Heating above this temperature would destroy the nanomaterials 
and form bulk powder ceria. There is no precedent in the literature of heat treatment of nano-





Figure 4.1 Thermomechanical behaviour diagram of bulk ceria [378] 
 
Ceria nanorods and nanocubes were prepared by collaborators by optimising the parameters of 
a conventional hydrothermal synthesis. The procedures are found in detail in their publication 
[214]. In brief, ceria nanomaterials were obtained by reacting aqueous solutions of 
Ce(NO3)3∙6H2O and NaOH inside an autoclave. The morphology of the products was pre-
dicted by controlling the concentration of sodium hydroxide, the reaction temperature and the 
time of reaction. Nanocubes were obtained by reacting the ceria precursor with a [22.5 M] 
NaOH solution at 180 °C for 24 hours whereas nanorods were obtained by using NaOH [22.5 
M] at 120 °C for 24 hours.  
 
 
4.1 Effect of room-temperature storage  
 
The syntheses of ceria nanocubes and nanorods were performed seven years prior to this ex-
perimental work, during which period the materials could undergo structural and morphologi-
cal transformations. For this reason, it is useful to perform an in-depth TEM characterisation 
of the materials. The results obtained are compared to those obtained by collaborators when 
the materials were originally fabricated. Chapter 3 presents the details of the equipment and 
resources employed in this work. 
 
 
Image available in library copy 
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4.1.1 Sample preparation of air-stored nanocubes and nanorods 
 
The dry CeO2 nanocube- and nanorod- powders were separately stored in 1.5 mL polypropyl-
ene centrifuge tubes for seven years after their original fabrication. The powders appeared fine 
and compact, occupying a volume of approximately 200 microlitres in the centrifuge tubes. 
Both showed a pale yellow colour, which is typical for cerium(IV) oxide. To prepare the TEM 
samples, the tubes were filled with deionised water to their full capacity, and the caps were 
snapped back on and examined for leakage. The solution immediately became cloudy, con-
sistent with the dispersion of nanoparticles, while most of the powder remained visible at the 
bottom of the containers. Subsequently, the tubes were immersed in an ultrasonic bath for 25 
minutes. At the end of the ultrasonication, there were no visible powders at the bottom, and the 
suspensions were evenly cloudy. A 500 μL volume of each suspension was transferred to an 
empty 2.5 mL centrifuge tube, previously rinsed with deionised water. Each suspension was 
diluted with deionised water to a ratio of 4:1. Each liquid was handled using disposable mi-
cropipette tips to avoid combining the suspensions. The molar concentrations of cerium oxide 
in the suspensions were not considered relevant as the aim was simply to obtain a translucent 
homogeneous suspension, which would produce well-dispersed TEM samples with enough 
amount of material for adequate analysis. It is for that same reason that the original powders 
were not weighed or measured in any way.  
 The final suspensions were added onto standard grade carbon-coated square copper grids 
(3.05 mm, 200 mesh). The copper grids were first laid on clean flat surfaces with the carbon 
film side directed upward. Using new disposable micropipette tips, a volume of 50 μL of each 
suspension was poured on top of each copper grid. The suspensions formed small drops and 
were allowed to dry at room temperature for one hour. Once dry, each sample was examined 
using a visible light microscope to verify the integrity of the carbon film. Each copper grid was 
stored in a clear gelatine capsule to avoid contact with hard surfaces, which could damage the 
carbon film. Each gelatine capsule was transferred to a glass vial and clearly labelled. 
 
4.1.2 TEM of air-stored ceria nanorods 
 
High-resolution TEM was used to characterise the sample at different magnifications. Images 
taken at lower magnifications, such as the one shown in Figure 4.2 can be useful to show the 
general contents conforming the sample. The section shown in the image is typical of the sam-
ple, and it initially allows the evaluation of the adequacy of the sample preparation. A great 
number of particles are visible, but they are dispersed well enough that the system is still trans-
parent to electrons. The carbon film appears to be in good condition with no tears or holes. 
Additionally, this large section of about 2×2 μm is consistently in focus throughout its area. 
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This relates to the integrity of the copper grid, which has remained flat after preparation and 
handling.  Image (a) in Figure 4.2 shows an agglomerate of nanorods, which extends over 
several micrometres. The image is in bright-field acquisition mode, which means that contrast 
directly correlates to the thickness and atomic number if diffraction contrast is suppressed and 
can be ignored. I.e., darker sections can indicate a thicker region of the sample or the presence 
of a heavier element. The edge of the agglomerate has been selected for imaging, since it is 
more likely to be electron transparent and have more isolated particles, which are generally 
easier to image. This low-magnification image of an area crowded with nanoparticles can be 
used to identify features of interest for further analysis. Several features of interest in the image 
have been annotated.  
 Feature A consists of an elongated shape of constant diameter with lighter contrast along 
the middle, as seen in the digital close-up Fig. 4.2 (b). This is unexpected in a solid rod which 
thickness remains constant throughout the structure. A lateral view of a nanorod would show 
constant grey values, whereas inclined projections may show a darker region along the middle 
of the rod as an effect of thickness. Since the contrast in feature A does not follow either of 
those cases, it would be reasonable to interpret this feature as a nanotube. However, given the 
lack of similar features across the sample, the tube-like appearance is more likely associated 
with two rods of very similar diameters attached along their edges. Profile analysis is shown in 
the plot in Fig. 4.2 (b). The lateral axis of the plot represents the position along the arrow 
annotated in Fig. 4.2 (b). The vertical axis represents the intensity value of the pixels. As ex-
pected, the background produces the lightest regions of the graph. The grey value of the pixels 
is not constant across the diameter of the rods, which would reflect as steep rectangular varia-
tions of grey value. Instead, the graph in Fig. 4.2 (b) shows two curves with clear minimums 
representing the thickest region of each rod projection. It is important to note that the peak in-
between the two rod sections is very pronounced and virtually reaches the grey value of the 
background. This corroborates the hypothesis that features A is not a nanotube, but two rods 
attached by their lateral edges. Further study, e.g., electron tomography could determine 
whether there is a gap in between the rods, or if they constitute a continuous body. The latter 
could indicate a parallel growth mechanism. 
 Feature B is the shortest rod found in the present system with a length of 169.7 nm and a 
diameter of 13.5 nm. Feature C consists of a dark facetted shape. This feature appears consist-
ently throughout the sample. The shape is 26.7 nm along its sides, which is consistent with the 
diameter of many of the rods. As the chemistry of the sample is constant, the darker appearance 
of these features can be attributed to a thickness much larger than their lateral dimension. For 
example, Feature E is much wider than C while its grey value is visibly lower. This suggests 
that these facetted features do not have a different geometry but are in fact nanorods oriented 
along the direction of the electron beam. 
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 Feature D is the longest rod present in the image, which is 230.7 nm in length and 23.26 nm 
in diameter. The nanorods visibly vary significantly in length while their lateral size remains 
relatively consistent throughout the sample. Table 4.1 summarises the average dimensions of 




Figure 4.2 Low-magnification TEM image of ceria nanorods after seven-year ageing (Image 
(a) acquired using JEOL F200 TEM at 200 kV sampling=0.42 nm/pixel. Images (b) and (c)  
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  Feature E consists of an agglomerate of rods aligned along their lengths. This region has 
been chosen for further imaging owing to its electron transparency and its suitable representa-
tion of the sample. It also shows the terminal geometry of its nanorods, which can be an im-
portant feature in structural studies. Finally, feature G is identified as an example of a region 
that is too thick for transmission imaging. Feature F was also chosen for further imaging as it 
contains an agglomeration of small particles, which are common throughout the sample. The 
digital close-up image shows that the crystalline nanoparticles have self-organised into a rod 
morphology.  
 The diameter and continuous edges of this cluster make it recognisable as a half-formed 
nanorod. This information supports the theory of “oriented attachment”, as introduced by Penn 
and Banfield [379]. This theory has been accepted as the formation mechanism of a diversity 
of 1D-nanomaterials, including ceria nanorods [271]. The growth of the nanomaterial is dic-
tated by the attachment of nanocrystals into a common crystallographic orientation. This self-
organisation is followed by consolidation of the system, resulting in the nanorod morphology. 
The fact that individual precursor nanoparticles are still visible suggests that the nanocrystals 
were able to attach during the synthesis, but that the conditions were not sufficient for the 
consolidation to happen.  
 
Table 4.1 Summary of nanorod dimensions throughout figure 4.2 
 
 Min Max Mean Standard deviation (σ) 
Length (nm) 131.9 230.7 176.6 31.9 
Diameter (nm) 13.5 23.3 17.3 3.1 
Aspect ratio 7.8 12.2 10.4 2.1 
 
 Figure 4.3 presents an image of the features annotated in figure 4.2 as E and F at medium 
magnification. A number of rods appear to be orientated along the direction of the electron 
beam and appear as dark faceted features. This allows estimating some characteristics of the 
cross-sectional geometry of the nanorods, which appears enclosed by straight parallel sides. It 
is not possible, however, to determine the precise geometry of the cross-section at this stage, 
since any small variations in the inclination of the rod with respect to the electron beam axis 
would change the projected geometry. 
 Feature 4.3(a) shows a group of three rods attached along their lengths. The outermost par-
ticle is of particular interest for its transparency and isolation and was chosen for further anal-
ysis. The image also shows the terminal morphology of the rods. The three rods marked as a 
feature 4.3(b) appear to finish in a straight cap whereas the continuous rod highlighted as fea-
ture 4.3(a) ends in an angled point. These terminations have been previously reported in the 
literature [3], [4], [271] in as-synthesised rods and are therefore not an effect of air-storage. 
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Furthermore, the corners forming these terminal morphologies do not appear rounded or de-
formed after the seven-year period. 
 Annotation 4.3(c) highlights the presence of particles under 10 nm across, which appear to 
vary in shape and size. These particles could be precursors, which have not self-organised into 
nanorods. As described above, nanoparticles are expected to occur as precursors in the mech-
anism or oriented attachment. The fact that the nanocrystals appear as localised clusters, instead 
of being scattered throughout the structure suggests that they were in the process of self-organ-
ising into nanorods. Furthermore, a feature such as the one denoted F in figure 4.2 could also 
be present in these clusters, but in such an orientation that is not evident in the present projec-




Figure 4.3 Medium-magnification image of ceria nanorods (Image acquired using JEOL 
F200 TEM at 200 kV, sampling=0.108 nm/pixel.) 
 
 The examination of a nanorod at higher magnifications allows studying their internal struc-
ture beyond their projected morphology. Figure 4.4 shows a high-resolution image of the rod 
selected as feature (a) in figure 4.3. The figure also contains a digital close-up of a selected 
area to highlight the typical crystallinity of the rods. The close-up image was calibrated using 
the scale bar and its fast Fourier transform (FFT) obtained using Image J. The FFT shows two 
distinct sets of diffraction peaks forming two concentric circles, whi19ch correspond to two 
values of atomic plane spacing. The six peaks forming the inner circle have a planar distance 
a) 
b) c) 
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of 0.31 nm, while the four peaks located on the outer diameter correspond to a measurement 
of 0.28 nm. According to the literature on ceria crystallography, a spacing of 0.31 nm corre-
sponds to the {111}-plane family, and 0.28 nm is the d-spacing of {200} planes [14]. Accord-




Figure 4.4 High-magnification HRTEM image of selected ceria nanorod with digital close-up 
and fast-Fourier transform (Image acquired using JEOL F200 TEM at 200 kV, sam-
pling=0.021 nm/pixel) 
 
 The digital close-up shown in Figure 4.4 allows distinguishing a significant discontinuity in 
the crystal structure of the nanorods. The {111} and {200} planes appear to remain consistently 
exposed throughout the surface of the nanorod. However, the direction of the lattice fringes 
changes repeatedly in units of 1 to 1.5 nm. Other groups have reported this type of structure in 
ceria nanorods [4]. However, the literature suggests that it is more common to find a homoge-
neous monocrystalline structure [236], [271]. It is unclear what the mechanism is, that gives 
rise to this high-strain disordered structure. At this stage, however, it can be reported that it has 
not changed in the seven-year period between characterisations of this material. 
 Figure 4.5 summarises the main features of ceria nanorods before and after seven years of 
storage. This characterisation shows that the nanorods have not changed in any noticeable man-
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nanorods were unaffected are the sharpness of the corners, the consistent crystalline structure 





Figure 4.5 Time-ageing of ceria nanorods. Ceria nanorods before (top) and after (bottom) 
seven years of storage under ambient conditions. BEFORE images were acquired by collabo-
rators Bhatta et al., as reported in their publication [3]. AFTER images were acquired using 
JEOL F200 TEM at 200 kV, samplings: (d)=0.016 nm/pixel, (e)=0.026 nm/pixel, (f)=0.052 
nm/pixel 
 
4.1.3 TEM imaging of aged ceria nanocubes 
 
An in-depth characterisation of ceria nanocubes was performed after seven years of storage at 
ambient conditions. Figure 4.6 shows a collection of images obtained using high-resolution 
TEM. This initial exploration allows assessing the adequacy of the sample preparation proce-
dure, as well as gauge the overall contents of the sample. A number of cubic nanoparticles can 
be observed as well as a continuous carbon film. Across the sample, a wide distribution of sizes 
of nanocubes is observed, with lateral dimensions ranging from 2 to 60 nm. The nanocubes 
appear to agglomerate into smaller clusters than those observed in the nanorod sample above. 
Paradoxically, it is easy to find isolated nanorods, while cubes always appear attached to small 
agglomerates. These differences in behaviour could be due to sample preparation. However, 
the dilution processes for both materials were the same, which suggests that the forces between 
a 
d e f 
b c 
20 nm 20 nm 50 nm 
50 nm 10 nm 
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nanorods and cubes are actually different. The attachment behaviour of the nanocubes could 
be weaker owing to them having a smaller surface area per volume than rods. Cubes may also 
find it more difficult to attach given their wider size distribution. Figure 4.6 suggests that cubes 






Figure 4.6 TEM imaging of time-aged ceria nanocubes (Images acquired using JEOL 2010F 
TEM at 200 kV, samplings: (a)=0.26 nm/pixel, (b-d)=0.058 nm/pixel) 
 
 The images shown are in the bright-field mode, which means that the thicker regions of the 
sample appear darker. Variations of grey values are observed in images 4.5b and c, which can 
be expected from three-dimensional bodies such as cubes. The particularly dark cubes also 
have the longest lateral size, consistently with thickness-contrast. Similarly, the agglomerate 
of small cubes shown in Fig 4.6c shows a darker contrast along its middle axis. This is an 
important feature, as it indicates that the cubes attach strongly to each other and not to the 
carbon film. The latter case would create a monolayer of cubes of constant thickness. Figure 
4.6d shows a corner with a peculiar hexagonal shape. This feature appears commonly across 
the sample. While it could suggest a different shape from the cubes seen in other images, this 




5 nm 5 nm 
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This is a common occurrence in transmission imaging and is only possible to avoid the intro-




Figure 4.7 TEM emphasising geometrical features of RT-aged ceria nanocubes (Image ac-
quired using JEOL 2010F TEM at 200 kV, sampling=0.058 nm/pixel) 
 
 Figure 4.7 shows a cluster of nanocubes at medium magnification. This image particularly 
shows the straight sides of the cubes, as well as the sharp corners. The changes in grey value 
across the objects can be used to estimate three-dimensional features of the cubes. For example, 
there is a visible 2-nm wide ribbon running along the edge of the outermost cube, annotated as 
feature A. This is indicative of electrons passing through a thinner volume than the core of the 
material.  
 The angles and constant width of this feature suggest that the cube has no imperfections in 
its edges or corners. As for the second cube, identified as feature B, a number of thin dark 
bands parallel to its sides can be seen crossing its body, which corresponds to thickness fringes. 
The continuity of these features, as well as their straight orientation,  suggests the cube to be 
perfect in three dimensions. The images shown in Figure 4.8 are the highest in magnification 
of the present study. Both images emphasise the terminal structure of ceria nanocubes, which 










Figure 4.8 High-magnification TEM of the terminal structure of ceria nanocubes (Images ac-
quired using JEOL 2010F TEM at 200 kV, sampling=0.058 nm/pixel) 
 
The contrast variations in figure 4.8 are as expected from the morphology resolved through-
out the previous images. This is a significant difference with the nanorods, which show varia-
tions in contrast along with their entire structure, e.g. Fig 4.4 (e). This suggests that the 
nanocubes have a more homogeneous crystalline structure than the rods. In catalysis, this is 
associated with a less reactive material. Finally, the existence of 2 nm-diameter nanoparticles 
in Fig 4.6(c) can be associated with the formation mechanism of ceria nanocubes.  
Figure 4.9 summarises the main features observed in ceria nanocubes stored at room tem-
perature. The top row features images acquired when the materials were first synthesised. The 
seemingly flat corner in image 4.9 (d) relates to the aforementioned projection effect and not 
to the geometry of the particle, as seen. Here it is reported that the period of storage does not 
have a significant effect on the morphology or structure of the material. However, when viewed 
in direct comparison to the BEFORE sample images (Fig. 4.9 a,b), the air-stored samples ap-
pear to show a small but finite curvature in the corners (Fig. 4.9 c,d). This could suggest a 
deformation mechanism as predicted by some theory groups [380]. The radius of the rounded 
corner in Figure 4.9(c) has been estimated at 1.7 nm. Further examination of such features at 
higher resolutions could expand the knowledge of their ageing mechanisms. 
 
b) a) 
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Figure 4.9 Time-ageing of ceria nanorods. Ceria nanorods before (top) and after (bottom) 
seven years of storage under ambient conditions.  
BEFORE images were acquired by collaborators Bhatta et al.  





4.2 Near-sintering heat-treatment ageing 
 
This section presents the experimental design of a heat-treatment procedure for ceria nano-
materials, as well as the advanced characterisation of its products. This experimental work 
seeks to learn further aspects of the transformation of ceria nanomaterials by exposing them to 
temperatures higher than any reported in the literature. The heat-treatment procedure used in 
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nanoscale with the TEM results reported by Sakthivel et al. for the same temperature [3]. Af-
terwards, it is presented an in-depth TEM characterisation of the materials after near-sintering 
heat treatment at 950 ℃. 
 
4.2.1 Heat-treatment procedure 
 
Using a stainless-steel spatula, the ceria nanocubes and nanorods were transferred into standard 
TGA aluminium oxide 600 µL crucibles, which have high purity and can withstand tempera-
tures of 1600 ℃ (Mettler Toledo). Three specimens were prepared in this way, two containing 
ceria nanorods and one containing ceria nanocubes. A novel preparation method for a heat-
resistant TEM sample is also proposed, as described below. The heat-resistant sample was 
submitted to the heat-treatment step along with the powdered samples of CeO2 nanorods and 
nanocubes. This innovative experimental design is of interest to the processing of nanomateri-
als processing, as the amounts are often limited.  
 The preparation of TEM samples requires a very small amount of material. However, ex-
perimental methods in nanomaterials often report amounts of substances larger than would be 
necessary for their characterisation. This is due to the practical aspects of handling powders or 
liquids, which can become stuck to glassware surfaces, or be absorbed into ceramic crucibles 
and mortars. By suspending the nanomaterial onto an electron-transparent film prior to pro-
cessing, it is ensured that the sample can survive the processing steps while minimising waste.  
 
 
Figure 4.10 Heat-treatment schedules for ceria nanocubes and nanorods 
 
 The heat-resistant TEM sample was prepared using a silicon nitride TEM window grid, 
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preparation was identical to the procedure described in Part I for loading nanoparticles onto 
carbon-coated copper grids. After allowing it to dry at room temperature, the specimen was 
placed in a porcelain crucible and heated alongside the powdered samples. Figure 4.10 shows 
a graphical representation of the heating schedules. The heating atmosphere was air, and there 
were no forced convection or cooling. 
 As shown in diagram 4.10 (a), the heating ramp was set to 5 ℃/min for three hours. Then, 
the final temperature of 950℃ was held for one hour, to finally allow the samples to cool down 
inside the furnace. This annealing process was used to treat three samples: one powder sample 
of ceria nanorods, one powder sample of ceria nanocubes and the aforementioned heat-resistant 
TEM sample.  
 
Table 4.2 Sample characteristics and nomenclature 
 
Sample No. Nanomaterial Annealing temperature TEM substrate 
1 CeO2 nanorods 800 ℃ C-coated Cu grid 
2 CeO2 nanorods 950 ℃ C-coated Cu grid 
3 CeO2 nanorods 950 ℃ Si3N4-coated Si 
4 CeO2 nanocubes 950 ℃ C-coated Cu grid 
 
 The second heating schedule, seen in Figure 4.10 (b), was used to treat one sample of pow-
der ceria nanorods. This curve consists of ramping up at 5 ℃/min for 2.5 hours, holding the 
final temperature of 800 ℃ for two hours and allowing to cool down inside the furnace. The 
heat transfer of the furnace normally slows down below 500 ℃, so the samples were allowed 
to cool overnight before opening the furnaces. After heat treatment, the powdered samples were 
prepared for TEM characterisation using the same suspension, dilution and mounting proce-
dure described in Part I. The heat-treated ceria nanorod sample mounted on Si3N4-coated sili-
con grid was used for TEM characterisation without further processing. The heating and sam-
ple preparation conditions of the samples are summarised in Table 4.2. All samples were 
heated, starting at room temperature. Sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.4 present the TEM results of the 
annealed samples. 
 
4.2.2 TEM imaging of ceria nanorods after heat treatment at 800℃ 
 
An in-depth TEM study has been performed of the sample heated at 800 ℃. The cited literature 
contains accounts of other groups who have performed similar experiments [2], [3], [11]. 
Therefore, it is useful to observe the results obtained working with this holding temperature, 
before proceeding to parameters, no other group has reported on before.  
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 Initially, images are presented at low and medium magnifications. Figure 4.11a shows ag-
glomerates of rod-shaped nanoparticles forming close-packed colonies. It can be deduced that 
these agglomerates are three-dimensional from the dark contrast at the centre of each, suggest-
ing the overlap of numerous nanorods. In the same way as the sample of rods before heat treat-
ment, a number of small dark objects can be distinguished, which correspond to the two-di-
mensional projection of rods oriented along the axis of the electron beam.  In addition to the 
three-dimensional aggregates, Figure 4.11a also shows several nanorods appearing in isolation. 





Figure 4.11 Low- and medium-magnification bright-field images of typical ceria nanorods af-
ter annealing at 800 ℃ (Images were acquired using JEOL F200 TEM at 200 kV, samplings: 
(a)=0.26 nm/pixel, (b)=0.32 nm/pixel, (c)=0.052 nm/pixel) 
 
  Figure 4.11b emphasises a coating-like feature surrounding the group of nanorods. This 
feature is found across several images at different magnifications. This is not an effect of im-
aging, as it does not disappear by changing the microscope settings. Instead, this feature can 
be attributed to the effect of carbon contamination. This phenomenon consists of deposition of 
nanoscale carbon on the sample around the materials produced by the cracking of hydrocarbons 
in the chamber, the specimen and the holder. This was tested by focusing the beam on an empty 
area of carbon film for a few seconds. The irradiation produced a dark ring of deposited carbon, 
as expected. In the case of this sample, the analysis could proceed regardless, since the layer 
of carbon surrounding the nanoparticles had good electron-transparency. Furthermore, the con-
taminant has an amorphous nanostructure, which makes it easily distinguishable at high mag-
nifications from the crystalline nanoceria (e.g. Figure 4.12b). In cases where carbon contami-
nation needs to be eliminated, this can be achieved by use of plasma cleaning to a high efficacy 
as demonstrated in [381]. 
a) b) c) 
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 Figure 4.11c shows a mostly transparent group of nanorods. At this magnification, it is pos-
sible to evaluate the morphological integrity of nanorods after heat treatment. Comparing with 
the nanorods sample in Part I, heat-treated nanorods at 800 ℃ appear to preserve their straight 
walls and continuous diameters. However, it is also possible to observe the prevalence of bright 
features throughout the structure. These features appear similar to those reported by other 
groups after heat treatment [3], [13]. 
 Figure 4.12 shows two images at different magnifications of a group of several nanorods 
with parallel orientation. Image (a) emphasises the strong attachment of the rods with no visible 
gap between them. Several regions of dark contrast can also be identified occupying the body 
of the rods. Some of these dark areas correspond to overlapping particles, as indicated. How-
ever, some of these dark patches actually arise from the Bragg diffraction of the material, which 
can cause strong contrast artefacts dependent on the orientation of the crystal lattice with re-




Figure 4.12 Medium- and high-magnification bright-field images of a nanorod aggregate  
(Images were acquired using JEOL F200 TEM at 200 kV, samplings: (a)=0.056 nm/pixel, 
(b)=0.026 nm/pixel) 
 
 Continuous lattice fringes can be observed travelling along with the structure. When com-
paring this image to the crystal structure shown in Figure 4.4, a significant structural difference 
can be seen. The annealed samples consistently present a continuous monocrystalline structure 
absent from as-synthesised nanorods. Another important feature of Figure 4.12b is that this 
magnification shows the aforementioned bright features in more detail. It can be seen that they 
appear preferentially along the middle of the rods and that they are more or less symmetrical 
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cross the area of these features uninterruptedly, which suggests that the crystalline walls of the 
rod are enclosing these heat-induced features. 
 Figure 4.13 summarises the results of the crystallographic study of three rods from the heat-
treated sample. By increasing the magnification of the microscope, it is possible to resolve the 
atomic lattice fringes, as seen in images (a-c). The distance between fringes correlates with the 
unit cell parameter of the crystal. This is a reliable method to perform elemental identification, 
as well as for characterising the particular crystallography of nanoparticles. As detailed in 
Chapter 2, the catalytic activity of ceria nanomaterials varies significantly with the crystallog-
raphy present in their surfaces. The image processing shown in Figure 4.13 d-f was performed 
using ImageJ, a popular open platform for scientific image analysis. A more detailed descrip-
tion of the software packages employed in this work is detailed in Chapter 3. At first, the im-
ages were calibrated using the scalebar which is printed by the microscope. This establishes a 
scale of pixels per nanometre. Then, using ImageJ, the Fast-Fourier transform (FFT) of the 
image was calculated to obtain a digital diffraction pattern (d-f). The FFT images show anno-





Figure 4.13 Crystallographic analysis of ceria nanorods annealed at 800℃  
(Images were acquired using JEOL F200 TEM at 200 kV, samplings: (a)=0.026 nm/pixel, 
(b)=0.032 nm/pixel, (c)=0.028 nm/pixel) 
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 Although there are peaks that appear unidentified, their d-spacing values are factors of other 
peaks, which means that they represent the same family of planes. In total, six sets of lattice 
fringes were identified in this crystallographic study, obtaining three different d-spacing re-
sults: 0.19 nm, 0.28 nm and 0.31 nm. According to the literature, these values of d-spacing 
correspond to the {220}, {200} and {111} plane families, respectively [271]. The annotations 
in figures (a-c) correspond to plane identification. Unsurprisingly, the most common plane 
family exposed across the sample is the {111}, which the literature has identified as the most 
stable. However, two measurements of 0.28 nm are visible corresponding to the {100}-plane 
family, which the literature reports as the least stable [14]. The analysis shown in Figure 4.13 
suggests that the exposed planes remain unaltered after annealing at 800 C. This is important 
since there are other visible changes in the structure, such as the emergence of defects and the 
consolidation of a single-crystal structure (Fig. 4.8). In order to facilitate the interpretation of 
the crystallographic measurements above, as well as to relate them to the growth mechanisms 
of the nanorods, figure 4.14 shows a schematic representation of the formation of ceria nano-




Figure 4.14 Schematic diagram for the self-assembly of ceria nanocrystals into ceria nanorods 
by oriented attachment and subsequent Ostwald ripening [271] 
 
4.2.2.1 Integrity of the terminal morphology of nanorods after annealing at 800 C 
 
Another common effect during ageing processes is the rounding of corners. Figure 4.15 shows 
that the tips of the nanorods continue to exhibit sharp facets. Du et al. identified two different 
types of terminal structures in as-synthesised ceria nanorods [271]. This parameter relates to 
Image available in library copy 
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the crystallography of the rod. Rods which exhibit (111) planes along their axis, have a growth 
direction [211] and terminate in a (200) plane, such as the rods (a) and (b) of Fig 4.15. The 
second type of rod seen in the literature terminates in a (111) plane, like the one shown in 
Figure 4.15c. This corresponds to a [110] growth direction.  
 The occurrence of these planes at the corners of the sample indicates that the terminal struc-
ture of the nanorods prevails after heat treatment. Fig. 4.15 (c) also shows a particularly clear 
resolution of the porous defects, which has been used to identify the alignment of the pore 
facets with the atomic planes of the rod. As shown in the inset, the facets of the pore align 
completely with the prominent [111] planes inside the rod. This result supports the finding 





Figure 4.15 Terminal structures of ceria nanorods after annealing at 800 C (Images were ac-
quired using JEOL F200 TEM at 200 kV, samplings: (a)=0.028 nm/pixel, (b)=0.024 
nm/pixel, (c)=0.039 nm/pixel) 
 
4.2.2.2 Discovery of negative-rod defects 
 
Sample 1 presented with a new type of defect, which is so far absent from the literature. It 
consists of elongated pores extending along the growth direction of the rod. Figure 4.16 pre-
sents three examples of this novel heating-induced feature.  
  In all three instances, pores connect, forming an enclosed channel of roughly constant di-
ameter. In the same way as the other defects found in the sample, the elongated pores do not 
reach the lateral walls of the nanorod. It is also observed that the lattice fringes cross the area 
of the elongated defect, which suggests that they are also enclosed by walls perpendicular to 
the viewing plane. These defects show the potential to transform the rods into ceria nanotubes 
without the use of templates. Across the sample, these channels present lengths from 10 to 50 
nm and widths of 3 to 5 nm, corresponding to the diameter of the symmetrical porous defects. 
135 133.7 
117.7 
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Figure 4.16 Examples of negative-rod defects (Images were acquired using JEOL F200 TEM 
at 200 kV, samplings: (a)=0.032 nm/pixel, (b)=0.032 nm/pixel, (c)=0.058 nm/pixel) 
 
 
4.2.3 TEM of ceria nanorods annealed in powder form at 950 C  
 
The TEM results reported in section 4.2.1 are consistent with those obtained by Sakthivel et al. 
for ceria nanorods annealed at 800 C [3]. This consistency suggests that the proposed heat-
treatment methodology is adequate for annealing ceria nanomaterials. As mentioned above, 
there are no previous studies of the behaviour of ceria nanorods annealed at temperatures above 
800 C. TEM sample was prepared by suspending and diluting the annealed powder as de-
scribed in 4.1. Figure 4.17 shows the initial explorations of the sample at low magnifications. 
Figure 4.17a shows an area crowded with nanoparticles of diverse shapes and sizes. The pres-
ence of electron-transparent areas indicates that the materials have not sintered into bulk parti-
cles and are suitable for TEM analysis.  
  Furthermore, image 4.17 (a) shows a number of elongated features, which suggest the 
survival of a number of nanorods. Image 4.17(b) shows an area containing several isolated 
particles. This image emphasises the diversity of shapes and sizes in the annealed sample. The 
deformation is apparent when the image is compared to a non-heat-treated nanorod image like 
Fig. 4.2. Medium magnification images are shown in Fig. 4.17 (c) and (d) emphasise the de-
formation of nanorods, which have flowed into morphologies with lower surface area. The 
temperature range of this transformation can be placed between 800 and 950 C.  
 
a) b) c) 
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Figure 4.17 HRTEM bright-field imaging of ceria nanorods annealed at 950 C  
(Image acquired using JEOL 2010F TEM at 200 kV, samplings:  
(a)=0.86 nm/pixel, (b)=0.86 nm/pixel, (c)=0.45 nm/pixel, (d)=0.41 nm/pixel) 
 
 This can be assumed since the images of sample 1 annealed at 800 C preserved their rod 
morphology, as seen in Figure 4.11. Another important feature of the images shown in Figure 
4.17 is that the material has retained a nanoscale particle size. Image 4.17(d) shows several 
particles forming clusters, but retaining their individual shape. This is an indication that the 
annealing temperature of 950 C was adequate and the material did not sinter. However, the 
changes in the morphology of the particles suggest that the sample has begun the sintering 
process.  
 Figure 4.18 presents TEM images taken at medium magnification. These images allow for 
resolving the shape of individual particles. Image 4.18 (a) shows several features of interest. 
Firstly, by measuring the lateral size of the different regions of several nanorods, as annotated 
in feature A, the deformation mechanism was estimated. The end sections have a lateral di-
mension of 50-80 nm, while the thinner middle section exhibit diameters between 15-25 nm. 
The latter measurement is recognisable as the original diameter of the nanorods, as shown in 
Table 4.1. These results indicate that the flow of material has occurred from the ends of the 
nanorod toward the middle. This distinction is important, as the opposite case could also be 
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This would result in the middle section of the nanorods presenting a lateral size smaller than 




Figure 4.18 Agglomerates of ceria nanorods after heat treatment at 950 C  
(Images were acquired using JEOL F200 TEM at 200 kV, samplings:  
(a)=0.027 nm/pixel, (b)=0.027 nm/pixel) 
 
 Feature B consists of a shorter nanorod, which as deformed similarly to feature A, with the 
end section growing to a diameter of 72 nm, and the middle section presenting a diameter of 
39 nm. Interestingly, this rod appears to have been too short of forming a continuous middle 
section like the one present in feature A and others. Feature B has instead formed into a peanut-
like shape with only a small portion maintaining its original diameter. Feature C presents a 
lateral deformation similar to the ones in A.  
 However; the rod appears to have attached to other particles as an effect of heating. This 
behaviour is studied in further detail in subsequent images. Feature D in image 4.18(b) shows 
a particle with a shape that is typical across sample 2. The particle shows a nearly spherical 
symmetry with a minimum diameter of 76.3 nm. This diameter is greater than those presented 
in table 4.1. This particle has lost its rod-like features as an effect of heat treatment. The anal-
ysis of these images suggests that the longer nanorods have preserved their diameter along their 
middle section. Meanwhile, the shorter nanorods have deformed into roughly spherical geom-
etries. 
 Figure 4.19 shows two views of a cluster of nanoparticles at different magnifications. These 
images highlight the prevalence of pores in the structure of the nanomaterial. The pores appear 
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Figure 4.19 Particle shape and porous defects after annealing at 950 C 
(Images were acquired using JEOL F200 TEM at 200 kV, samplings:  
(a)=0.012 nm/pixel, (b)=0.009 nm/pixel) 
 
 Consistently with sample 1, pores appear to be enclosed by the walls of the particle. This 
characteristic was estimated from the fact that the walls of the particles are continuous. If the 
pores were located on the surfaces of the particles, the walls would be expected to present with 
dents. The cluster in image 4.19 (a) contains a variety of morphologies, representative of the 
most prevalent geometries across the sample.  Feature A is still recognisably a nanorod, with 
continuous sides of constant diameter. However, this rod presents prominent deformation at 
one end, which has a lateral size twice as wide as the rest of the nanorod. The wider end appears 
to have a lighter coating-like feature surrounding the body of the rod. This type of feature is 
common throughout the sample and has been resolved as an effect of thickness contrast, and 
not a variation in composition. This inference has been confirmed by EDX analysis shown 
below (Figure 4.23).  
 Feature B consists of a non-porous particle with no recognisable traits of a nanorod.  The 
particle appears enclosed by six straight edges, which suggests a facetted three-dimensional 
geometry. This particle joins at one end with feature C. The two particles have formed a straight 
joint, thus reducing the surface area of the system. This type of behaviour can also be observed 
between the two particles forming feature C. These particles also present with a number of 
pores while having lost their rod morphology. This suggests that the porous structure can be 
maintained by the particles beyond the changes in morphology. Image 4.19(b) shows a higher 
magnification image of particle A, which draws attention to a prominent pore running along 
the body of the nanorod. The pore appears to be enclosed within the body of the nanorod. This 
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the pore. This phenomenon indicates that the pore is enclosed by solid material. The morphol-
ogy of the pore is similar to that of the “negative rods” shown in section 4.2.1, with the larger 
diameter of the pore being parallel to the growth direction of the rod. Significantly, this pore 
has a straighter and better-defined shape than similar features found in sample 1. However, the 
feature appears more rarely across sample 2. It is also observed that the "negative rod" in Figure 




Figure 4.20 Terminal morphology of nanorods after heat-treatment at 950 C 
(Images were acquired using JEOL F200 TEM at 200 kV, samplings:  
(a)=0.011 nm/pixel, (b)=0.007 nm/pixel, (c)=0.011 nm/pixel) 
 
 Figure 4.20 shows high-magnification images of three different nanorods emphasising their 
terminal morphology. These can be compared with the terminal morphology of non-heat-
treated nanorods in Figure 4.3, as well as those in Figure 4.15, corresponding to nanorods an-
nealed at 800 C. It is evident that the nanorods have lost their sharp corners, and facets are no 
longer discernible at the tip of the rod. The temperature range of this phenomenon can be in-
ferred to be between 800 C and 950 C, as the rods in sample 1 presented with very sharp 
corners, as seen in Figure 4.15. This process is accompanied by the oxidation of surface Ce3+ 
to Ce4+, and the subsequent reduction in catalytic capabilities [123].  
Figure 4.21 contains two images, which highlight the presence of pores and the joining behav-
iour of the particles. Image 4.21 (a) shows a variety of particle shapes, consistent with those 
observed in previous figures. Namely, the shorter rods have deformed and increased in lateral 
size, while the longer rod has maintained the projected width along the middle section of its 
length. Notably, the particles exhibit pores of similar characteristics to the ones observed in 
sample 1 after annealing at 800 ℃. The pores range in diameter between 6 and 15 nm. These 
dimensions are consistent with the pore diameters observed in sample 1, e.g., Figure 4.16. Fur-
thermore, the higher magnification of image 4.21(b) shows that the pores have the same faceted 
a) b) c) 
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geometry as the ones obtained after annealing at 800 ℃. These similarities are especially sig-
nificant when considering the transformations in the size and shape of the nanorods. 
 Image 4.21(b) shows a region where two particles are in the process of coalescing into a 
single solid. The particles exhibit rounded edges and corners and have attached along their 
length, thus reducing the surface area significantly. The rounded corners and edges result in a 
reduction in active sites for catalysis. However, the surviving pores still exhibit faceted geom-




Figure 4.21 TEM at medium and high magnifications of sample 2 
(Images were acquired using JEOL F200 TEM at 200 kV, samplings:  
(a)=0.071 nm/pixel, (b)=0.022 nm/pixel) 
 
A small number of particles can be found across sample 2, which have retained the sharp 
corners and edges of the nanorod morphology. An example of such a feature is shown in Figure 
4.22. This rod is 45 nm in length and exhibits sharp corners. While the sample contains plenty 
of particles of similar length, the vast majority of them have distorted into rounded geometries 
during heat treatment. The most notable deviation from the nanorod geometry is the presence 
of two different diameters joined by a symmetrical neck, which gives the particle a distinct 
“bottle” shape. It is possible to resolve in image 4.22 (a) that the crystallography of the particle 
is constant, which makes it improbable that the feature consists of two particles joined during 
sintering. Instead, the feature was more likely formed from a single distorted nanorod.  
 The terminal morphology of the particle shows a corner with a shape consistent with the 
rods observed in sample 1 (see Fig. 4.15). The effect of projection can account for the small 
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those found across sample 1 and elsewhere in sample 2. The pores have a diameter of 7 nm, 
which is consistent with the pores found in much larger particles. This corroborates the 
previous statement that the dimensions of the pores are significantly less variable than the size 
of the particles. Furthermore, the pores exhibit distinctly faceted geometries consistent with 
those observed in sample 1, as well as those reported by Sakthivel et al. [3]. The results shown 
in Figures 4.21 and 4.22 suggest that the 950 ℃ heat-treatment does not result in observable 
changes to the pore structure in comparison with samples annealed at 800 ℃, in spite of the 
significant deformations to the size and morphology of the particles. The main difference in 
the porous structure is the concentration of pores, which is significantly lower in the sample 




Figure 4.22 HRTEM study of a bottle-shaped nanoparticle in sample 2 
(Image was acquired using JEOL F200 TEM at 200 kV, samplings=0.043 nm/pixel) 
 
 Images in Fig 4.22 (b) and (c) highlight the crystallography of the nanoparticle, which 
presents two sets of lattice fringes. The first set corresponds to the {111}-plane family, which 
appears consistently throughout this work. However, the second set of fringes corresponds to 
the {331}-plane, which is rarely found. Therefore, this crystallography is associated with an 
unusual viewing direction of the CeO2 nanostructure, identified as [321].  
  Figure 4.23 shows an energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) line scan of sample 3, identifying 
the elemental distribution of the sample. The analysis was performed along the annotated line, 
which crosses through four distinct particles of different shape and thickness. The spectrum at 
the top indicates the presence of carbon. Its prevalence is expected as the sample is suspended 
on a carbon film. The green and red lines at the bottom of the image vary in a parallel fashion, 
indicating a continuous composition of ceria. 
 The most significant observation in this study is the prevalence of ceria signal across the 
section containing a pore, as annotated in the figure. The lack of any variation in the signal is 
an indicator that the pores are not through-holes as suggested by Li et al. [2], but are enclosed 
a) 
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within the nanoparticles, as suggested by Sakthivel et al. [3]. This evidence is not conclusive 
since a through-hole oriented in a different direction to that of the electron beam could produce 




Figure 4.23 EDX line scan of sample 2. Carbon (magenta), Cerium (red), Oxygen (green) 
(Image was acquired using JEOL F200 TEM at 200 kV, samplings=0.31 nm/pixel) 
 
 Further study of the sample was performed using scanning transmission electron micros-
copy (STEM). Figure 4.24 shows a set of two acquisitions of the same area in bright-field 
4.24(a) and dark-field 4.24(b) mode. By comparing the two images, it is possible to discern if 
contrast is caused by differences in thickness or in composition across the sample. In this par-
ticular case, each image shows a dark feature at the top left corner of the panel.  
 This feature appears in image 4.24(a) as much darker than the deformed rod. This contrast 
could suggest that the dark feature corresponds to a large crystal of ceria formed by sintering 
of the nanorods. However, the same feature in image 4.24(b) also appears dark but exhibits 
enough electron transparency to be able to resolve the end of the overlapping nanoparticles. 
The fact that the top-left feature in question appears nearly transparent and not the same bright-
ness in dark-field mode as the deformed nanorod indicates that it does not consist of ceria, but 
of a lighter composition, most probably carbon.  
 A feature of relevance to this study are the four pores located along the middle of the de-
formed nanorod. These appear bright and well-defined in bright-field mode, image 4.24 (a). 
However, in image 4.24a(b) they seem obscured with less-defined edges and a lower contrast 
pore 
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with the body of the rod. This behaviour supports the aforementioned hypothesis that the pores 
occur with the body of the rod and not as through-holes. By reducing the effect of contrast-
thickness, high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) emphasises the high-Z contrast of ceria, 
which appears to surround the pores. However, this result does not exclude the possibility that 




Figure 4.24 BF- and HAADF-STEM images of sample 2 (Images were acquired using JEOL 
F200 TEM at 200 kV, samplings=0.03 nm/pixel) 
 
 
4.2.4 TEM of ceria nanorods annealed in a heat-resistant sample at 950 C  
 
As mentioned above, the handling of nanomaterials during experimental procedures entails a 
number of practical complications. In the case of heat-treatment, powders of nanomaterials can 
easily be lost or contaminated during the process. This challenge is often overcome by prepar-
ing greater amounts of powder than would be necessary for analysis, resulting in waste of 
product. The results herein seek to evaluate the adequacy of a heat-resistant TEM sample as an 
alternative to conventional heat-treatment of powders. As described in previous sections, a 
heat-resistant sample was prepared by suspending non-heat-treated ceria nanorods unto a 
Si3N4-coated Si substrate. After drying at room temperature, the sample was annealed at 950 
C alongside samples 2 and 4.  
 An initial exploration of the sample was conducted in order to assess the suitability of the 
preparation methods. Figure 4.25 shows a set of low-magnification images acquired in bright-
and conventional dark-field mode. Image 4.25(a) allows resolving extensive agglomerates of 
particles. Mainly, the Si3N4 film appears to have survived the heat-treatment procedure. The 
a) b) 
20 nm 20 nm 
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film shows good electron-transparency, and there are no visible holes or tears in the film. The 
nanoparticles have not sintered into a bulk solid and seem dispersed enough for TEM charac-
terisation. Image 4.25(b) shows a dark-field imaging, where the nanoparticles appear bright, 
and the supporting film appears dark. This result confirms the amorphous nature of the Si3N4 
film while emphasising the high crystallinity of the ceria nanoparticles. An important finding 
from this result is that the small round features annotated in image 4.25 (a) are absent from 
image 4.25(b), which indicates that they are amorphous. Hence, the features can be attributed 
to the background film and ruled out as ceria nanoparticles. This feature appears consistently 
throughout images of sample 3 while being absent from all other samples. This difference also 
supports the statement that these small round features are a characteristic of the Si3N4 film. 
 As the suitability of the preparation method for a heat-resistant sample has been established, 
this section continues the exploration of sample 3. The following results seek to expand on the 




Figure 4.25 TEM Bright-field (a) and dark-field (b) images of sample 3 
(Images were acquired using JEOL F200 TEM at 200 kV, samplings:  
(a)=0.52 nm/pixel, (b)=0.23 nm/pixel) 
 
 Figure 4.26 shows a set of images at low and medium magnifications of sample 3. Image 
4.26 (a) shows several rod-shaped objects forming an electron-transparent cluster. At lower 
magnifications, sample 3 appears similar in contents to sample 1 and the time-aged sample. 
However, closer examinations in images 4.26 (b) and (c) reveal that the sample does not consist 
solely of rod-shaped objects. Nanoparticles of different shapes and sizes are visible consistently 
a) b) 
1 μm 500 nm 
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with sample 2, which followed the same heating procedure. Image 4.26(b) particularly high-





Figure 4.26 HRTEM Bright-field images of sample 3 at medium magnification 
(Images were acquired using JEOL F200 TEM at 200 kV, samplings:  
(a)=0.52 nm/pixel, (b)=0.21 nm/pixel, (c)=0.15 nm/pixel) 
 
There are observable differences in the contents of samples 2 and 3. This can be seen by com-
paring images 4.26c and 4.18b. The rods in the heat-resistant sample appear to have deformed 
to a lesser extent. Features such as peanut-shaped nanoparticles are absent from sample 3, while 
they were prevalent throughout sample 2. The differences between these samples could suggest 
that the suspension of the nanorods prior to heat treatment affected the nanoparticles making 
them more resistant to the exposure to near-sintering temperature. This finding suggests that 
the proposed methodology for preparing heat-resistant TEM samples is not only advantageous 
for the reduced waste but can also improve the heat-resistance of the nanoparticles.  
 The higher integrity of sample 3 suggests that heat treatment at higher temperatures could 
potentially be performed. The pore defects are more prevalent in sample 3 than in its powder-
form counterpart. This could be associated with the improved thermal stability of the nanorods. 
Both facts are visible in Figure 4.27, which shows arrays of nanorods. The particles have lost 
their straight edges and sharp corners during heat treatment but continue to have a recognisable 
rod morphology. Symmetrical pores can be observed in almost all the nanorods in both images. 
Consistently with previous samples, the pores do not reach the edges of the rods. Consistently 
with sample 2, pores are less frequent throughout the nanorod structure after annealing at 950 
than at 800 C.  
 
a) b) c) 
500 nm 100 nm 50 nm 





Figure 4.27 TEM images of sample 3 showing the prevalence of pores(Images were acquired 
using JEOL F200 TEM at 200 kV, samplings: (a)=0.43 nm/pixel, (b)=0.45 nm/pixel) 
 
 Although sample 3 exhibits fewer heat-induced morphological changes than sample 2, the 
effects of sintering are still evident. The set of images in figure 4.28 highlight these effects. 
Image 4.28(a) contains a number of nanoparticles of different shapes forming a loose cluster. 
In similar fashion to previous samples, the particles attach to others of similar shape and size. 
Images 4.28(b) and (c) highlight the formation of a joint between two parallel nanorods. These 
further demonstrate the significant differences in sintering behaviour between sample 2, in 
powder form, and sample 3, suspended on Si3N4 film. These differences are especially remark-





Figure 4.28  TEM images of rod/particle cluster with sintering effects 
(Images were acquired using JEOL F200 TEM at 200 kV, samplings:  
(a)=0.025 nm/pixel, (b)=0.025 nm/pixel, (c)=0.015 nm/pixel) 
 
b) 
a) b) c) 
a) 
20 nm 20 nm 
100 nm 100 nm 50 nm 
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 A crystallographic study of sample 3 is summarised in figure 4.29. At first, rods were se-
lected which were oriented in such a way that the end of the rod could be characterised. Addi-
tionally, these rods present exposed planes and visible pores. The rods selected for this study 
are shown in images 4.29 (a), (e) and (i). Then, high-magnification images were obtained cov-
ering the terminal morphology of the rods, as seen in 4.29 (b), (f) and (j). The angle at the end 
of the rod shows little variation between particles. The angle at the end of the rod is dependent 
on the growth direction of the rod, as established by Du et al. [271]. In this case, all three rods 
have the same growth direction, as described below. Additionally, the variations in the angles 
at the end of the rods are small enough that they can be attributed to each rod having a slightly 
different orientation with respect to the electron beam. Most significantly, these images show 






Figure 4.29 Structural and crystallographic analysis of nanorods in sample 3 
(Images were acquired using JEOL F200 TEM at 200 kV, samplings:  
(a)=0.052 nm/pixel, (b)=0.021 nm/pixel, (e)=0.112 nm/pixel,  















a) b) c) d) 
e) f) g) h) 
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 The rods in figure 4.29 all present with sharp ends which allow consistent angular measure-
ments. This corroborates the statements above that the heat-resistance of the particles is en-
hanced by the suspension onto a Si3N4 film. The next set of images, 4.29 (c), (g) and (k), show 
digital close-ups of each rod emphasising the structure of the pores and annotating the lattice 
fringes found in the image. Consistently with samples 1 and 2, the pores are crossed by lattice 
fringes with suggests their location within the body of the rod. Furthermore, the pores exhibit 
facets consistent with a truncated octahedron, as annotated across the images. This was re-
ported by Sakthivel et al. for samples annealed at 800 C [3]. Here it is demonstrated that the 
cuboctahedral geometry of pores persists after annealing at 950 C. The exposed planes are 
determined using fast-Fourier transform measurements, as shown in images 4.29(d), (h) and 
(ℓ). The prevalence of {220} planes is noted. These are not unexpected in the structure, alt-
hough the {111} family is reportedly more common [236]. It is a possibility that the annealing 
process has helped to stabilise the {220} facets. This would be of great significance, as these 
planes provide higher catalytic performance than the {111} [14]. 
 
4.2.5 HRTEM of ceria nanocubes annealed in powder form at 950 C  
 
Sample 4 consisted of ceria nanocubes annealed at 950 C. This sample was heat-treated in 
powder form like sample 2. Figure 4.30 displays several views presenting the main character-
istics of the sample. Image 4.30 (a) shows that the particles form clusters in the order of several 
micrometres, but the edges of these appear grey, suggesting they are thin enough for transmis-
sion imaging. The carbon film used for this sample was not continuous but holey, which can 
be seen in some of the images. Images 4.30 (b) and (c) concentrate in areas with a lower density 
of particles to resolve the shape of individual particles. Mainly, the materials conforming the 
sample have lost their original cubic morphology and have developed into irregular shapes with 
a spherical aspect ratio. 
 The particles appear to have a combination of round and sharp corners, especially when 
compared with their non-heat-treated equivalent in section 4.1.1. The attraction between parti-
cles has grown stronger during heating, resulting in areas of high density like 4.30(d) and (e). 
The range of individual sizes can be estimated from this collection of images to be between 45 
and 215 nm in diameter.  This range of diameters is consistent with the original cubes, but with 
the absence of smaller nanoparticles like those seen in Figure 4.8.  
Nanoparticles are thought to have coalesced into larger solids during heating. Image 4.30(f) is 
taken at a higher magnification and shows the presence of round and sharp edges. This trans-
formation is significantly different to sample 2, where the vast majority of particles developed 
round edges. At the centre of the image, there is a particle with regular sides and seemingly 
sharp corners. The resulting geometry contains more sides and corners than the original cube. 
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This phenomenon is observed repeatedly throughout sample 4. Closer examination of the edges 
and corners of the particles demonstrates that the material preserved the sharpness of cubic 




Figure 4.30 HRTEM images of sample 4 at low and medium magnifications  
(Images were acquired using JEOL 2010F TEM at 200 kV, samplings:  
(a)=1.2 nm/pixel, (b)=0.85 nm/pixel, (c)=0.82 nm/pixel,  
(d)=0.95 nm/pixel, (e)=0.84 nm/pixel, (f)=0.52 nm/pixel) 
 
 Images (a-c) show examples of sharp corners. These terminations do not have a cubic ge-
ometry but have developed into a new shape with more corners. The higher concentration of 
corners would normally increase the catalytic capabilities of the individual particles. Secondly, 
the sides of the cubes have remained straight for the most part while shortening and multiply-
ing, as seen in images (d-f). Potentially, this transformation also increases the reactivity of the 
nanocubes due to an accumulation of defects in the corners and edges of the material. The 
development of sharp edges and corners is a significantly different product of heat treatment 
to the results exhibited by samples 1-3. Particularly, the cubes showed more stability than the 
nanorods in sample 2, heated too in powder form. This difference in behaviour suggests that 
nanocubes have higher thermal stability than nanorods.  In spite of the occurrence of sharp 
a) b) c) 
d) e) f) 
1 μm 
 
200 nm 200 nm 
200 nm 200 nm 100 nm 
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edges and corners in sample 4, the surface area and density of the sample reduced significantly 




Figure 4.31 TEM of sample 4 highlighting straight sides and sharp corners 
(Images were acquired using JEOL F200 TEM at 200 kV, samplings:  
(a)=0.012 nm/pixel, (b)= 0.041 nm/pixel, (c)=0.024 nm/pixel,  




Figure 4.32 Mid-magnification images of sample 4 emphasising sintering deformations(Im-
ages were acquired using JEOL 2010F TEM at 200 kV, samplings:  
(a)=0.032 nm/pixel, (b)=0.032 nm/pixel, (c)=0.073 nm/pixel) 
a) b) c) 
d) f) e) 
a) b) c) 
B 
A 
20 nm 20 nm 20 nm 
10 nm 50 nm 20 nm 
50 nm 20 nm 20 nm 




 The effects of sintering can be observed at the nanoscale in Figure 4.32. Image 4.32 (a) 
focuses on three particles which have deformed into a single volume, while the individual par-
ticles continue to be discernible. Image 4.32 (b) also shows a cluster of three nanoparticles. 
Except, these have sintered into an open solid, which consolidates empty space between them. 
Another important feature in sample 4.32 (b) is the particle annotated as B, which retains a 
near-cubic geometry after heat treatment. This is a rare occurrence across the sample. Image 
4.32(c) shows a particle over 200 nm in diameter, attaching to another by one side. The parti-
cles appear to have attached by their shorter sides, which appears to be the most common case 
in sample 4. These and other similar types of deformations associated with sintering are prev-
alent across the sample. However, most clusters continue to expose sharp corners and edges 
from deformed nanocubes, such as that in image 4.32(c). 
 The crystallographic characterisation of sample 4 is summarised in Figure 4.33. The high-
magnification images 4.33(a) and (d) show sharp corners and straight edges. Image 4.33(a) 
also includes the deformations of cubes associated with sintering. The digital close-ups of these 
images allow the resolution of atomic lattice fringes. In both cases, the particles have remained 
monocrystalline, and seem to terminate consistently with their crystalline structure, despite 
their deformations. The crystal planes present in the sample were identified using fast-Fourier 
transform measurements. The measurements of individual peaks are annotated in images 
4.33(c) and 4.33(f). The particle in 4.33(a) presents peaks at 0.16 nm and 0.27 nm, which cor-
respond to {131} and {200} planes, respectively. These correspond to the unusual viewing 
direction [013], as annotated on the FFT in image 4.33(c). The particle in 4.33(d) shows prom-
inent peaks at 0.19 nm, which relates to the {220}-planar family. Therefore, this particle can 
be deduced to terminate in (110) surfaces. 
 As observed in section 4.2.3, nanorods annealed at 950 C also presented a high concentra-
tion of (110) planes. This increase is discernible when comparing images of materials annealed 
at 950 C (Figs. 4.29 and 4.33) with those of rods annealed at 800 C (Fig. 4.13), or before any 
heat treatment (Fig. 4.4). Materials without heat-treatment and materials annealed at 800 C 
also present (110) planes, but these appear less commonly than the (111). Planes of the {111}-
family have not been observed in samples 3 and 4.  
 The disappearance of a particular type of planes would result in the morphologies seen in 
samples 2-4, with a combination of rounded and angular features seen across each sample. The 
disappearing planes would give way to rounded features, while those planes that are more sta-
ble at higher temperatures would result in the material retaining certain, sharp corners and 
edges. This relationship can be observed in Figure 4.33, where the sharper terminations of the 
particles are parallel to the planes annotated in the digital close-ups. The results from samples 
3 and 4 are surprising, considering that planes of the {110} family are said to be less stable 
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than the {111} [14]. A possible explanation would be that, although (111) surfaces are more 
prevalent at room temperature, (220) planes have a higher thermal stability. Thus, the (110) 
not only become the most common at high temperatures but direct the morphological transfor-
mations. The prevalence of (220) planes at higher temperature can be directly linked to their 
apolarity. I. e., (220) planes are the only ones that contain both Ce and O atoms in the exposed 




Figure 4.33 Crystallographic analysis of nanocubes annealed at 950 C 
(Images were acquired using JEOL F200 TEM at 200 kV, samplings:  
(a)=0.012 nm/pixel, (d)= 0.014 nm/pixel)  
 
4.2.5.1 Discovery of porosity defects in annealed nanocubes 
 
Nanocubes exhibited pore defects after annealing at 950 C. This feature repeatedly appears 
throughout sample 4, as seen in Figure 4.34. The pores present similar characteristics to those 
found in nanorod samples 1-3. For instance, pores present a symmetrical geometry and appear 
to be enclosed within the body of the particle. On the other hand, the pores observed in 
nanocubes have less pronounced facets than the pores presented in nanorods. The sizes of the 
pores observed in this work ranged from 7 to 25 nm, making them significantly larger to the 
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could allow more growth of the pores in three dimensions, whereas the formation of pores in 
nanorods could be potentially limited in directions different to the growth or the rod. 
 Nevertheless, the size of pores does not increase in larger nanocubes. This disassociation 
between the size of pores and the containing particle is also consistent with the behaviour of 
pores in nanorods. The occurrence of pores in nanocubes is illustrative of the formation mech-
anism of these defects in all nanomaterials. Authors have suggested that the pores grow from 
internal defects produced during oriented-attachment formation of nanorods [379]. However, 
the formation mechanism of CeO2 nanocubes is established as dissolution/recrystallization, 
which is credited for their higher stability than nanorods. Therefore, the results here presented 




Figure 4.34 Porosity defects in nanocubes annealed at 950 C 
(Images were acquired using JEOL F200 TEM at 200 kV, samplings:  
(a)=0.011 nm/pixel, (b)= 0.031 nm/pixel, (c)= 0.027 nm/pixel) 
a) b) c) 








The experiments reported in this section continue the work presented in Chapter 4, which es-
tablished reproducible annealing methods for the production of defect patterns in CeO2 nano-
rods. This section seeks to resolve the unanswered questions regarding the structure and mor-
phology of the heat-induced defects. As mentioned before, these defects have been credited 
with improving the catalytic capabilities of ceria nanorods. There are a small number of publi-
cations that employ TEM to image the structure of porous CeO2 nanorods in two dimensions 
[2], [3] which are complemented and expanded by the results in chapter 4. Additionally, Florea 
et al. have reported successful electron tomography reconstructions of solid nanorods. How-
ever, there have been no reported explorations into the 3D morphology and distribution of 
defects in heat-treated ceria nanorods. A study of the 3D structure at the nanoscale is necessary 
to understand the formation mechanism of heat-induced defects and facilitate the design and 
applications of these promising new materials [13]. Furthermore, the findings in Chapter 4 that 
the heat-induced defects can appear in other morphologies beyond nanorods make the present 
exploration all the more relevant to the field of catalytic nanomaterials. 
 Figure 2.16, found in Chapter 2, Literature Review, shows several possible internal struc-
tures of defective ceria nanorods found across the literature. This myriad of proposed explana-
tions is used as the starting point for the present study. Briefly: 2.16(a) presents patches of high 
concentrations of point defects with possible lattice deformation [277]; 2.16(b) shows clusters 
of ordered point defects, which do not result in empty space [276]; 2.16(c) shows a widely 
reported structure [4], [119], [278] consisting of sub-2nm sized voids with irregular shape 
spread randomly across the rods. The bottom row of sketches represent the most likely expla-
nations for the structure of heat-induced pores in nanorods: 2.16(d) corresponds to mesopores 
of with defined geometries, as reported by [3], [125], [126]; 2.16(e) shows pores that connect 
to the surface, like those observed after chemical etching [12], [119], [120], [279]. Finally, 
2.16(f) represents 1D-nanochannels through-pores or wormholes, as seen in [12]. 
 It should be noted that the six structures described above could look very similar in two 
dimensions, even using high-resolution transmission electron microscopy. This uncertainty is 
a significant motivation for using electron microscopy to study such materials. However, as 
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discussed in section 2.3.3, electron tomography carries several limitations, which can be ap-
preciated in the present study. As reported in the previous chapter, heat treatment of ceria na-
norods resulted in enhanced quality of the crystal structure. In turn, these highly crystalline 
objects produce Bragg-enhanced contrast when imaged in TEM brigh-field mode. These high-
contrast features are detrimental to electron tomography, as ET uses the variations in grey val-
ues to reconstruct three-dimensional morphologies. Therefore, sources of contrast that are not 
associated with (thicknessdensity) can result in distortions in tomographic reconstructions. 
 For this reason, ceria nanorods are good candidates for the experimental approach reported 
by Saghi et al. [9], which uses the principle of geometric tomography to reconstruct nanostruc-
tures based on binary information. However, there are several conditions that the input infor-
mation needs to meet for GT to be applicable. Namely, the object being reconstructed should 
axially convex. This is often true for isolated nanoparticles and solid nanostructures, but not 
for materials with empty space, which are not strictly convex by definition. Secondly, GT is 
not recommended for multi-object systems where objects overlap in one or several views 
across the tilt series. This is due to the elimination of contrast in GT, which merges all over-
lapping objects into one, resulting in distortions to the reconstructed volume. For non-porous 
materials, this limitation is easily overcome by selecting isolated particles during imaging. 
However, in a system such as the mesoporous nanorods in the present study, pores are almost 
sure to overlap with each other in several views across the tilt series. These limitations have 
motivated the successful attempt in this study to develop a novel modified version of the geo-
metric tomography algorithm, which will be detailed in the following sections.  
 The tomographic reconstructions obtained in this work are reliable 3D models of the meso-
porous nanorods and can be used to obtain statistical measurements of their shape and size in 
three dimensions. Also, the tomographic reconstructions reported here are a reliable tool to 
establish the location of the pores with respect to the surfaces of the rod, which is a point upon 
which authors have not reached a consensus so far. Sakthivel et al. proposed that the defects 
occur inside of the structure, as sketched in Figure 2.16(d). On the other hand, Li et al. con-
cluded that the pores appear as recesses or concavities on the surface of the rod, such as the 
ones in Fig 2.16(e). Thirdly, Gao et al. suggested a growth mechanism, which results in pores 
travelling across the structure and connecting opposite surfaces of the rod, as represented in 
Fig 2.16(f). Furthermore, the development of a new approach that overcomes the experimental 
limitations of geometric tomography can open the doors for the 3D characterisation of other 
porous systems in the future. 
 The materials used in this study were prepared by collaborators at the University of Central 
Florida, as detailed in their publication [214]. In brief, CeO2 nanorods were obtained by opti-
mising the parameters of a typical hydrothermal synthesis. At first, a solution of 
Ce(NO3)3∙6H2O was used as a cerium precursor and NaOH as an activating reagent to induce 
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nucleation and growth of the nuclei. These experimental conditions were used to produce dif-
ferent morphologies of ceria nanomaterials. Expressly, parameters were set to synthesise rod-
shaped nanomaterials selectively. High selectivity was achieved by a concentration of NaOH 
of 22.5 molL-1 and maintaining the reaction temperature of 120 C for 24 hours. Further heat 
treatment of the rods was carried out at 800 °C in an oxidising environment for with a holding 
time of 3 hours. The materials used in this work could not have been prepared at the experi-
mental facilities of the University of Sheffield, as the Department of Materials Science and 
Engineering does not incorporate an autoclave that can reproduce the hydrothermal synthesis 
conditions described above. 
 
 
5.1 Tomography of porous rods  
 
This section describes the procedure used to reconstruct a mesoporous ceria nanorod. The ob-
jective of this experiment was to obtain a reliable three-dimensional model of the mesoporous 
ceria nanorods. The main experimental stages of the study are outlined, starting with the pa-
rameters used for the electron microscopy, to the computational processing of the images. Fi-
nally, a detailed interpretation and metrology of the tomographic results are presented. 
 
5.1.1 Image acquisition  
 
The TEM specimen was prepared using a standard-grade 3.05 mm copper grid coated in holey 
carbon film. The holey carbon film was selected for this experiment as the holes could facilitate 
faster alignment of the electron beam. Furthermore, particles could potentially be found in the 
edges of holes, which could be good candidates for tomography objects, as the contrast of the 
carbon film is eliminated. The annealed nanorod powder was suspended in deionised water and 
deposited on the C-coated Cu grid. Subsequently, it was allowed to dry at room temperature. 
The sample was mounted onto a Fischione tomography sample holder and allowed to sit in a 
table-top vacuum pump overnight. Imaging was performed under a JEOL 3010 electron mi-
croscope. Details of the equipment used are described in Chapter 3. 
 An initial exploration of the specimen was performed to locate a suitable tomography object. 
The first condition that the object should meet to be suitable for tomography is to be repre-
sentative of the rest of the sample. In this case, the object should be a nanorod that presented 
heat-induced defects like the ones seen in Section 4.3.1. Secondly, the object should be isolated 
in the directions perpendicular to the rotation axis. This condition prevents the object from 
being obscured by overlapping objects upon rotation. One-dimensional materials such as na-
norods present a challenge in tomography. This is due to the projected thickness they can 
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achieve when rotated perpendicularly to their axis. Therefore, the third condition for the nano-
rod to be studied was for it to be oriented along the rotation axis, or as close to it as possible.  
 Figure 5.1 shows the initial (0˚) views of the object selected for tomography. The object 
consists of a single nanorod with several well-defined defects along its length. The two mag-
nifications shown were selected for the tomography as they highlight different characteristics 
of high interest for the study. The image at medium magnification seen in Figure 5.1 (a) em-
phasises the morphology of the nanorod. The image shows a section of the rod 140 nm long. 
This broader view shows the continuity of the walls, which can be an early indicator of the 
porous structure of the rods. There are no visible indents or missing regions of material. This 
could support the idea that defects happen within the body of the rod and do not reach the 
surface. Furthermore, the preferential location of the defects can be observed, which mostly 




Figure 5.1 HRTEM images of the object selected for electron tomography  
(Images were acquired using JEOL 3010 TEM at 200 kV,  
samplings: (a)=0.41 nm/pixel, (b)=0.006 nm/pixel) 
 
 The image at high magnification, Figure 5.1 (b), highlights the internal structure of the na-
norod rather than its morphology, showing a homogeneous monocrystalline structure with vis-
ible lattice fringes. The nanorod shows five distinct bright features enclosed by straight lines 
with a well-defined facetted geometry. Figures 5.1 (a) and (b) show a dark stripe of constant 
width running along the longitude of the rod. This is consistent with the pseudo-hexagonal 
cross-section of the rod and can be attributed to the thickness of the material [4]. However, 
some dark patches can also be seen encircling the defects, which are more likely associated 
with high crystalline lattice strain than with the morphology of the material. The dark areas of 
strain appear to be located next to the sharp corners enclosing the defects. These dark patches 
a) b) 
10 nm 4 nm 
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only seem to appear in the solid rod material and grow weaker as they move away from the 
defect area until they are no longer visible 1.3 nm, or six atomic lattices, away from their origin. 
These regions of dark contrast are more visible at some tilt angles than others, which is ex-





Figure 5.2 (a) profile analysis of the annotated length in Fig 5.1(a). (b) shows a digital close-
up of the inset in Fig 5.1(b). (c) FFT of image (b) with annotated measurements  
(Scale bar in Figure 5.1) 
  
Figure 5.1 (a) presents a high contrast between the body of the rod and the bright defect areas. 
This observation could support the theory that the defects are channels or through-holes, as 
suggested by Gao et al. [12]. Such defects would run across the entire lateral section of the rod 
communicating the front and back faces, as shown in Figure 2.16 (f). In order to investigate 
this, a profile was taken at different sections of defect-containing material, which rendered 
results consistent with the plot shown in Figure 5.2 (a). The section of the rod corresponding 
to the plot is annotated in a light arrow. The profile shows that the intensity of the bright fea-
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Carbon film in the background. Another possibility could be that the defects were indeed chan-
nels, but they were at an angle with respect to the electron beam. The beam would still be 
travelling across a lot of heavy rod material, which would reduce the intensity in the profile. 
However, the rod shown in the images contains defects of up to 11 nm within a lateral section 
of 35 nm. For this reason, a channel-like structure would be expected to show at least a small 
region of the defect transmitting the same intensity as the background. 
 The digital close-up presented in Figure 5.2 (b) allows resolving lattice fringes correspond-
ing to the {111} exposed plane, as measured using the FFT pattern in the image 5.2 (c). It can 
be seen that, when these fringes enter the brighter regions, they are not interrupted. This be-
haviour suggests that the single crystalline structure is continuous despite the defects. There 
are also no visible instances of Moiré pattern in this or other bright defect areas, which suggests 
that the patches correspond to a region of missing material, like a pore or cavity, as opposed to 
a region with a different crystalline structure like the one pictured in Figure 2.16 (b).  
 Although the shape of the defects in Figure 5.1(b) appears to vary slightly. This is expected 
for most 3D features, as the projection will make specific shapes appear elongated or shortened. 
However, regardless of this effect, there is consistency in the orientation of the features, with 
the upper and lower sides of each defect maintaining parallelism with the exposed {111} 
atomic planes, while the shorter sides remain parallel to the growth direction of the rod. 
 
5.1.1.1 Tilt-series acquisition 
 
The tomography holder potentially allows a complete 180° rotation of the sample, since it is 
significantly smaller than the lens gap, as explained in Chapter 3. However, due to the effects 
of self-shadowing, it is impossible to acquire such a tilt series in practice. Furthermore, there 
is no practical way to position an object of interest at the exact centre of the TEM grid and, 
therefore, the acquisition will always happen off-centre. Naturally, as the distance between the 
object of interest and the centre of the grid increases, the volume of the material causing the 
self-shadowing also increases, thus reducing the span of the acquired tilt series. Given these 
fundamental limitations, a tilt series was obtained across 120° for each of the selected magni-
fications, as limited by the geometrical constraints of the sample, which self-shadowed upon 
further rotation. Images were taken with 5° increments in rotation angle. The acquisition was 
performed using a single tilt sample holder, which rotates the specimen around a single axis. 
Initial assessment of the suitability of tomographic tilt series should consider the main difficul-
ties of electron tomography, i.e., electron-beam damage and geometric constraints. Figure 5.3 
shows the full tilt series at medium magnification. The object of interest remains visible across 
the entire series. A large perforation is observed in the carbon film in the images between -60° 
and -35°. As mentioned above, this study was performed on a specimen suspended on a holey 
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carbon film. While the edge of the hole overlaps with the nanorod of interest, it has good elec-
tron transparency, and the main features of the object are still resolved. The inclination of the 
rod in the field of view varies as the specimen is rotated. This is expected as any rod is unlikely 
to be inclined at the same angle as the rotation axis of the goniometer. However, there is not a 
significant difference between the two axes, and the series is deemed adequate for tomography. 
In other words, the difference between the rotation axis and the axis of the rod has not been 
neglected during further computational operations, but their proximity has benefitted the im-
aging results.  
 
-60˚ -55˚ -50˚ -45˚ -40˚ 
     
-35˚ -30˚ -25˚ -20˚ -15˚ 
     
-10˚ -5˚ 0˚ 5˚ 10˚ 
     
15˚ 20˚ 25˚ 30˚ 35˚ 
     
40˚ 45˚ 50˚ 55˚ 60˚ 
     
Figure 5.3 TEM tilt series of an annealed ceria nanorod at medium magnification.  
Instrumental tilt-axis orientation calculated at 35.75˚ and represented by the arrows (Scale bar 
in Figure 5.1). Images obtained at nominal magnification 200kX and the plane of the detector 
camera located at negative plate level. Note: the arrows represent the direction of the tilt axis, 
but not its lateral location, as the latter is unknown prior to alignment. 
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 The rod appears to vary in diameter between 35 and 25 nanometers. With its width increas-
ing as it rotates from -60° to 0° and decreasing again as the specimen is rotated towards 60°. 
This variation in diameter is expected for a non-cylindrical rod and supports the cross-sectional 
morphology published by Florea et al. [4]. Another essential feature observed across the images 
in Figure 5.3 is that the sides of the rod remain continuous throughout the rotation with no 
recesses or indents appearing at their sides. This supports the estimations in the two-dimen-
sional studies presented in Chapter 4, that the defects do not rest on the surface, as has been 
suggested by Li et al. [2].  
 
-60˚ -55˚ -50˚ -45˚ -40˚ 
     
-35˚ -30˚ -25˚ -20˚ -15˚ 
     
-10˚ -5˚ 0˚ 5˚ 10˚ 
     
15˚ 20˚ 25˚ 30˚ 35˚ 




40˚ 45˚ 50˚ 55˚ 60˚ 
     
  Figure 5.4 HRTEM tilt series of an annealed ceria nanorod at high magnification 
Instrumental tilt-axis orientation calculated at 35.75˚ and represented by the arrows  
(Scale bar in Figure 5.1). Images obtained at nominal magnification 600kX and the plane of 
the detector camera located at negative plate level. Note: the arrows represent the direction of 
the tilt axis, but not its lateral location, as the latter is unknown prior to alignment. 
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The tilt series obtained at high magnification is shown in Figure 5.4. This series seeks to high-
light the shape of the internal defects of the rod in three dimensions. There are several defects, 
which can be traced across the entire series, which is favourable for their reconstruction. The 
background feature observed in the series above is also visible at the lower angles and overlaps 
with the defects. At this magnification, the grainy appearance of the carbon film is more no-
ticeable and causes blurring of the edges of the defects in the images at -60° and -55°. This 
effect is unavoidable without the use of aberration correction instrumentation. For the present 
study, however, this feature can be suppressed by applying pre-processing steps before the 
reconstruction.  
 The image taken at 30° has not been possible to retrieve and is not available for the tomo-
graphic study. However, this does not impede the reconstruction, as the angle can be skipped, 
or the image can be replaced with a digital close-up of its medium-magnification counterpart.  
 The series is considered adequate since the general shape and location of the defects can be 
discerned across all images in the series. Nevertheless, there are significant artefacts of Bragg 
diffraction visible in most of the images. As mentioned in the sections above, this type of fea-
ture can cause significant distortions to the reconstructed volumes. The presence of these arte-
facts is a significant motivation to use the method of geometric tomography, as described in 
the following sections. 
 
5.1.2 Image alignment and pre-processing 
 
This section presents a description of the steps of computation that precede the application of 
tomographic reconstruction algorithms. Mainly, this section describes the criteria used in the 
alignment and binarising of the tilt series. Also, a method of segmentation is presented, which 
has been implemented to make the object suitable for the geometric tomography algorithm. 
Overall, the steps presented here aim to prepare the images for the reconstruction algorithm 
and are instrumental for the successful production of a reliable three-dimensional result. The 
steps of alignment, binarisation and segmentation have been applied to all images in each se-
ries. However, for the sake of conciseness, only a representative number of images are shown 
in each figure of this section. 
 
5.1.2.1 Image alignment 
 
Image alignment is a necessary step in all experiments involving electron tomography. Since 
there is no way to ensure that the object of interest is sitting on the rotation axis of the instru-
ment, the object is bound to move across the field of view between images. This is minimised 
by re-centring the region of interest between images. It is often also necessary to adjust the 
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focus of the objective lens and the z-height of the specimen between images since the displace-
ment occurs in three dimensions. The main aim at the moment of imaging is to keep the object 
of interest in view and focus, relying on the steps of lateral alignment, as shown here.  
 Several semi-automated methods can perform a lateral alignment. For example, markers 
consisting of gold nanoparticles are often used in biological samples. This is generally inappli-
cable for experiments involving nanomaterials, where tilt series are acquired at high magnifi-
cations. Commercially available Au markers range in size from 1 to 100 nm. Unfortunately, 
even a 1-nm would occupy around 50 pixels in an image like those used for this experiment 
(256×256 pixels). This would not only obstruct features of interest from view but would be 
unlikely to be helpful in computer-assisted alignment. A second widespread semi-automated 
method for the alignment of stacks of images for tomography is the application of a cross-
correlation algorithm. This algorithm recognises a small segment of the object, which it can 
trace across the entire stack, and aligns the images by placing that segment in a consistent place 
throughout the stack. Nevertheless, the nature of the sample, as well as the electron-microscopy 
parameters employed, result in images with many artefacts. These features are indistinguisha-
ble from morphological features for the algorithm, which renders it unusable. A third possibil-
ity could be to align the object during the acquisition. The instrument used for these acquisi-
tions JEOL JEM-3010 incorporates an auto-alignment Tietz ® software, which can compensate 
the lateral displacements during the acquisition of a rotational series of a three-dimensional 
object which does not match the eucentric rotation geometry. However, this software has 
proven ineffective for the type of samples studied in the present work. 
 Since the computer-assisted alignment methods available could not be used for the present 
study, the alignment has been done manually. This method implies the superposition of images 
in the stack by pairs and the translation of each image to match the location of a determined 
feature. The feature selected had to be such that it was visible across all 25 images in each 
series, and be small enough that its location could be pinpointed to an area represented by a 
few pixels, thus reducing displacement errors. Preferably, the feature selected for alignment 
would appear along the central axis of the rod, which produces a smoother alignment with the 
object to be reconstructed rotating around a centred axis. For the case of the tilt series shown 
in Figure 5.3, acquired at medium magnification, the bright patches along the body of the rod 
showed a consistent geometry throughout all the images, and at least one of them occurred 
along the axis of the rod. More importantly, the defects appear small enough at this magnifica-
tion that they are suitable to be used as a point of reference for lateral alignment. Figure 5.5 
shows a selection of images aligned by this method. The frame surrounding each image repre-
sents the area of the original image. The image taken at 0° is arbitrarily used as a starting point, 
and all images are translated to match the position of the selected region. The images were 
aligned with respect to the geometric centre of the annotated feature.  
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Potentially, it would be better to use multiple features for alignment. However, the series pre-
sented in figure 5.4 shows significant variation in the resolution of different features. The se-
lection of such features for the alignment presented here would be detrimental to the accuracy 
of the lateral position of the overall object. Therefore, the selection of a single feature which 
appears as the clearest or most visible across the series is a reasonable compromise to obtain 












Figure 5.5 Selected views of (a) medium-magnification and (b) high-magnification aligned 
images showing the lateral displacement from the original frame of the images. Instrumental 
tilt-axis orientation calculated at 35.75˚ as indicated by the arrows. The reference point for 
alignment annotated on both 0˚ projections 
 
 The resolution of three-dimensional objects is influenced by a number of factors. Firstly, 
the lack of information between rotations. This is the reason early tomographic works in ma-
terials science used over 100 images per series[382]. Evidently, this does not solve the prob-
lems of artefacts caused by the missing wedge or the presence of Bragg-enhanced contrast in 
the images. A reduced number of images such as used in the present experimentation does 
make it more difficult to align the images with precision, as any form of automated or manual 
alignment is easier to perform when the images are more similar. An unsuccessful alignment 
would cause distortions such as ‘moon-shaped’ particles and other 3D-artefacts. The quality of 
any alignment process, manual or otherwise, can be assessed using a Z-projection like the one 
shown in Figure 5.8 which, as discussed below, exhibits a successful alignment result.  
Since manual alignment is performed by visual approximation, it is necessary to consider 
the associated error when interpreting the resulting tomograms. It is only possible to align two 
images within one pixel relative to each other. Therefore, after consecutively aligning 25 im-
ages, the last image is offset from the first one by approximately √(25-1) or 4.89 pixels. Since 
the size of a pixel varies according to the image sampling and the TEM magnification, the 
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absolute uncertainty will be different for each tomographic series. Table 5.1 summarises the 
uncertainty values for the four tomographic series reconstructed in the present work. Since all 
images are the same size when fed into the back-projection algorithms (256x256 px), the rela-
tive uncertainty remains constant at 1.92%. 
 












Fig. 5.3 0.41 104.83  nm ±2.01 nm ±1.92% 
Fig. 5.4 0.139 35.62 nm ±0.68 nm ±1.92% 
Fig. 5.16 0.7 179.37 nm ±3.429 nm ±1.92% 
Fig. 5.20 0.34 86.71 nm ±1.659 nm ±1.92% 
   
The alignment of images at high magnification presents a more difficult challenge than those 
at low magnification. Notably, it is less likely to find a small feature appearing across the entire 
series since a feature of such size as would appear small at high magnification would most 
likely disappear from view into the structure of the rod. Hence, it was necessary to employ a 
different approach for the lateral alignment of the high magnification series. First, a rough 
alignment was performed using the same feature annotated in Figure 5.5. Then, a more delicate 
alignment was achieved by superposing a circle consistent with the widest diameter of the 
annotated pore in each view. This was necessary since the pores do not appear spherical at high 
magnifications, as was reported in Chapter 4. Figure 5.6 shows a selection of images from the 
aligned high-magnification tilt series. Consistently with the previous step, the image at 0˚ was 
used as the starting point for the manual alignment of images by pairs.  
 Following the lateral alignment of individual images, the image-stack was rotated to make 
the direction of the rotation angle parallel to the horizontal. This step simplifies the reconstruc-
tion algorithms by establishing a constant tilt axis angle of 0˚. The rotation axis of the object 
can be found by repeatedly scrolling through the aligned tilt series and tracing the trajectory of 
each feature across the tilt series. This step also serves to corroborate the suitability of the 
alignment procedure, since a successful alignment will result in features travelling in a straight 
line upon rotation. That line is perpendicular to the rotation axis. Naturally, the feature used 
for manual alignment will rotate in its place without lateral displacement.  
 Although the angle of the tilt axis is determined by the goniometer, it may vary between 
experiments, regardless of using the same TEM instrumentation. A rotation of the specimen 
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may occur especially when working at different magnifications. Therefore, it is significant to 
perform both lateral and rotational alignment procedures for every tilt series. A historical 
record of successful tomographic reconstructions performed with the same equipment can be 
used as an initial guideline to approximate the orientation of the tilt axis but should then be 
verified and fine-tuned for every new tilt series. For the present experiment, each stack of 
aligned images was summed to generate a visual overlap of all images in each tilt series. By 
tracing features visible across the entire series, several parallel lines were drawn, normal to the 
rotation axis. The direction of the rotation axis was measured at 35.75. All images were rotated 
clockwise by that measure. Then, for the reconstruction algorithm to work, the images had to 
be translated downwards by 46 out of 256 pixels to place the rotation axis at the centre of each 
frame. This transformation is distinguished from the first step of alignment as the location of 
each image relative to each other is maintained by displacing the images as a stack. Therefore, 
the objects are only moving with respect to their containing frames. The canvases containing 
each of the images were enlarged to avoid the loss of information during these transformations.  
 In order to take advantage of the information obtained from each of the tilt series at different 
magnifications, both series were integrated into one. This way, the resulting reconstruction 
would show the morphology of the rod from the images at medium magnification, as well as 
accurate information on the structure and morphology of the defects, as provided by the tilt 
series acquired at high magnification. This step required an empirical alignment of the two 
magnifications, by overlapping corresponding images at each tilt angle and expanding the mid-
magnification image to match the dimensions of the features visible in the high-magnification 
counterpart. This process was repeated for the images with the best visibility, and a correlation 
close to 1:3 was found, which meant low magnification images needed to be expanded sym-
metrically in height and width by 303% in order to match the dimensions of the features in the 
high-magnification images. Initially, both series of images were of the same size. By integrat-
ing both series, a joint series is obtained, which has the structural information of the high mag-
nification images, as well as the external geometry information from the low-magnification 
images. This method of combining information is only applicable here because of the imple-
mentation of segmented geometrical tomography.  
 Figure 5.6 shows a selection of images from each series before (a, b) and after integration 
5.6(c). It can be appreciated that the limited amount of geometrical information provided by 
the high-magnification series (row b), is complemented by the overlap with the mid-magnifi-
cation. Notably, the images in the row 5.5(a) were large enough that the final frame barely 
includes signs of the rotation and translation steps described above. Mainly, all the images in 
the row 5.5(a), as well as the rest of the mid-magnification series show a section of the rod 
finishing in parallel sides, which favours the appearance of the final reconstruction. 
 

















Figure 5.6 (a) Selected views of medium-magnification after enlargement. (b) High-magnifi-
cation images showing the rotational and lateral displacement from the original frame. (c) Su-
perposed images at medium and high magnifications to complement structural and morpho-
logical information. Instrumental tilt-axis orientation adjusted to 0˚ and centered, as 
represented by the arrows 
 
5.1.2.2 Image pre-processing 
 
 Following the series of alignment steps shown in the section above, the images were used 
to produce simple delineations of each feature of interest. The result was a full-tilt series of 
each feature in isolation. Selected images of each series are shown in Figure 5.7. The require-
ments of geometric tomography algorithms justify this method. Firstly, by isolating the outline 
of the rod, its morphology can be reconstructed without difficulties, since it complies with the 
principle described above, that each object is equal to its own convex-hull.  
 As can be seen in Figure 5.7, each structural feature, or pore, was also isolated to generate 
individual tilt series. The main reason for this is to avoid the effect of overlap of pores. While 
overlapping pores can be differentiated in the original images, this becomes impossible once 
the images have been binarised for tomography. An essential parameter in this process was the 
size of the frames containing the isolated features, which needed to remain constant. This meas-
ure ensured that the isolated features would return to their original position when all the indi-
vidual tilt series were integrated.Each single-feature series was generated by manually tracing 
the feature of interest in each image across the aligned tilt series. By preserving only the shape 
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and relative location or each feature, all the artefacts caused by diffraction and inelastic scat-

























Figure 5.7 Selected images from single-feature tilt series showing the rod (a) and four de-
fects identified as (b-e). Instrumental tilt-axis orientation adjusted to 0˚ and centered, as 
represented by the arrows  
 
 After segmenting the images into individual features, each series was suitable to be used in 
geometric tomography. A unique aspect of the method presented here is that it results in five 
individual tilt series, as shown in Figure 5.7, all of which share the same alignment and, there-
fore, the same location of the rotation axis. However, as a product of the segmentation, all 
single-feature series except for the one shown in Fig 5.6 (e) rotate around a feature which is 
hidden from view, since the feature delineated in 5.7(e) was the original point of reference for 
the alignment. Figure 5.8 illustrates this fact by stacking all the five tilt series into one image. 
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The rotation axis and the rotation centre have been annotated. This image also highlights the 




Figure 5.8 Z-projection of segmented features highlighting the location of the rotation axis 
and the alignment centre. The projection shows that the rod runs diagonal to x, y, z axes 
 
 The final step of pre-processing was to assign different grey values to the background and 
the feature. Since this experiment was performed using black and white 8-bit images, there 
exist a total of 256 grey values ranging from black=0 to white=255. Typically, a binarisation 
transform would apply values of either 0 or 255 to every pixel in the image. However, this 
causes an undesired effect of elongation as identified in early tomography attempts. A theoret-
ical experiment is shown in figure 5.9 to illustrate this fact. Image 5.9(a) shows a theoretical 
cylinder reconstructed using black (0) and white (255) values. For comparison, image 5.9(b) is 
presented, which was reconstructed from a grey-on-black series consisting of the black back-
ground (0) and very dark grey feature (10). 
 When using conventional binary images (0 and 255), the grey values at most points become 
saturated upon reconstruction. For example, at the centre of the cylinder, the grey value would 
become 255*25 for 25 images. Since 255 is the maximum value of a pixel in 8-bit images, the 
region continues to appear white. However, outside of the body of the cylinder, it would be 
expected that the values suddenly would drop to zero, but image 5.9(a) shows a pair of distinct 
zig-zag features at the top and bottom of the cylinder. These can be explained by the same 
principle above, where several slices smaller than 25 presents a white region, which is multi-
plied by the number of slices and renders a value higher than 255 which is capped and shown 
as white. The result is the presence of white features in the final reconstruction, which does not 
correspond to solid volumes. 






Figure 5.9 Cross-sectional views of reconstructed volumes of theoretical cylinders using (a) 
conventional binarisation (255/0) and (b) grey feature on a black background (10/0). Theoret-
ical “Electron beam” direction is represented by the arrows 
 
 On the other hand, image 5.9(b) shows the successful minimisation of this undesired elon-
gation. By assigning a value of 10 to the feature being reconstructed, the values in the final 
cross-section are significantly lower than in the case above. To draw on the same example, the 
centre of the cylinder will have a value of 10*25 for 25 images. This value remains constant 
across the cross-section of the cylinder where all 25 images present value of 10. However, the 
intensity drops rapidly at the ends of the diameter. The zig-zag feature mentioned above is still 
present, but it does not obstruct the interpretation of the volume and can be corrected by ad-
justing the threshold at the rendering stage. Another favourable product of the proposed method 
of binarisation is the reduction of the effect of the missing wedge, which will be reported on in 
the following sections. 
 In order to implement the elongation-correction method described above, each series of sin-
gle-feature images was assigned the values of 0 for the background and 10 for the feature. A 
selection of images from each series is presented in Figure 5.10. It is noted that the images 
presented in the figure do not have the values used for reconstruction since a grey value of 10 
is nearly indiscernible from black. Therefore, the grey value used in the figure has been chosen 
for illustrative purposes.The single-feature tilt series represented in Figure 5.6 are deemed suit-
able for reconstruction after the pre-processing steps.  
  
a) b) 



























Figure 5.10 Selected binarised images from single-feature tilt series showing the rod (a) and 
four defects identified as (b-e). Instrumental tilt-axis orientation adjusted to 0˚ 
 
 Mainly, the HRTEM images have been successfully aligned, and the medium-magnification 
and high-magnification series have been segmented to make them suitable for a geometric to-
mography algorithm. There is a loss of information during the segmentation and binarisation 
of images, e.g., other defects besides (b-e), or contrast variations within the selected features. 
However, the main objectives of the present experiment were the reconstruction of a mesopo-
rous rod showing the shape and distribution of heat-induced defects in three-dimensions. Con-
sistently, shape, size and distribution were the only pieces of information left in the images at 
the end of the pre-processing stage. 
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5.1.3 Image processing 
 
The selection of the reconstruction algorithm is usually based on the quality of the input im-
ages, the presence and type of imaging artefacts, and the information required fro the tomo-
gram. The computational demands that the available equipment can comply are also to be taken 
into consideration. As seen in the pre-processing steps, the present work sought to minimise 
the information fed into the algorithm in order to obtain simpler but clearer results than the 
traditional procedures would provide.  
 The simplicity of the binarised images used in geometric tomography allows using a back-
projection operation to obtain the 3D object. Standard BP method consists of “smearing out” 
the 2D images into a 3D volume. Each TEM image, or projection, is put into the algorithm 
along with its direction (tilt-series angle). The result of the operation is a “back-projection 
body” for the particular direction of projection. Naturally, as more projections are added to the 
model, the 3D object generated becomes a closer approximation to the real object. 
 For tomography methods other than GT, back-projection operations need to be modified by 
Fourier weighting, which compensates unnecessary blurring and enhances the resolution of 
periodic features in the reconstructed object. However, the binarisation of the projections prior 
to the back-projection steps makes the weighing step unnecessary. Furthermore, weighting cre-
ates a tube-like effect in the reconstruction of rods. Geometric tomography is one of the few 
instances where the weighting filter can be neglected from the operations. 
 As described above, the input information of the tomography algorithm consisted of five 
series of 25 images; each image was 256×256 pixels in size. It was essential to maintain the 
ratio of the images constant across all single-feature series to avoid displacement of an object 
from its position relative to the others in the final 3D volume. The depth of a reconstruction is 
a variable parameter, which is written into the algorithm. For this experiment, the depth of each 
tomogram was set to 256 slices. Therefore the rod and each of the four selected defects was 
reconstructed as single 3D objects contained within a cube of 256×256×256 voxels. Most im-
portantly, each reconstructed feature maintained its relative position in three-dimensions. 
 The back-projection operations were applied using open-access software TomoJ [374]. Each 
of the reconstructed stacks consisted of 256 slices. A selection consisting one out of every forty 
slices of each 3D stack is shown in figure 5.11. An initial observation of the back-projected 
results shows that each feature rendered a typical-looking tomogram. It should be noted that 
the blurring seen in the slices at the top and bottom of the series is symmetrical, although all 
objects except 5.7(e) were not placed along the rotation axis, as would be expected in a con-
ventional back-projection operation.  
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Figure 5.11 Selected slices from single-feature tomographic stack reconstructing the rod (a) 
and four defects identified as (b-e). The column headings correspond to the location of a slice 
within each 256-slices deep tomogram. Electron beam direction equal to viewing direction 
 
 The symmetry and straightness of the blurring feature across each tomogram also indicate 
a suitable alignment procedure, including the right placement of the rotation axis. When this 
condition is not met, the blurring usually presents a “banana” shape or other distortions. The 
numbers at the top of the figure indicate the depth out of 256 of each slice. It is noted that the 
cross-section of features (b-e), represented by the images with the lowest amount of blur, oc-
curs between slice numbers 115 and 155. This feature is favourable as it indicates that all fea-
tures have been reconstructed inside the body of the rod, which is reconstructed between slices 
115 and 195. An unsuccessful attempt could have resulted in one or more of the features (b-e) 
being reconstructed outside the body of the rod, which would indicate that the relative position 
was not maintained throughout image processing.  
 Another relevant feature is that each of the defect series presented the cross-section at a 
different location within the body of the rod. This indicates that they were not artificially cen-
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segmentation. Finally, the lateral location of the features is easily associated with its location 
in the projections in figure 5.10. This is especially important for a feature such as 5.11(c), 
which occurs outside the alignment centre and rotation axis shown in figure 5.8. The recon-
struction was deemed adequate considering the quality of the stacks generated and could be 
used to render a 3-dimensional object using visualisation software.  
 
5.1.4 3D visualisation 
 
The tomographic results have been visualised using open-access software, Chimera, which was 
employed to render surfaces corresponding to the bodies in the single-feature tomograms. 
High-value thresholds were applied to the 3D objects in order to minimise the artefacts gener-
ated by the back-projection operations, such as spurious intensities or ghost images  which 
produce undesired elongation. The first step of visualisation consisted of assessing the recon-
struction of individual features, which are shown in Figure 5.12. The nomenclature applied to 
each surface is maintained from previous steps. Row 5.12(a) shows the surface obtained by 
back-projection of the rod morphology. The 3D rod segment has a width of 45 nm and a length 
of 140 nm. These measurements are consistent with the dimensions observed in the projections 
shown in Figure 5.6. Row 5.12(a) contains two images captured along the length of the rod in 
the (y,z) direction.  
 These images emphasise the cross-sectional morphology of the ceria nanorod. The sharp 
corners and straight edges are consistent with a non-sintered structure, as estimated in Chapter 
4. More importantly, these results coincide with the pseudo-hexahedral cross-sectional mor-
phology of ceria nanorods reconstructed by Florea et al. [4] and calculated by Sayle et al. [215]. 
Therefore, the results presented here indicate that the cross-sectional morphology of ceria na-
norods remains unchanged after heat treatment at 800 ℃. The 10 nm scale bar can be used to 
verify the lateral dimensions of the rod, which is 35 nm wide by 45 nm tall with defined facets 
along the (110) and (100) planes, which can be extracted from Figure 5.1. The distance between 
the diagonal faces is 40 nm.  
 The three-dimensional visualisation of the reconstructed nanorod presents the usual artefact 
of the missing wedge. This feature will be elucidated using theoretical model reconstructions 
in further sections. At this stage, the missing wedge can be identified as an elongation of the 
reconstructed object in the direction of the electron beam, which is represented across Fig 5.6 
as the z-axis. The primary consideration should be that this feature is an artefact of the back-
projection, and it is in no way associated with the actual morphology of the projected object. 
Therefore, the estimations of terminal structures should be based on those edges and corners, 
which do not occur along the z-axis. Rows 5.12(b-e) shows the reconstruction of a single pore 
in isolation.  





















Figure 5.12 Selected views of 3D-visualisations of single-feature tomograms showing the 
shape of the rod (a) and the defects (b-e). All scale bars = 10 nm. Axes colour code x (red), y 
(yellow), z (blue). Electron beam direction indicated by blue axis 
 
 The geometry is symmetrical and is composed of smooth surfaces. The flat surfaces at the 
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forming the sides of eight irregular hexahedra. Similarly to row 5.12(a), each volume in rows 
5.12(b-e) presents a missing wedge artefact, which appears as a cone of missing information 
along the z-axis. This causes the defects to appear elongated and distorted along their horizontal 
plane. These results indicate that the thermally induced defects are three-dimensional bodies 
and that their shape corresponds to a truncated octahedron. This type of defect has been recog-
nised by Zhu et al. [125] and Han et al. [126] as ‘negative nanoparticles’, as the cuboctahedral 
morphology is established as the most common 3D shape of ceria nanoparticles. 
 Unsurprisingly, the smallest feature in Figure 5.12, shown in row 5.12(d), also presents the 
most pronounced reconstruction artefacts along the z-axis. This effect is associated with the 
fact that the feature only represented a small fragment of information within the 256×256 im-
ages in Figure 5.10 (d). A way to resolve this would be to reconstruct it on its own while 
disregarding its position relative to the rod. This would result in a better reconstruction of the 
morphology feature, but compromise the information on its distribution. Nevertheless, it is 
noted that the defects were reconstructed successfully regardless of their position relative to 
the rotation axis, defect 5.12 (e), which is situated on the rotation axis, presents a three-dimen-
sional shape consistent with defects 5.12 (b-d). This is indicative that the novel process of 
segmentation is a suitable modification of geometric tomography for the reconstruction of in-
dividual features. 
  The next stage in visualisation entailed the integration of all the defect reconstructions 
into a single 3D object. This operation was only possible because the location and size of each 
defect were maintained throughout the process. Therefore, the bounding box of all series is the 
same size, and the defects appear in their real location as obtained from the projections. The 
visualisation of the integrated tomograms is shown in Figure 5.13. The defects have been col-
our-coded for identification.  
 The different views in the figure highlight the consistency in shape and orientation of the 
pores, which present flat surfaces at the top and bottom. There are essential characteristics to 
be considered at this stage. Mainly, the position of the defects relative to each other has been 
successfully maintained throughout the process of reconstruction. Furthermore, the implemen-
tation of a segmentation step has successfully avoided the distortions associated with the over-
lap of projected objects. Ostensibly, each feature has been reconstructed as an individual vol-
ume, as seen in image 5.13(c). The orientation of the defects does not appear to be random, but 
they all seem to align their shorter and longer sides in parallel, which can be resolved in the 
regions unaffected by the missing wedge (x-axis). In the case of ceria nanoparticles of the same 
morphology, the shorter and longer sides of the cuboctahedron would correspond to the (100) 
and (111) planes respectively. Analogously, the ‘negative nanoparticles’ present a marked 
alignment in three dimensions, where the (100) terminal facets align along the same axes for 
a) 
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all the individual particles. The same is true for the corresponding (111) terminal facets. These 
facet identifications do not correspond to the planes present in the sample but are based on the 
crystallography of a ceria nanoparticle, which shared the same morphology as the defects pre-








Figure 5.13 Selected views of 3D-visualisations of integrated tomograms showing the shape 
and relative position of defects (b-e). All scale bars = 10 nm. Defect colour code, as per pre-
vious figures: Purple = (b), pink = (c), blue = (d), yellow =(e). Axes colour code x (red), y 
(yellow), z (blue) Electron beam direction indicated by blue axis 
 
 Another essential characteristic that can be appreciated in Figure 5.13 is the lack of lateral 
distortion in the defects reconstructed outside of the rotation axis. As shown in figure 5.8, the 
rotation axis is located at a position central to defect 5.13(e), which makes the feature identified 
as 5.13(b) the most distant from the rotation axis, which can be appreciated in the view in Fig. 
5.13(a). However, the volume reconstructed shows the same negative-particle morphology as 
the defects reconstructed along the rotation axis or closer to it. This result is indicative that the 
step of segmentation subsequent to the lateral alignment is appropriate for multi-object projec-
tions. 
 The volumes shown in Figure 5.14 correspond to the visualisation of all five individual 
series integrated into the same 3D object. The surface of the wall is presented as a mesh instead 
a) b) c) 
d) e) f) 
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of a continuous surface to facilitate the interpretation. Image 5.14(a) shows a view of the rod 
along the z-direction. That is, this view corresponds to the projection at 0 as seen in Figure 
5.1. The dimensions, shapes and locations of the defects are recognisably the same, with no 
visible distortions. Upon rotation, the three-dimensional qualities of the rod become more ap-
parent. Image 5.13(b) helps to make discernible the lateral elongation associated with the miss-
ing wedge. As expected, this feature runs parallel to the x-axis, which is close but not parallel 
to the body of the rod. However, it is still possible to distinguish the main facets associated 
with the pseudohexagonal cross-section of the rod. By complementing this three-dimensional 
morphology with the crystallographic identification showcased in Figure 5.2, the surfaces of 
the rod can be associated with the (110) and (100) planes, with a lateral distance of 45 nm 
between (110) faces and 40 nm between (100) faces. The pseudohexagonal cross-section of the 
rod is particularly emphasised in images 5.13(c) and (d), which show similar but not identical 
cross-sections. It should be noted that the missing wedge artefact is located at different posi-
tions respective to the top and bottom of the cross-section. This is due to the missing wedge 
always being perpendicular to the rotation axis, which is not strictly parallel to the growth of 
the rod. This effect is an experimental constraint in the tomography of predominantly one-
dimensional materials like nanorods, as elaborated at the beginning of this chapter. When this 
artefact is considered, the cross-section of the rod can be considered continuous.  
 The results shown in Figure 5.14 elucidate the main question that the present study set out 
to answer regarding the distribution of the defects. The reconstructed volume reliably indicates 
that the defects appear exclusively within the body of the rod. This means that the defects can 
be accurately named cavities. As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, there have been 
conflicting propositions in the literature regarding the distribution and morphology of these 
heat-induced defects. The present study indicates that the defects are indeed three-dimensional 
cavities, as suggested by Sakthivel et al. [3], and sketched in Fig. 2.16(d). 
 In addition to highlighting the distribution of the pores in the system, the visualisations in 
Figure 5.14 showcase an ordered orientation of the pores with respect to the walls of the rod. 
This phenomenon is particularly visible in images 5.13(e) and (f), which show that the shorter 
sides at the top and bottom of the pores are parallel to the shorter (110)-sides of the rod. The 
remaining two square faces, which in the visualisations are nearly parallel to the y-axis, are 
oriented as regular planes to the growth direction of the rod. Consistently, the broader faces of 
the pores form planes which run parallel to the longer (100)-sides of the rod. These orientations 
suggest that the crystal structure of the rod dictates the growth of the pores.  
 
 







Figure 5.14 Selected views of 3D-visualisations of integrated tomograms showing the struc-
ture in three dimensions of a mesoporous ceria nanorod. All scale bars = 10 nm. Axes colour 
code x (red), y (yellow), z (blue). Electron beam direction indicated by blue axis 
 
 As established in Chapter 4, the crystallinity of the rods is significantly consolidated during 
heat treatment. Therefore, the high quality of the single-crystal structure is associated with the 
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in the rod. This behaviour supports the propositions presented in section 4.2.1.1 regarding the 
formation of negative-nanorod defects and their estimated transformation into nanotubes upon 
further heat treatment. Namely, since the crystal structure ostensibly dictates the growth of 
internal defects, the negative rods can be expected to continue growing along the body of the 
rod until a nanotube is formed. Were this not the case, the defects could grow in directions 
which exited the rod and connected with a lateral surface.  
 The results in figure 5.14 indicate that geometric tomography, hitherto only applied to solid 
bodies, can be used for the reconstruction of porous materials by introducing the steps of seg-
mentation and pre-processing presented in this report. The distribution of the pores as exclu-
sively interior features raises questions as to the mechanisms dictating the enhanced catalytic 
performance reported in the literature [13]. It is suggested that the walls separating the cavities 
from the surface of the rod can diffuse oxygen into the cavities, consistently with the estab-
lished mechanisms of oxygen storage capacity [51]. 
 The accessibility of internal defects in the pores via a diffusion wall would increase the 
concentration of reaction sites in two significant ways. Firstly, the absence of material inside 
the cavities creates internal concave walls, which increase the surface-area-to-volume ratio of 
the overall system. In the particular case of the porous rod used for this study, the surface area 
was measured to increase by 37% when compared to an identical but non-porous rod. Secondly, 
the facetted geometry of negative-nanoparticle pores results in a large concentration of corners 
and edges throughout the structure, which are reported to hold large concentrations of Ce3+ 
ions, as well as crystallographic defects which enhance the reactivity of the material [14]. 
 Mainly, the results in this section have contributed the knowledge that heat-treated ceria 
nanorods develop internal pores of defined negative-nanoparticle geometries. The orientation 
of the pores is defined by the exposed crystal planes which define the geometry of the rod. 
 
5.2 Supplementary tomographic studies 
 
This section presents the results of three tomographic experiments, which complement the 
work presented in the previous section. A first experiment aids the interpretation of the visual-
isation results by creating models which emulate the effects of experimental conditions on 
known geometries. Then, the tomographic study of a non-heat-treated rod is presented, to ob-
serve any further differences from the annealed nanorods used throughout this work. Finally, 
the new method of geometric tomography is used to generate two-dimensional cross-sections 
from one-dimensional information of a porous system.  
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5.2.1 Theoretical missing-wedge reconstructions 
 
Theoretical models were constructed which emulated the experimental conditions of the pro-
jections obtained in the tilt series acquisition described in 5.1.1.1. The geometries selected were 
a cylinder, to compare to the rod, and a sphere, which can be compared to the pores. 2D images 
were created and put into the back-projection algorithm with the same parameters as the ex-
perimental data. Namely, each series consisted of 25 identical 256×256 pixels 8-bit images, 
which represented the projected sphere and cylinder. The images were assigned a tilt angle 
corresponding to the series acquired experimentally, as shown in figures 5.3 and 5.4. 
Accordingly, there was a difference of 5˚ between images, and each series spanned over 120˚, 





Figure 5.15 Visualisations of back-projected reconstructions of a perfect sphere (top) and cyl-
inder (bottom) showing the effect of the missing wedge. Axes colour code x (red), y (yellow), 
z (blue). Theoretical “electron beam” direction indicated by blue axis 
 
 The reconstructions of a perfect cylinder and sphere shown in the figure serve to distinguish 
the effect of the missing wedge from the morphology of reconstructed samples. In particular, 
the top and bottom of the reconstruction present the expected circular cross-section, while the 
area of missing information appears elongated and distorted. The circularity of the sphere and 
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the cylinder in the areas outside of the missing wedge support the interpretation of the volumes 
shown in Figure 5.14. The experimental results show marked facets and angular corners, which 
are absent from the model and are therefore not a product of the back-projection. The results 
are shown in Figure 5.15. 
 As expected, the regions of missing information result in a ‘missing wedge’ artefact. Figure 
5.15(c) emphasises the facet-like appearance of the artefact, which underlines the importance 
of correct interpretation of results. Mainly, the missing wedge is restricted to the two 60˚ sym-
metrical regions of missing information. Therefore, any features observed in those regions 
should not be attributed to the geometry of the object. For clarity, the missing wedge region 
has been annotated in two dimensions in Fig. 5.21(b). However, when facets or crystal defor-
mations appear outside the limits of these missing-information regions, they can be safely at-
tributed to the object being reconstructed. In the particular case of rods and voids, as objects of 
interest of the present study, only those facets appearing along the direction of the z-axis, as 
indicated in Fig. 5.13 are to be dismissed as by-products of the missing wedge. Facets appear-
ing outside of this region, such as the distinctive flat faces containing the  objects across the y-
axis, can be safely assumed to be the real facets corresponding to the cuboctahedral morphol-
ogy of the voids. Furthermore, such features have been confirmed by comparison to the 2D 
appearance of the void in Figure 5.2 (a). In general terms, all real-object features in the recon-
struction should be visible in at least some of the input projections, and their location and di-
mensions should match those of the reconstructed object in the same projection. 
 On the other hand, the appearance of the missing wedge in both the sphere and cylinder, 
confirms that the elongations observed in the reconstructions of the rod and pores are not as-
sociated with their morphology, but a common effect of the back-projection algorithm. The 
elongations appear to develop in the same measure for both geometries. For the sphere, the 
distortion is also visible in front view. This distinction is also applicable when comparing the 
effect of the missing wedge on the visualisation of the rod and the pores, as shown in Figure 
5.12, with a thin edge traversing the horizontal of the reconstructed pores. For the objects of 
this study, it can be said that any feature of elongation which appears along the horizontal and 
is not replicated at 90° for the top and bottom of the rod or pores, is associated with the missing 
wedge and does not represent the geometry of the object. 
 
5.2.2 Tomography of a non-porous rod  
 
A second assessment that aids the interpretation of results in section 5.1 is the comparison of 
the mesoporous nanorod reconstructed via modified geometric tomography with the results of 
a more conventional weighted-back-projected non-porous rod. The sample used for this test 
belongs to the same batch of nanorods fabricated via optimised hydrothermal synthesis, as 
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outlined at the beginning of this chapter and published by collaborators. The electron micros-
copy characterisation was carried out using a JEOL 3010 microscope equipped with a 
Fischione tomography sample holder. In other words, the experimental conditions of the tomo-
graphic characterisation of the sample of non-porous rods were in general terms the same as 
those used for the tilt-series acquisition of the mesoporous nanorod.  
 A selection of results of the image acquisition is presented in row 5.16(a) of Figure 5.16. 
Mainly, the images show a cluster of rods aggregated in parallel. The sample was selected, 
applying the same criteria described in section 5.1.1. Briefly, the object was representative of 
the overall sample; the object was isolated in the directions perpendicular to the rotation axis 
of the goniometer; and, the position of the rod was parallel or nearly parallel to the rotation 
axis. The tilt series were acquired using the same parameters as in section 5.1, resulting in a 
series of 25 images acquired between every 5° rotation, with the whole tilt series spanning 
120°. 
 Manual image alignment was performed following the same steps as described in section 
5.1.2. The feature selected for alignment was the visible corner at the end of the nanorod, which 
remained visible throughout the entire series. A selection of images showing the result of the 
alignment step is presented in row (b) of Figure 5.16. Images have also been rotated and trans-
lated in order to align the experimental rotation axis with the horizontal of the frame. A final 
preparatory step prior reconstruction consisted of cropping an area covering only the object of 
interest and inverting the grey values of the image. The inversion step was performed in order 
to create a direct correlation between thickness and intensity. The pre-processed tilt series ready 
for tomography operation is shown in row (c) of Figure 5.16.  The images were not binarised 
but consisted of values of intensity between 0 and 255 with a positive correlation between 
thickness and intensity.  
In a conventional tomographic computation, the series of pre-processed images were loaded 
onto open-access tomography software TomoJ [374] and applied a weighted-back-projection 
algorithm. The Fourier-weighted algorithm was selected based on the input images not being 
binary. Therefore, the procedure of reconstruction can be described as the more conventional 
quantitative tomography (CT), as opposed to geometric tomography. This distinction was pro-
posed by Saghi et al. [365], who presented a continuous transition from GT to CT by using 
saturated or semi-binarised projections. A selection of representative slices of the tomographic 
stack is presented in Figure 5.17.  
  


















Figure 5.16 Selected images from the tilt series of a non-porous rod highlighting the main 
steps preceding image processing: (a) Image acquisition (Images obtained at nominal magni-
fication 100kX and the plane of the detector camera located at negative plate level, sam-
pling= 0.7 nm/px), (b) image alignment, (c) area selection and grey-value inversion. (a) In-
strumental tilt-axis orientation calculated to 35.75˚ as represented by the arrows, and (b,c) 
corrected to 0˚ and centered as represented by the arrows. Note: In (a), the arrows represent 




A similar evaluation can be performed as for the series reconstructed in section 5.1.3. Spe-
cifically, the blurring effect at both ends of the stack appears to travel symmetrically in per-
pendicular directions to the rotation axis. The thickest section of the rod appears between slice 
numbers 115 and 155, and the thickness reduces at both ends of the cross-section represented 
by ebbing away of the intensity in the slices around 75 and 195. Given the resolution of the 
original images shown in Figure 5.16 (a), the scale of the images can be defined as 4.5 pix-
els/nm. The depth of the reconstructed volume was set to 256 slices to match the lateral size of 
the original images of 256×256 pixels. Therefore, the scale of the final reconstructed cube can 
be defined as 0.22 nm/slice. By this scale, the rod can be said to have an average height of 28 
nm and a width of 38 nm, which result in an aspect ratio of the cross-section equal to 1.35. This 
value is very close to the ratio of 1.28 calculated for the porous rod, which was, on average 45 
nm tall by 35 nm wide.  
-50˚ -25˚ 0˚ 25˚ 50˚ 
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Figure 5.17 Selected slices from the weighted-back-projection stack of a non-porous rod. 
Electron beam direction equal to viewing direction 
 
Following the weighted-back-projection operation, the stack was visualised using open-ac-
cess 3D visualisation software Chimera [375]. A high threshold was applied to the cube in 
order to suppress artefacts that generated distortion that was a by-product of the reconstruction 
algorithm and not associated with the morphology of the particle. These distortions include, 
but are not limited to, the missing wedge artefact. The radial artefacts associated with every 
back-projection calculation are only prevalent at low-thresholds and are therefore easy to elim-
inate. The missing wedge is minimised only to the 60° limit associated with the missing infor-
mation in the projection acquisition. A selection of representative views is presented in Figure 
5.18. These results can be compared with the visualisations of the reconstructed porous rod in 





Figure 5.18 Selected views of a reconstructed non-porous rod.  
Electron beam direction indicated by blue axis 
 
The cross-sectional views in images 5.18(a) and (c) are particularly relevant for this study, 
as they support previous statements regarding the prevalence of the geometry of the rod upon 
heat treatment at 800 °C. Furthermore, the similarities between the 3D visualisation of the 
weighted-back-projection of a non-porous rod and the porous rod characterised via the novel 
methods proposed in this work reflect favourably on the assessment of the technique. By ob-
taining results, which are consistent with the more established techniques across the literature 
a) b) c) 
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on electron tomography, the method of geometric tomography after segmentation can be 
deemed an appropriate alternative for overcoming the challenges associated with the three-
dimensional TEM characterisation of porous materials. 
 
5.2.3 Further modifications of geometric tomography from one-dimensional information 
 
A significant advantage of the geometric tomography algorithms is the possibility of recon-
structing three-dimensional objects from a more limited amount of information than would be 
required for other forms of electron tomography. In the case presented in section 5.1, each 
three-dimensional object was reconstructed using a set of binarised two-dimensional projec-
tions. In the same way, tomography allows for two-dimensional images to be reconstructed 
from projected one-dimensional information. This section briefly explores the application of 
the modified geometric tomography algorithm to obtain cross-sectional views of porous mate-
rials from one-dimensional binary information. 
 In other words, the present study seeks to achieve reconstructions using the minimum 
amount of information possible. A number of applications motivated the development of such 
reduced-information algorithms. Namely, for a system such as the porous nanorods, the cross-
sectional structure can be deemed the most crucial information. Normally, this information is 
extracted from a reconstructed volume generated using tomography. In this way, all forms of 
tomography are commutative between back-projection and slice selection. The method pro-
posed here involves the pre-selection of 2D slices, each corresponding to a 1D section crossing 
the object in each projection. Therefore, this study incorporates a new methodology to produce 
significant information on the three-dimensional structure of a porous rod consuming minimum 
time and memory. 
 A tilt series of a porous rod was acquired following the same procedure as the experiments 
above. The object selected for tomography is shown in Figure 5.19. The rod complied with the 
requirements outlined for selection of a tomographic object, with no surrounding objects that 
could cause geometric constraints and an orientation close to that of the rotation axis. Three 
cross-sections of interest were identified and annotated as (i-iii) in the figure. The sections 
contain solid material and pores. To generate representative results, the three sections selected 
present with different relevant characteristics: (i) contains a wide pore close to the centre of the 
rod, (ii) contains a pore off-centre, and (iii) contains two pores, which overlap upon rotation.  
 Similar to other heat-treated rods, the enhanced crystallinity produced strong diffraction-
related artefacts, which are visible in Figure 5.19. The rod has an average lateral size of 25 nm 
and presents pore sizes ranging from 2 to 7 nm. This rod appears to have a higher concentration 
of defects than the one characterised in section 5.1, although they belong to the same sample. 
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This difference in structure could be due to the rod in this experiment containing smaller de-
fects. The initial observations of the rod before tilting suggest that the pores do not reach the 
walls of the nanorod and that they present faceted geometries. Therefore, the characteristics of 
this rod coincide with the materials of interest across this work. The selected object was char-
acterised using a JEOL 3010 High-resolution transmission electron microscope, and a 
Fischione tomography holder was used to allow for the high-angle rotations necessary for tilt-




Figure 5.19 object selected for tomography with annotated cross-sections of interest.  
Lines (i-iii) correspond to profiles (i-iii) elsewhere in this section. 
(Images were acquired using JEOL 2010F TEM at 200 kV,  
samplings: (a)=0.02 nm/pixel) 
 
 The tilt series was acquired by capturing 25 images between 5 rotations, producing a series 
of transmission images spanning 120 rotation. A selection of images from the tilt series is 
shown in Figure 5.20 (a). Following the acquisition, the images were manually aligned using 
the pore identified in section (i) as the reference feature for alignment. Images were then rotated 
and translated to situate the rotation axis along the horizontal of the images. Successful align-
ment of the tilt series resulted in each of the features of interest identified in Figure 5.19 moving 
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5.2.3.1 Application of GT for cross-sectional reconstructions 
 
A line was drawn along each the selected sections to extract the relevant information of each 
of the features. The lines consisted of binary information assigning a value of 0 to the pore and 
background, and a value of 1 to the solid rod. A selection of aligned images with the one-
dimensional identifications marked is shown in Figure 5.20 (b). Row 5.20 (c) in the figure 
shows the extracted information from each of the images. The lines were one pixel wide by 
256 pixels long but have been magnified for illustration.  
 Changes in the white and black segments of each line across images reflect the changes in 
the projected position and size of the features of interest. These lines cannot be used for electron 
tomography, as a region of the rod between a pore and the background would produce a con-
cave body upon rotation. Therefore, the lines were segmented similarly to the images in section 
5.1. Cross-sections (i) and (ii) were separated into two series each, consisting of rod and pore 
information. Line (iii) crosses a region with two pores and was therefore segmented into three 
series, one containing information on the rod and one for each pore.  
 Each of the three sets containing single-feature lines was inserted into the back-projection 
algorithm to construct a volume, using the same parameters specified in section 5.1.3. Then, 
the resulting volumes were visualised, adjusted for threshold and integrated as shown in 5.1.4. 
The resulting cross-sections are shown in Figure 5.21(a). The reconstructed cross-sections 
show in white the outer morphology of the rod, which coincides with previous tomography 
publications [4], as well as the other studies in the present work. This consists of a symmetrical 
6-sided polyhedron with prominent straight sides cut by shorter lines. These intersections are 
credited to host most catalytically active sites [1].  
 The tomography results also show the pores as symmetrical with defined facets consistent 
with {100}-truncated {111}-octahedra. The geometry appears to align with the edges of the 
rod, coinciding in their shorter [100] sides and their more prominent [111] facets. As for the 
location of the pores, the reconstructions show them to be fully enclosed by the rod. They seem 
to appear at random lateral locations within its volume. However, they do seem to stay within 
the central 3/5 of the rod diameter, as previously suggested [3]. This could indicate the exist-
ence of a semipermeable diffusion wall, which could contribute to the high catalytic activity 
associated with these materials. 
 The images in Figure 5.21(a) show that the distribution of the pores is maintained after 
image processing. The cross-section identified as (i) shows the pore at the centre coinciding 
with the projected distribution seen in Figure 5.19 and across the tilt series. However, if the 
distribution of the pore was lost, it could appear at the centre of the image after processing. For 
this reason, the pore in (ii) was intentionally selected to be located off the middle axis of the 
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rod. The reconstructed cross-section shows the pore in a location consistent with the projec-
tions. Furthermore, the slice annotated as (iii) was selected to contain two pores of different 
size, both offset from the central axis of the rod. The successful reconstruction would preserve 
















Figure 5.20 Conversion of tilt-series images into sets of 1D information showcasing: (a) im-
ages acquired at indicated tilt angles (Instrumental tilt-axis orientation calculated to 35.75˚, as 
represented by the arrows). Images were obtained at nominal magnification 200kX and the 
plane of the detector camera located at negative plate level, (b) aligned images with the su-
perposition of binary line (Instrumental tilt-axis orientation adjusted to 0˚ and centered, as 
represented by the arrows), and (c) magnified 1D-information before segmentation (Scalebar 
in Fig. 5.19) Note: In (a), the arrows represent the direction of the tilt axis, but not its lateral 
location, as the latter is unknown prior to alignment. 
 
 The original series had to be segmented into three single-feature series, in order to comply 
with the convexity requirement of geometric tomography. If this requirement were not met, the 
resulting cross-section would show two small cylinders reconstructed from the walls at the top 
and bottom of the reconstructed surface, in the location between the edge of each pore and the 
edge of the rod. The results of this experiment indicate that geometric tomography can be used 
for the reconstruction of porous cross-sections by using segmented one-dimensional binary 
information. Using binary information allows the selection of the features of interest and avoid 
artefacts in the final reconstructions, while still gaining reliable information on the internal 
geometry of the nanomaterial.  
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Figure 5.21 (a) Slices of a porous nanorod reconstructed using geometric tomography of a 
segmented one-dimensional tilt series. (b) Cross-section of a theoretical cylinder recon-
structed to show the effect of the missing wedge.  
Electron beam direction is represented by the arrows 
  
 In the same way as the reconstructed volumes in section 5.1, the back-projection in this 
experiment produced a missing-wedge artefact, which is not associated with the morphology 
of the rod or the pores. In order to distinguish the effect of the missing wedge from the mor-
phology of the sample, theoretical reconstruction of a perfect cylinder is presented in Figure 
5.21(b), which simulates the same imaging conditions as the experimental results, i.e., 25 im-
ages taken between 5 rotations. The model shows that the top and bottom of the reconstruction 
present the expected circular cross-section, while the area of missing information appears elon-
gated and distorted. Therefore, the facets at the top and of the rod and pores can be attributed 
to their geometry and are not a by-product of the back-projection operation, since the missing-
wedge artefact does not affect features on that plane. This has been reiterated by the theory 
demonstrations shown in section 5.2.1. 
 
5.2.3.2 Shape-from-contour cross-sectional reconstructions 
 
 Throughout this study, the capabilities of geometric tomography have been explored to pro-
duce higher dimensionality results from data-reduced input information. To investigate this 
60 
i) ii) iii) a) 
b) 
10 nm 10 nm 
10 nm 
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concept further, Saghi et al. [9] also contrasted the binary reconstructions with a modified al-
gorithm which reduces the information even further; the modified method was labelled shape-
from-contour algorithm. Here it is reported the application of this method to the reconstruction 
of the tilt series above (Fig. 5.20). The results are shown in Figure 5.22, where the cross-sec-
tional views of the back-projection have been generated for each feature. This is the first ac-
count of the shape-from-contour method being used to reconstruct a porous material. 
 
Rod Pores Superposition 
   
   
   
 
Figure 5.22 Shape-from-contour reconstructions of cross-sections of a porous rod 
Electron beam direction is represented by the arrows in each reconstruction 
 
 For this method, instead of binarising the projections like in previous experiments, only the 
edge of each object of interest was retained. In other words, the one-dimensional tilt series are 
shown in Figure 5.20(c) was transformed from binary information to two isolated pixels for 
every feature of interest, marking the points of transition between the background and the rod 
and the rod and the pores. The back-projection operation successfully reproduced the cross-
sections of interest hitherto identified as 5.19(i-iii). This is verified by comparing the results 
shown in figures 5.21 and 5.22. Also, the yz-views of the shape-from-contour slices in Figure 
5.22 are illustrative of the back-projection operation. Each line with two pixels produced two 
parallel lines in the direction of the tilt-angle of their respective projection. The sum of all 50 
lines corresponding to the 25 projections resulted in the construction of the feature in two di-
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reconstruction. The lack of information at those tilt angles results in the rest of the lines ex-
tending until they encounter a line forming the opposite edge. The result is the familiar elon-
gated distortion associated with the missing-wedge artefact. Regardless of the reduced-data 
used in the algorithm, the superposed images provide enough information to characterise the 
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The present work elucidates the behaviour of a selected variety of porous catalytic materials in 
a template-infiltration process. The general process of nanocasting and its major steps of infil-
tration, conversion and removal have been described in detail in section 2.1.4.1 of the literature 
review, which features a description of the state-of-the-art found across the literature. In cases 
where the template is removed, the end product is an inverse structure that is highly porous and 
has an accurate deliberate morphology. It is also essential for the inverse structure to have a 
controlled composition with no traces of unwanted template material or other substances in-
volved in the fabrication. The present work comprises an exploration into the fabrication of 
porous composites based on three different templates: synthetic opals and two forms of meso-
porous silica: MSU-F and SBA-15. The latest advances in fabrication, application and charac-
terisation of these materials are expanded in sections 2.1.2-4 of the literature review. 
 The choice of the three templates for the present study has been motivated by the aim to 
cover a range of dimensionalities and pore sizes, as well as having both periodical and chaotic 
pore structures. Opals are expected to form a highly periodical uninterrupted network of 
spheres of 100 nm or larger. SBA-15 is also periodically ordered but contains small pores <15 
nm separated by thin walls. MSU-F porous silicates have pores as small as 2 nm and up to 30 
nm, with a narrow size distribution centred around 20 nm. Their distribution is chaotic, but 
they are expected to show connectivity. After a successful characterisation of the template ma-
terials, different methods of infiltration are tested for each template, in order to explore the 
compatibility of these techniques.  
 Nanocasting entails several methods of infiltration which seek to infiltrate the pores in the 
template with an active material. Different results can be expected from this process at the 
nanoscale, which would influence the performance of the composites in catalysis. A first sce-
nario would entail the complete filling of the pores, with no empty space left and the infiltrating 
material forming a continuous solid across the porous structure. Another possibility would be 
for the infiltrating material to be deposited only around the edges of the pores, resulting in a 
product that is still porous, but the pores are smaller than those of the template, owing to the 
catalytic coating. Finally, the infiltration could result in the formation of small particles which 
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fill up the pores and leave spaces depending on their arrangement. These assembling possibil-
ities have been summarised by Vradman et al. in Figure 6.1 [10]. The materials chosen for the 
infiltrations have been selected based on their relevance for catalytic applications, as reported 
in section 2.2. A detailed characterisation of the composite products can reveal the intricate 
interactions between the template and the catalytic material and elucidate the products of nano-
casting employing three prominent templates. By elucidating the structure of nanocasting prod-




Figure 6.1 Sketch of main types of infiltration products, as reviewed by Vradman et al. [10], 
showing: (I) assembled nanoparticles smaller than the pore diameter; (II) nanoparticles of 
similar diameter to the pores; (III) layer of infiltrating material; (IV) nanoparticles inside and 
on the surface of the pores 
 
 The present study uses a variety of techniques across electron microscopy to reveal the po-
rous structures of these materials in unprecedented detail. Furthermore, by characterising the 
composites resulting from different infiltration conditions, this work brings to light the inter-
actions of the template with the filling materials during the different stages of fabrication. A 
major objective of this study is to achieve an understanding of the pore structure and the tem-
plate/replication process that is currently not found in the literature. The results shown in this 
chapter, contribute to understanding the formation of catalytic composites and other porous 
materials made by nanocasting, as described in section 2.1.4.1. 
 
 
6.1 Study of opals and inverse-opal formation 
 
Opal substrates were prepared by three different methods: colloidal vertical deposition, cen-
trifugation and gravitational sedimentation. The colloidal crystals were characterised to com-
pare the efficiency of each preparation method. Following the characterisation, the most ade-
Image available in library copy 
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quate method was selected to produce further samples. Furthermore, the colloidal crystals re-
sulting from the self-assembly were used in the fabrication of catalytic composites prior to 
template removal steps to achieve a catalytic negative-opal structure. The first stage of inves-
tigations consisted of exploring the formation of colloidal crystals via self-assembly procedures 
seeking to define the boundary conditions of the self-assembly. As a result, the optimal condi-
tions for the formation of colloidal crystals were defined. These results were used as a starting 
point to explore the suitability of different source materials for opal fabrication. 
 
6.1.1 Self-assembly of colloidal crystals from PS beads 
 
A comparison of different methods found across the literature was carried out to achieve pol-
ystyrene opals and to characterise them using visible-light microscopy and scanning electron 
microscopy. The preparation procedures are detailed below and summarised in Table 6.1. Fi-
nally, the characterisation of the opal samples is presented and examined in order to establish 
the most suitable method for preparing the intended structure. 
 
6.1.1.1 Colloidal Vertical Deposition 
 
All vials and glass slides were washed by rinsing with deionised water three times and one time 
with ethanol prior to use. 1 mL of ready-made colloidal solution of polystyrene spheres (Agar 
Scientific 400nm, 1.6088x10^13 n/g) was poured into the 3 mL vials and labelled according to 
Table 1. 1.5 mL of ethanol were added to each vial. The solutions were ultrasonicated for 0.5 
h to ensure dispersion of the particles in the suspension. Glass slides were inserted vertically 
or diagonally according to Table 6.1. The required size for the glass slides to be at 60° was 
worked out by measuring the internal diameter of the vial and dividing it by cos(60°). The vials 
were left uncovered, and the liquid was allowed to evaporate at the temperatures indicated. 
Evaporations at 30 and 50 °C were carried out in a laboratory furnace to achieve better control 
than on a hot plate. Drying times were recorded and are presented in Table 1. Once the sub-
strates were dry, they were removed from the vials and analysed using an optical microscope 
to find the areas where the crystals were deposited. The glass substrates were cut into adequate 




The ready-made colloidal solution of polystyrene spheres (Agar Scientific 400nm, 
1.6088x10^13 n/g) was poured into a 1.5 mL centrifuge tube with no further liquid added, and 
then subjected to 6000 rpm for 4 hours using a Spectrafuge Mini Centrifuge. Most of the liquid 
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in the tube was removed using a pipet while being careful not to touch the crystals visible at 
the bottom of the tube. The remaining liquid was allowed to dry at room temperature overnight. 
Once dried, the resulting product was scraped from the bottom of the tube and placed on an 
SEM specimen holder previously coated with conductive carbon adhesive tape. The sample 




A 3 mL glass vial was washed by rinsing with deionised water three times and one time with 
ethanol prior to use. A volume of 1.5 mL of ready-made colloidal solution of polystyrene 
spheres (Agar Scientific 400nm, 1.6088x10^13 n/g) was added to the vial, which was labelled 
P1-SED and allowed to dry at room temperature. The dry product was scraped from the bottom 
of the vial and placed on an SEM specimen holder previously coated with conductive carbon 
adhesive tape. 
 









P1-CoVD-19 (V) 90° Ethanol (1:1) 19 °C 1 week 
P1-CoVD-30 (V) 90° Ethanol (1:1) 30 °C 4 days 
P1-CoVD-50 (V) 90° Ethanol (1:1) 50 °C 2 days 
P1-CoVD-19 (T) 60° Ethanol (1:1) 19 °C 1 week 
P1-CoVD-50 (T) 60° Ethanol (1:1) 50 °C 2 days 
P1-CENT NA Water 19 °C 4 hours 
P1-SED NA Water 19 °C 1 week 
 
6.1.2 Characterisation of polystyrene opals 
 
The materials prepared were characterised using visible-light and scanning electron micros-
copy. Mainly, the materials were assessed based on the periodicity of the spheres. A perfect 
opal would be expected to present a continuous multilayer structure with a hexagonal close-
packed (hcp) arrangement. Because all the opals were grown using the same source materials, 
the comparison between the results at this stage serves to select the most suitable method for 
the fabrication of opals. This comparison informed the choice of methodology for the prepara-
tions of opals utilised in subsequent experimental procedures as reported throughout this sub-
chapter. 
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6.1.2.1 Visible-light microscopy (VLM) 
 
The first stage of characterisation seeks to establish whether the materials have been deposited 
onto the glass substrate at all. To evaluate this fact, the opal samples on glass substrates were 
placed under a visible-light microscope. Because the beads use for the fabrication of the opals 
were 400 nm in diameter, they are not visible in VLM. Nevertheless, this step of characterisa-
tion can provide initial information on the sample at the macroscale. All visible light micros-
copy included in this section was performed in reflection geometry. 
 Figure 6.2 shows a pair of images of samples P1-CoVD-19(V) and P1-CoVD-19(T) cap-
tured under the visible-light microscope. The optical properties of opals allow distinguishing 
the thickness of a region based on the colour observed in the images. This is due to the optical 
properties of opal, which interacts with light based on the spacing between the spheres. Nev-
ertheless, a second approximation can be made between the colour and the thickness. There-
fore, based on such correlation to the wavelength values, the thinner regions appeared red or 
brown, and the colours approached blue and white as the thickness of the sample increased, the 
glass in the background appeared cream/yellow under low-light conditions.  
 Image 6.2(a) shows a significant amount of material deposited onto the glass substrate. Fur-
thermore, a large proportion of the material exhibit colourations indicating significant thick-
ness. Overall, there is no order that is immediately apparent at this magnification. Image 6.2 
(b) shows a much larger agglomerate than 6.2(a), which is much thicker than 6.2(a) across a 
wider area, based on the colouration. The results observed at the macroscale using visible-light 
microscopy are an early indication that the deposition of spheres in colloidal vertical deposition 
at room temperature is affected by the position of the substrate, with an inclined substrate pro-




Figure 6.2 Visible-light microscopy images of samples (a) P1-CoVD-19(V) and (b) P1-
CoVD-19(T) (Images acquired using Nikon Reflected Light Microscope Mag=500x) 
 
a) b) 
20 μm 20 μm 
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 The products obtained by crystallising above room temperature were dried significantly 
faster than those left to dry at room temperature, as shown in Table 6.1. The products are shown 
in Figure 6.3. The product obtained at 30 °C shows a wider spread of material with mostly thin 
regions, seen in red, and some regions of greater thickness, seen in white. An interesting dif-
ference is found between images 6.3(a) and (b). Both being the product or CoVD onto vertical 
substrates and the only variable being the drying temperature. The product obtained at 50 °C 
also shows mostly regions in red and a smaller proportion of white/blue than 6.3(a). However, 
the deposited material appears confined to a specific region, which has a distinctive elongated 
shape characteristic of the evaporation step. This characteristic is also present in the third image 
of the figure, which also corresponds to a sample crystallised at 50 °C, but onto an inclined 
substrate. Notably, the material deposited onto the inclined substrate at 50 °C exhibits signifi-
cant white and blue regions indicative of thicker growth. This a significant finding for the 
methodology of colloidal vertical deposition. By comparing the images in figure 6.3, it is sug-
gested that the use of an inclined substrate is more significant to the growth of a thicker material 




Figure 6.3 Visible-light microscopy images of samples  
(a) P1-CoVD-30(V), (b) P1-CoVD-50(V) and (c) P1-CoVD-50(T).  
(Images acquired using Nikon Reflected Light Microscope Mag=500x) 
 
 Furthermore, the effect of temperature can be traced across figures 6.2 and 6.3, suggesting 
that the area of the deposited material is increased by the slower low-temperature deposition 
but appears to have little effect on the thickness. On the other hand, the use of an inclined 
substrate produces a thicker material in spite of drying at a higher temperature. The images 
obtained by VLM; however, do not provide information regarding the quality of the crystals at 
the nanoscale, i.e., the ordering of the spheres. 
 The images shown in Figure 6.4 correspond to the materials obtained via gravitational sed-
imentation. This method would be expected to produce thicker materials. However, the results 
of visible-light microscopy observations suggest that most of the deposited material formed 
a) b) c) 
20 μm 20 μm 20 μm 
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thin layers similar in thickness to those obtained from vertical deposition using vertical sub-
strates. Nevertheless, the deposits formed from sedimentation are larger in area and appear to 
show fewer patches of the uncovered substrate. The main features observable in the sedimented 
products is the occurrence of nearly circular regions of thicker material. The higher magnifica-
tion in image 6.4(b) highlights the contrast between the thinner and thicker regions of the ma-
terial. Particularly, the thicker region appears to vary in thickness following a concentric cir-




Figure 6.4 Visible-light microscopy images of sample P1-SED 
(Images acquired using Nikon Reflected Light Microscope Mag=500x) 
 
 Sample P1-CENT, obtained by centrifugation of the nanobead suspension produced a 
densely packed material with low mechanical stability, which was broken off with the 
spatula before being sprinkled over a microscope slide. The image in Figure 6.5 shows a 
discontinuous material forming the thickest agglomerates across the seven samples, 




Figure 6.5 Visible-light microscopy image of sample P1-CENT.  
(Image acquired using Nikon Reflected Light Microscope Mag=500x) 
a) b) 
20 μm 20 μm 
20 μm 




 Thin regions of material are also present across the sample, but these do not appear to 
form an ordered structure. The arrangement of the beads at the nanoscale cannot be dis-
cerned from the VLM image. At this stage, however, the centrifugation method appeared 
to have formed the most discontinuous and heterogeneous ordering among the seven 
samples. 
 
6.1.2.2 Scanning electron microscopy 
 
The materials deposited onto glass substrates were characterised using an Inspect F50 scanning 
electron microscope in secondary electron detection mode. Further details of the equipment 
can be found in chapter 3. The images in figure 6.6 highlight the arrangement of the polystyrene 
beads at the nanoscale. The micrographs correspond to the sample obtained by crystallising the 
nanobead:ethanol suspension at room temperature. The only difference in the preparations of 
samples shown in 6.6(a, b) and 6.6(c, d) was the angle at which the glass substrate was placed 
during crystallisation. Images 6.6(a) and (b) show a large-scale ordering of the beads mostly 
following the behaviour of close-hexagonal packing, where each bead is surrounded by six 
others. Image 6.6(b) shows that the material has not formed a monolayer of spheres but has 
indeed crystallised in three-dimensions.  
 By comparing the results across figure 6.6, it is possible to estimate the effect of the position 
of the substrate. Mainly, images 6.6(c) and (d) show a group of homogeneous colloidal crystals 
with continuous structure. The arrangement of the spheres appears much more ordered than its 
counterpart with a vertical substrate. Furthermore, the preparation of this sample included a 
step of light grinding of the deposited opal. The result is a much more illustrative sample which 
provides information on the crystallisation of the material in three-dimensions. The higher 
magnification of image 6.6(d) allows distinguishing a consistent thickness of three layers 
across the material. The observations at the nanoscale are consistent with the results of early 
VLM characterisation. That is, the use of an inclined substrate significantly affects the distri-
bution of the beads across the substrate and favours the fabrication of continuous colloidal 
crystals. 
 Further samples were prepared by accelerating the crystallisation as described in the previ-
ous sections. The increase in temperature resulted in differences visible at the macroscale, as 
seen in figure 6.3. Mainly, an increase in temperature produced materials, which spread over 
narrower areas, particularly following the patterns of evaporation lines. The images shown in 
Figure 6.7 correspond to the scanning electron microscopy characterisation of the same three 
samples prepared via colloidal vertical deposition above room temperature. Notably, all three 
processes produced colloidal crystals with large-scale arrangements. This is evidenced by the 
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images which show multi-layer depositions of nanobeads arranged periodically, with each PS 





Figure 6.6 SEM images of samples (a, b) P1-CoVD-19(V) and (c, d) P1-CoVD-19(T) 
(Images acquired using FEI Inspect F50 at 2 kV in SE mode.  
Magnification values: (a) 4935x, (b) 17287x, (c) 4935x, (d) 11738x) 
 
 Comparison of images 6.6(b) and 6.6(d) provides information on the effect of temperature 
on the thickness of the deposited material. Namely, both products appear to have formed ma-
terials of similar thickness with most regions of each material varying between two and four 
layers of well-ordered spheres. There was no significant difference in the arrangement of 
spheres at the nanoscale between the samples prepared at 30 and 50 ℃. 
 The third pair of images shows the results of a second sample prepared at 50 ℃, but which 
was deposited onto a substrate inclined at 60°. The image at low magnification shows a frag-
ment with a smaller area than 6.6(a), which was suggested by the VLM observations in figure 
6.3. Regardless of the rapid crystallisation, the arrangement of spheres coincides with the re-
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deposition in the present study. Furthermore, image 6.7(d) at higher magnification shows a 
fracture across the opal structure, which allows appreciating the thickness of the crystal. The 
limitations of SEM imaging make it difficult to quantify exactly the number of layers compos-
ing the crystal, but it is estimated that the opal crystal has a thickness of ten to twelve layers. 
This is significantly higher to the number of layers in samples prepared at 30 and 19 °C which 
used a vertical substrate. These results indicate that the position of the substrate during colloidal 
vertical deposition is the main factor influencing the crystalline product, while the surface area 




Figure 6.7 SEM images of samples (a, b) P1-CoVD-30(V),  
(c, d) P1-CoVD-50(V) and (e, f) P1-CoVD-50(T) 
(Images acquired using FEI Inspect F50 at 1 kV in SE mode. Magnification values:  
(a) 5869x, (b) 24122x, (c) 2468x, (d) 27918x, (e) 5687x, (f)7406x) 
 
Figure 6.8 shows the opals fabricated using gravitational sedimentation and centrifugation 
methods. The crystal fabricated by sedimentation exhibits a large surface area of the frag-
ment, owing to the slow crystallisation. However, image 6.8(b) suggests that the arrange-
ment of the spheres at the nanoscale does not show the periodical close-packed ordering 
exhibited by samples fabricated via CoVD. A possible mechanism for this result is that the 
first layer of sedimentation produced an ordered arrangement like those in previous samples, 
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deposit in a disorderly manner. This effect would be excluded from vertical deposition be-
cause the reduction in the volume of suspension upon evaporation would not alter the lateral 
distance occupied by the liquid, which is determined by the distance between the substrate 
and the walls of the container. Finally, the SEM characterisation of sample P1-CENT is 
shown in images 6.8 (c) and (d). The resulting structure coincides with the characteristics 
suggested by early observations under visible-light microscopy. The material shows a large 





Figure 6.8 SEM images of samples (a, b) P1-SED and (c, d) P1-CENT 
(Images acquired using FEI Inspect F50 at 1 kV in SE mode.  
Magnification values: (a) 4385x, (b) 7172x, (c) 3101x, (d) 10142x) 
 
6.1.2.3 Transmission electron microscopy 
 
Following SEM characterisation of the materials obtained by several crystallisation methods, 
an attempt was made to deposit an opal directly onto a standard-grade carbon-coated copper 
grid for TEM imaging. The same 400 nm PS spheres were selected as building blocks of the 
d) c) 
a) b) 
10 μm 5 μm 
5 μm 
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colloidal crystal. In order to achieve the desired product, the TEM grid was placed on a clean 
glass substrate, and the process of colloidal vertical deposition was carried out as described in 
section 6.1.1.1. A challenge was encountered to immobilise the TEM copper grid for the dura-
tion of the crystallisation without causing damage to the carbon film. Since most adhesive tapes 
would leave behind volatile residues which are not suitable considering the vacuum conditions 
of the TEM. A small fragment of carbon conductive tape was used, which is suitable for elec-
tron microscopy applications. However, the substrate had an uneven surface which can be a 
significant impediment to crystal growth.  
 The products were observed under the transmission electron microscope to give the images 
shown in Figure 6.9. The images show that the beads were deposited onto the carbon film. 
Image 6.9(a) shows a particularly large agglomerate extending over several micrometres. An-
other significant quality of the sample was the small-scale ordering that some groups of nano-
beads showed, as seen in image 6.9(b). However, the product does not exhibit large-scale pe-
riodicity and is therefore not considered an opal or colloidal crystal. Possible reasons for this 
product were the unevenness of the substrate as well as the instability of the TEM grid under 
the suspension. A possible alternative would be to use a carbon film to coat a glass substrate 
or some other smooth surface. After the crystallisation, the carbon film can be used to coat an 
empty TEM-copper grid. This methodology has not been incorporated into the present body of 
experiments, as it escapes the objectives of the project to understand the formation and micro-




Figure 6.9 TEM images of CoVD-on-TEM-grid PS-opal (Images acquired using Philips 
TEM 420 at 120 kV. Magnifications: (a) 8000x, (b) 12350x, (c) 8000x) 
 
6.1.3 Self-assembly of colloidal crystals from green-synthesised SiO2 beads 
 
The experiments reported here complement the work of collaborators by exploring the opal-
formation capabilities of silica products of different sizes and shape factors. The products of 
bioinspired synthesis tend to be less spherical than the polystyrene nanobeads employed in the 
experiments above. Therefore, this work can provide information on the boundary conditions 
a) b) c) 
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of colloidal vertical deposition methods, which proved successful for the self-assembly of opals 
from PS spheres. This section outlines the characterisation of CoVD-self-assembled colloidal 
crystals made from silica materials synthesised using bioinspired methods and explores their 
ability to assemble into opal structures.  
 The suspensions of nanospheres were prepared by collaborators in the Department of Chem-
ical and Biological Engineering at the University of Sheffield as described in their publication 
[383]. For the present study, the collaborators supplied two samples of interest: Sample S1, 
which was fabricated using a modified Stöber synthesis; and sample S2, which was prepared 
via modified Yokoi synthesis. The synthesis methodologies are described in the respective 
publications by Stöber et al. [384] and Yokoi et al. [385]. The materials studied in this work 
represent promising green SiO2 synthesis approaches, as the products were obtained under am-
bient conditions and incorporate a bioinspired organic additive. For comparison, a third sample 
was prepared using a commercial polishing-grade nanosilica suspension (Mastermet® Buehler 
40-6370-064), which was expected to present a wide variety of shapes and sizes.  
 Each of the suspensions was diluted 1:1 with ethanol and allowed to crystallise onto inclined 
substrates at room temperature, as described in 6.1.1.1. Once the crystallisation products were 
dry, the deposits from samples S1 and S2 were prepared for TEM characterisation by gently 
scraping them from the glass substrate and transferring to a mortar. The products were gently 
crushed and suspended briefly in acetone before depositing on carbon-coated copper grids. The 
dispersant was selected for its rapid drying time in an attempt to minimise re-dispersion of the 
particles and destruction of the structures formed during colloidal vertical deposition. 
 The TEM characterisation of the crystallisation product from sample S1 is shown in figure 
6.10. Low-magnification images 6.10(a) and (b) show the products agglomerated in the long-
range, forming a nearly continuous material. The product consisted of particles of two distinct 
sizes, which can be measured in image 6.10(c). The sample contained nanoparticles of 60 nm 
in diameter, which have a nearly spherical shape and low distribution of size and aspect ratio. 
The second product occupies the majority of the images and consists of 10 nm particles. This 
category presented a larger variety of shape factors and sizes. The statistical measurements are 
summarised below in table 6.2.  
 










60 nm 59.27 7.08 (12%) 0.87 0.07 (8%) 
10 nm 11.02 2.08 (19%) 0.71 0.15 (21%) 
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 The crystallising behaviour appears to be driven by the smaller particles, which have formed 
a continuous structure in three-dimensions, where the 60 nm particles appear isolated from 
each other. The three-dimensional quality of the agglomerate can be estimated from the trans-
mission of several layers of small nanoparticles overlapping with larger ones, which is visibly 
prevalent across image 6.10 (c). The TEM characterisation suggests that the product of CoVD 
crystallisation of sample S1 did not form an opal structure. A proposed explanation is that the 
presence of particles of more than one size has impeded the long-range hcp ordering. However, 
hexagonal close-packing arrangement is also absent in regions of the sample where there were 
mostly 10 nm particles, as seen in image 6.10 (c). Therefore, the failure to crystallise into opals 
can also be attributed to the variations in shape across the 10 nm particles. Nevertheless, sample 
S1 agglomerated into a continuous material, which presents high porosity in three-dimensions. 
Although such a product is not expected to present the optical properties of opals, it can be 




Figure 6.10 TEM images of self-assembled material from S1 silica 
(Images acquired using JEOL 3010 at 200 kV. Samplings:  
(a) 2.43 nm/pixel, (b) 2.43 nm/pixel, (c) 0.5 nm/pixel) 
 
 The product of colloidal crystallisation of sample S2 was also characterised using conven-
tional TEM, and the images are shown in figure 6.11.  A statistical description of the product 
has been obtained from the medium-magnification image 6.11(c). The sample is reported to 
consist of nanoparticles with a diameter of 12 nm, which appears to vary up to 2 nm (16%) 
throughout the sample. As for the shape of the particles, these appear to be random but mostly 
maintain a high aspect ratio of 0.91. Notably, the standard deviation of the aspect ratio was 
0.019, which represents only 2% of the average. This value indicates that the shape of the 
particles varies very little throughout the sample, even though they are not spherical.  
 Image 6.11(a) shows a large agglomerate, which appears to extend over several micrometres 
in three dimensions. The image shows a crack in the agglomerate, which highlights the contrast 
between the material and the background. The thickness of the agglomerate can be appreciated 
a) b) c) 
500 nm 100 nm 500 nm 
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based on the dark contrast at the edges of the panel compared to the transparent particles ap-
pearing along the edges of the crack. Image 6.11(b) shows a much smaller agglomerate, which 




Figure 6.11 TEM images of self-assembled material from S2 silica (Images acquired using 
Philips TEM 420 at 120 kV. Magnifications: (a) 10000x, (b) 13500x, (c) 25000x) 
 
 The product of colloidal vertical deposition of a colloidal suspension of sample S3 was 
characterised using SEM, as shown in figure 6.12. The product was not deemed suitable for 
TEM characterisation as the crystal did not survive the attempts to resuspend in acetone, as 
explained above for S1 and S2. The low specifications of the product were expected to reflect 
in a product with wide distributions of dimensionality and morphology at the nanoscale. Ac-
cordingly, the sample consisted of nanoparticles with an average diameter of 100 nm which 
varies widely with a standard deviation of 51% of the mean.  
 The shape of the particles has a low average aspect ratio of 0.65 ± 0.14. (21%), which also 
varies significantly. The product agglomerated into a large material although more loosely 
packed than the products of samples S1 and S2, as evidenced by the vast number of small 
disordered pores in image 6.11(c). This type of agglomeration is expected to result in low me-
chanical properties, which explains the product easily reverting to a suspension upon contact 
with acetone.  
 The product shown in figure 6.12 serves to highlight the mid-range crystallising capabilities 
of materials S1 and S2. These samples did not exhibit the highly ordered self-assembly of 
commercial PS nanospheres, or that reported by others using conventional Stöber-silica nano-
spheres [386], [387]. Nevertheless, the materials formed by S1 and S2 are not randomly ag-
glomerated but have crystallised to a legitimate extent. S3 serves as a contrast of a nanomaterial 
with no self-assembly capabilities in the colloidal vertical deposition. It is worth underlining 
that the product used as sample S3 is sold for polishing applications, for which it is used in 
suspension. Therefore, the wide distribution of shapes and sizes can be considered a positive 
factor for the fabrication of polishing materials, which are required to remain in suspension 
and not crystallise in storage. 
a) b) c) 
100 nm 100 nm 50 nm 







Figure 6.12 SEM images of self-assembled material from S3 silica 
(Images acquired using FEI Inspect F50 at 10 kV in SE mode.  
Magnification values: (a) 45536x, (b) 57622x, (c) 95103x, (d) 60802x) 
 
6.1.4 Infiltration of polystyrene opals with ceria precursor 
 
Following the successful fabrication of colloidal crystals from polystyrene nanospheres, a 
methodology of infiltration was implemented to achieve nanocasting of the opals. A [0.1 M] 
solution of cerium(III) nitrate hexahydrate was used as the infiltrating material, which forms 
cerium(IV) dioxide upon heating. The main objective was to achieve infiltration of the porous 
structure without resuspending the spheres, which would destroy the opal template. The 
method of infiltration was designed to prioritise these two conditions.  
  Firstly, the opal labelled above as P1-CoVD-19(T) was left on its original glass substrate, 
and the 0.1 M aqueous solution of Ce(NO3)3∙6H2O was added dropwise. By performing the 
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tion. Therefore, the integrity of the opal remained the same as when it was deposited. Further-
more, the wide surface area of the glass substrate and the absence of container walls maximised 
the dispersion of the infiltrating solution. The dropwise addition was stopped as soon as the 
entire surface of the opal was visibly wet. The product was allowed to dry at room temperature 
overnight, followed by imaging using visible light microscopy. The results are shown in Figure 




Figure 6.13 Visible-light microscopy images of sample P1-CoVD-19(T) after the addition of 
Ce(NO3)3∙6H2O [0.1 M] and drying at RT 
(Images acquired using Nikon Reflected Light Microscope Mag=500x) 
 
 The images in Figure 6.13 show significant variations in colour compared to Fig. 6.1(b), 
which suggests variations in thickness across a thin layer of continuous material. Image 6.13(b) 
shows an area with no changes in colour, indicating a region of the material with continuous 
thickness. This region can be identified as the glass substrate coated by a thin layer of 
Ce(NO3)3∙6H2O. The patterns of colouring in the images resemble the ordering of the material 
in the original CoVD opals characterised in section 6.1.2.1. These results are an early sugges-
tion that the opal structure survived the infiltration. 
 Once the products were sufficiently dry, a section of the coated substrate was cut using a 
fine carbide glass cutter to be fitted onto an SEM aluminium pin stub aided by an adhesive 
conductive-carbon dot. SEM characterisation was mostly aimed at determining the distribution 
of Ce(NO3)3∙6H2O, as well as assessing the integrity of the opal structure at the nanoscale.  
Figure 6.14 shows the results of SEM characterisation combining two techniques, secondary 
electrons and energy-dispersive X-ray mapping. The SE image shows a continuous opal distri-
bution of spheres across the upper half of the panel. Each sphere appears surrounded by six 
others, indicating hcp-ordering. Additionally, the spaces between spheres appear completely 
filled by the amorphous infiltrating material, which is distributed evenly across the single layer 
of opal. 
 Two more features of interest can be identified in the secondary electron image. First, the 
empty regions of the opal do not appear filled in or blocked by the ceria precursor. Instead, the 
a) b) c) 
20 μm 20 μm 20 μm 
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amorphous infiltrate appears to form a defined boundary where the opal ends, and the large 
pore begins. Secondly, the bottom third of the panel shows a region of heavy precursor depo-
sition, which appears to cover the opal beyond covering it. The precursor has formed into an 
even surface and appears to have cracked in some regions during drying. The spheres are still 
visible under the heavy layer of precursor, and most of them still appear ordered in hexagonal 
close-packing. The penetration of secondary electrons is limited, which means that the spheres 
that are clearly resolved occur at the same level as the precursor while the spheres appearing 




Figure 6.14 SEM study of PS/Ce(NO3)3∙6H2O composite showing secondary electron image 
and relevant EDX maps of the same panel. (SE image and EDX maps acquired using FEI In-
spect F50 at 20 kV. Magnification value=5414x) 
 
  EDX mapping confirms and complements the information obtained from secondary elec-
trons. Firstly, a carbon map is shown to indicate the distribution of the polymeric spheres. The 
distribution of carbon appears heavy in the top two thirds of the panel, which confirms the 
observations above that the top two-thirds of the SE image was showing a monolayer of opal 
and the bottom third a multilayer arrangement. The distribution of carbon appears continuous, 
especially in the multilayer region, which confirms the integrity of the opal structure. If the 
spheres had been suspended upon addition of the infiltrating solution, the carbon map would 
be expected to appear fragmented, with the carbon appearing in isolated regions separated by 
regions of infiltrating material. However, this result indicates that the opal and the sol precursor 
appear in the same regions of the sample, with the precursor depositing more heavily over 
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distribution, which is expected as they are both signals from Ce(NO3)3∙6H2O. The heavier ce-
rium appears to give an adequate signal owing to its higher Z. The distribution matches the 
results from the carbon map and confirms the observations above that the precursor has suc-
cessfully infiltrated the opal structure in its entirety. Notably, the pore at the top right of the 
panel appears to contain no cerium atoms, confirming the observations above. This is a prom-
ising result, as it suggests that the precursor is selectively deposited onto the opal region and 
does not form heavy deposits blocking the pores and impeding penetration of the structure.  
 The Ce and N maps shown indicate that the infiltrating precursor has been distributed evenly 
across the opal template. Finally, the silicon map is shown to illustrate the effects of thickness 
in the material. The brightest region is the pore mentioned above, which appears to contain 
only silicon atoms from the glass substrate. Then, the top region of the panel still transmits Si 
signals, which confirms the even thickness of a monolayer as suggested above. Finally, across 
the bottom third of the panel, the silicon appears completely obscured by the thickness of the 
composite. The results of this study indicate that the infiltration procedure was adequate and 
produced a composite of indeed a composite of polystyrene opal filled in with Ce(NO3)3∙6H2O. 
 
6.1.5 Calcination of PS-opal/ Ce(NO3)3∙6H2O composite  
 
Following the successful incorporation of a material of interest into the porous opal structure, 
as described in the previous section, the composite sample was heated to convert the 
Ce(NO3)3∙6H2O into ceria and to sublimate the polystyrene spheres. This procedure aimed to 
obtain an inverse opal structure consisting of cerium(IV) oxide forming a continuous structure 
with periodic porosity. The calcination steps were defined by the two reactions of interest. I. 
e., the conversion of cerium(III) nitrate hexahydrate to cerium(IV) oxide and the conversion of 
polystyrene to carbon dioxide and water.  
 Figure 6.15 shows the relevant weight-temperature diagrams found in the cited literature 
[388], [389]. The steep changes in weight are associated with the transition of one product to 
the next, while a constant weight is associated with a stable phase such as ceria. The diagram 
presented as Figure 6.15 (a) shows more than one transition temperature. First, a steep decrease 
in weight is initiated at 55 ℃ and shows a constant slope until the end of that transformation 
at 240 ℃. This first step of thermally-induced transformation is generally associated with the 
loss of water in the product, with superficial dehydration being followed by the loss of crystal-
lising water found in the molecules of hexahydrate. The second step of transformation is ob-
served between 240 ℃ and 550 ℃, which presents a shallower slope associated with the loss 
of NOx products and the subsequent production of ceria.  
 The curve in Figure 6.15(b) represents the loss of weight associated with the decomposition 
of polystyrene. The temperatures of interest identified in this diagram are the initiation of the 
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sublimation at around 350 ℃ and the complete evaporation of the product at 450 ℃. An im-
portant difference between the two diagrams is that only the decomposition of ceria in diagram 
6.15(a) renders a solid product, marked by a final weight different from zero. The temperatures 
of experimental calcination were chosen based on the transition points seen in these references. 
A first step was performed at 350 ℃ aiming to start the conversion of ceria, as well as the 
sublimation of polystyrene. The product was expected to show incomplete transformations, 
which could provide information on the interactions between the compounds forming the com-
posite during the transformation. A second calcination step was defined as 550 ℃. This tem-




Figure 6.15 Thermal decomposition diagrams of (a) Ce(NO3)3∙6H2O [389] 
and (b) polystyrene [388] 
 
The product of the first step of calcination was characterised using SEM secondary electron 
imaging, as shown in Figure 6.16. The images acquired at lower magnifications, labelled 
6.16(a) and (b) show a porous product with a periodic structure in the long-range. Another 
interesting feature present in the images is the presence of large flakes of material resembling 
the dry Ce(NO3)3∙6H2O in Figure 6.14. This feature is associated with the incomplete transfor-
mation of ceria precursor, which is unsurprising as the heating temperature of the specimen 
was intentionally chosen to show the state of the materials mid-transformation. 
  Images 6.16(c) and (d) present higher magnification acquisitions revealing distinct aspects 
of the structure. Image 6.16(c) shows an area mostly occupied by smooth solid material with 
empty spherical pores with sizes matching the polystyrene nanospheres. This image suggests 
that the spheres have been completely removed from the composite without destroying the 
periodic structure. This statement is confirmed by image 6.16(d), which shows periodical pores 
a) b) 
Image available in library copy 
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forming a negative structure of the original opal. The long-range arrangement of the material 
is promising, considering that the spheres have already been removed. Especially, the loss of 
material in Ce(NO3)3∙6H2O between 55 and 350 °C does not appear to have destroyed the con-
tinuous structure of the colloidal crystal. This was considered a successful removal of the pol-
ystyrene phase from the composite resulting in an inverse opal structure consisting only of a 





Figure 6.16 SEM images of the composite system after heating at 350 °C 
(Images acquired using FEI Inspect F50 at 2 kV in SE mode.  
Magnification values: (a) 5869x, (b) 6400x, (c) 16600x, (d) 16600x) 
 
 Following the successful removal of the polystyrene template from the composite, the sec-
ond step of heating was performed on the sample. This step was performed at 550 °C, which 
would transform all the cerium salts into cerium(IV) oxide. The product of the second calcina-
tion step was characterised using a combination of methods within SEM, and the results are 
a) b) 
c) d) 
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shown in Figure 6.17. Image 6.17(a) was acquired using a secondary electron detector to em-
phasise the surface properties of the material. Notably, the material continues to exhibit a pe-
riodic structure after the second step of calcination. 
 Moreover, the sample presents a homogeneous thickness with no deposits of oxide covering 
the structure. The flake-like features observed in Figure 6.15 (a) appear to have disappeared 
upon heating at 550 °C. Image 6.17(b) has been captured with particularly high contrast, which 
emphasises the surface texture throughout the sample. The low magnification of the image 
allows to appreciate the periodicity of pores and the continuity of the sample, with fragments 





Figure 6.17 SEM images of the composite system after heating at 550 °C 
(Images acquired using FEI Inspect F50 at 1 kV in SE mode.  
Magnification values: (a) 2934x, (b) 3805x, (c) 33199x, (d) 25600x) 
 
 Image 6.17(c) shows a secondary electron image at high magnification showing the walls 
surrounding the pores to be connected and forming a network of several pores. The region 
selected for the image also illustrates the mechanical behaviour by showing a region where the 
a) b) 
c) d) 
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inverse opal appears to have torn causing the film of porous ceria to roll onto itself and the 
adjacent pores to distort.  
 Finally, image 6.17(d) shows a typical region of inverse opal with continuous walls extend-
ing over several micrometres. The contrast between the walls and the background allows iden-
tifying a significant loss of thickness during the second step of conversion, as seen by compar-
ing to image 6.16(d). Also, the pores exhibit a significant change in shape, with pores after one 
step of calcination showing distinct sphericity, which is significantly lost after the second step 
of calcination. This loss of material is associated with the successful conversion of 
Ce(NO3)3∙6H2O to CeO2. Overall, the results in this section indicate that the proposed process 
of two-step calcination produced a continuous inverse opal with periodical porosity in the long-
range. Image 6.17(d) shows a significant change in the morphology of pores, which have de-
veloped facets and lost their spherical morphology. This is likely associated with the early 
removal of the opal template before the complete conversion of the ceria precursor. 
 
6.2 Study of mesoporous silica and MPS-based catalytic composites 
 
Mesoporous silicates (MPS) are a large family of materials that consist mostly of ordered arrays 
of pores separated by thin walls of silica. It may contain small amounts of aluminium, magne-
sium and other elements. For this work, we have selected two types of MPS known as MSU-F 
and SBA-15. MSU-F is exceptional in that its pores are random in distribution and the range 
of their sizes is wide relative to their diameter (10-25 nm). The relevance of these materials has 
been outlined in section 2.1.2 of the literature review. Each of these materials poses a different 
challenge for their characterisation. The random distribution of pores in MSU-F, as well as 
their size distribution,  makes a thorough TEM study of the material particularly relevant since 
porosimetry techniques would not be able to resolve the structure of non-periodic pores.  
 On the other hand, SBA-15 has proved useful in a number of applications as described in 
section 2.1.2. The periodicity of the pores and the narrow distribution of pore sizes of SBA-15 
makes it an interesting material for comparison of the infiltration behaviour in nanocasting 
procedures.  Analogous to the fabrication of inverse opals, the MSU-F sample was infiltrated 
with a ceria precursor, generating a composite material that lends itself for a variety of inter-
esting studies. A large proportion of this section is devoted to the study of an MSU-F/CeO2 
composite combining a variety of techniques in electron microscopy, as well as the effect of 
repeated cycles of impregnation/calcination. Finally, a novel approach is proposed for the pro-
duction of a negative-silica structure, which seeks to minimise the hazards associated with the 
usual template removal by HF-etching. 
 




6.2.1 TEM study of MSU-F mesoporous silica and MSU-F/CeO2 composite 
 
The TEM study of MSU-F poses a significant challenge of electron-beam sensitivity. The thin 
walls of silica tend to sinter when heated by a strong electron beam, which causes the structure 
to collapse. In addition, the three-dimensional nature of MPS at the nanoscale, makes the prep-
aration of TEM samples more challenging than that of nanoparticles, like the ones seen in 
chapters 4 and 5. An initial exploration of the material using high-resolution TEM is shown in 
Figure 6.18. Image 6.18(a) shows a fragment of MSU-F extending over a surface of several 
hundred nanometres. The random distribution of the pores can be appreciated, as well as the 
open structure of the material. Notably, the three-dimensional qualities of MPS suggest that 
the fragment being imaged is as thick as it is wide, suggesting that the electron beam is travel-




Figure 6.18 TEM images of MSU-F mesoporous silica  
(Images acquired using JEOL 3010 at 200 kV. Samplings=0.23 nm/pixel) 
 
 Considering the dimensions of the fragment, it is remarkable that it is possible to resolve 
the porous structure and the distribution of the silica network even at the centre of the panel. 
This result can be attributed to the openness of the material as well as the transparency of 
amorphous silica. Image 6.18(b) shows an example of a small fragment with a diameter of 160 
nm occupied by 15 pores. Image 6.18(c) shows a third different case, where a small array of 
porous material protrudes from a large agglomerate. These three types of samples proved pos-
sible to image over several minutes as long as the intensity of the electron beam was not inten-
sified. That is, the material regardless of its thickness, proved suitable for TEM study by main-
taining a low electron count, even over an extended period of time. 
 
a) b) c) 
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6.2.1.1 Three-dimensional TEM of MSU-F 
 
Following the evaluation of the resistance of MSU-F to electron-beam irradiation, the material 
was deemed suitable for the long periods of exposure involved in electron tomography. A to-
mography sample of MSU-F was prepared by grinding the powder with a pestle and mortar. 
This step sought to produce smaller fragments that would not obscure themselves upon rota-
tion. Then, the solid was suspended in 1 ml of isopropanol and ultrasonicated for 15 minutes. 
A drop of the suspension was added to a standard-grade carbon-coated copper grid, and al-
lowed to dry at room temperature. Once the sample was inserted in the microscope, precautions 
were taken not to focus the beam too much on the silica material, in order to avoid deterioration 
of the structure caused by the high intensities used during beam alignment.  
 In contrast to the tomography presented in Chapter 5, the specimen selection in this study 
was based mostly on electron transparency, i.e. thickness. As mentioned above, most powder 
fragments or three-dimensional arrays of this type can be roughly described as being as thick 
as they are wide. This is because it would be improbable for a material to randomly arrange 
into plates lying flat on the plane of the sample holder. It is important to note this because 
fragments of MSU-F, due to their low long-range density, as well as its low atomic number, 
tend to appear thinner in transmission images than they really are, as shown in Figure 6.17 (a). 
This can cause major problems at high tilt angles, such as low to no electron counts in the 
thicker regions of the material, as well as finding that at certain tilt angles the specimen no 
longer fits inside the field of view at the selected magnification.  
 Two tilt series were acquired and are shown in Figure 6.19. For the sake of conciseness, 
only five representative images across each of the tilt series are shown. Each acquisition was 
intended to be performed over an interval of 120˚ and images acquired between every 5˚ 
rotation. However, the geometrical constraints of the sample impeded the successful 
acquisition of a complete tilt series that could be used for reconstruction of the porous structure 
in three-dimensions. Series 6.19(a) shows the rotation of a large fragment of porous material 
was the material rolls over itself at around 30˚ making it impossible to resolve the individual 
pores. Also, the fragment was considered too large for the purposes of this study. Series 6.19(b) 
shows a smaller fragment which also obscured the individual pores upon rotation. Furthermore, 
the specimen was located too close to the copper grid, which came into view at -15˚ and 
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Figure 6.19 Electron tomography tilt-series of MSU-F mesoporous silica.  
Instrumental tilt-axis orientation calculated to 35.75˚ 
(Images acquired using JEOL 3010 at 200 kV. Samplings=0.23 nm/pixel) 
 
 Although the tilt series acquisitions were unsuccessful, they provide information about the 
distribution of pores in three-dimensions. For example, the individual structure of pores ap-
pears unrelated to their location within a grain of MSU-F. This means that the pores in the 
terminal structure of a fragment could be studied with electron tomography and be considered 
representative of the porous structure as a whole. Furthermore, the tilt series corroborates ear-
lier observations that MPS tend to form into three-dimensional fragments even after the me-
chanical grinding step involved in the preparation of this sample. Finally, the material did not 
distort visibly during the several hours of irradiation involved in tilt-series acquisition. This is 
evidenced by the fact that the size of the pores at 60° are consistent with those at 0°. The pores 
would be expected to change drastically in size upon electron beam damage. Furthermore, alt-
hough the material appears electron transparent throughout most of the analysis, the pores can-
not be resolved as soon as more than a couple of them overlap. This means that to obtain a 
successful tomography series, it would be advised to study a very small system containing no 
more than four or five pores across. 
 
6.2.1.2 Preparation and characterisation of MSU-F/CeO2 composite 
 
A composite material consisting of cerium dioxide filling a network of porous silica was pre-
pared using two different methods. For the so-called Dry Method, pre-fabricated mesoporous 
silica of the type MSU-F (Agar Scientific) was pre-treated at 100 °C for 8 hours. This was to 
promote evaporation of water, volatiles or any substance that could be occupying the pores in 
a) 
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the material, which could affect the efficiency of the infiltration. Then, the powder was placed 
on a watch glass and spread to generate a thin layer of MSU-F. 5 ml of high concentration [5 
M] aqueous solution of cerium nitrate hexahydrate was prepared using an ultrasonic bath to 
ensure that the Ce(NO3)3·6H2O was fully dissolved. Then, the 500 µl of the solution was added 
to the watch glass. The resulting gel was dried at 100 °C for 1 hour. This resulted in a yellow 
vitreous solid, which was then calcined at 400 °C for 4 hours to convert the Ce(NO3)3·6H2O 
into ceria. The resulting product was a highly packed white powder. After cooling, the product 
was broken into a fine powder using a pestle and mortar and formed into a thin layer, which 
was impregnated again with 500 µl of a second solution of [3.75 M] Ce(NO3)3·6H2O(aq). The 
gel was subjected to the same heating cycle as above. The cycle was repeated a third time with 
a solution of [2.5 M] Ce(NO3)3·6H2O(aq). This method is often referred to in the literature as 
incipient wetness impregnation. 
For the so-called Wet Method, the porous silica was pre-treated at 100 °C for 8 hours. 100 mg 
of silica was added to 3 ml of [1.5 M] aqueous solution of Ce(NO3)3·6H2O. The suspension 
was treated in an ultrasonication bath for 1 hour to promote infiltration of the pores. The re-
sulting suspension was allowed to dry at room temperature, then resuspended again in 3 ml of 
[0.75 M] aqueous solution of Ce(NO3)3·6H2O. The suspension was ultrasonicated again and 
allowed to dry at room temperature. The resulting product was calcined at 400 °C for 4 hours 
to convert the Ce(NO3)3·6H2O to CeO2. Both wet and dry methods produced white to yellow 
powders. A small sample of each was ground using a pestle and mortar. This was meant to 
reduce the size of the fragments to dimensions that were suitable for TEM. The powders were 
suspended in isopropanol and pipetted onto carbon-coated copper grids. 
An initial exploration of the samples is shown in Figure 6.20. Images 6.20(a) and (b) show the 
product of ultrasound-assisted infiltration. The product appears much darker than the empty 
MSU-F specimens shown in previous figures, suggesting that the infiltration was effective. 
However, comparison between the product of wet impregnation in images 6.20(a) and (b) with 
the product of dry impregnation in images 6.20(c) and (d) suggest that most efficient methods 
were incipient wetness impregnation (IWI) with three cycles of infiltration/calcination, which 
produced a heavy continuous product and was selected for further study. Although this initial 
exploration cannot be used as a conclusive indicator of the effectiveness of the different infil-
tration methods, the difference in contrast between particles of similar thickness suggests a 
difference in the distribution of the infiltrating phase. 
 






Figure 6.20 Initial TEM explorations of MSU-F/CeO2 composites obtained  
via (a, b) ultrasound-assisted infiltration and (c, d) incipient wetness impregnation 
(Images acquired using Philips TEM 420 at 120 kV. Magnifications:  
(a) 10000x, (b) 20000x, (c) 10000x, (d) 10000x) 
  
 The IWI-prepared composite was characterised by employing a diversity of imaging, and 
analytical methods were combined to provide further information on the material. The charac-
terisations were performed using the High-Resolution TEM JEOL 2010F, which is described 
in detail in Chapter 3. The samples were mounted onto a beryllium double tilt holder for anal-
yses to avoid signals from the holder during the Energy-dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX).  
The results of a TEM study of the composite are shown in Figure 6.21. This study combined 
the high-resolution capabilities of the microscope with the incorporation of the objective aper-
ture to generate dark-field images, which highlight the crystalline ceria in the sample. Image 
6.21(a) shows an array of nanoparticles with sizes ranging between 3 and 20 nm. The dark-
field counterpart shown in image 6.21(d) highlights the crystallinity of the nanoparticles. The 
cluster of nanoparticles in these images does not appear to be contained within the structure of 
an MSU-F fragment, although the size and shape of the larger nanoparticles appear to match 
a) b) 
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those of the pores in the MSU-F networks elsewhere in the sample. The hierarchy of sizes of 
the nanoparticles could be explained by an infiltration mechanism where the particles are 
formed inside a fragment of mesoporous silica but do not occupy the entire structure. This 
mechanism of nanocasting does not produce a continuous material like the inverse opals in 
previous sections, but form clusters of nanoparticles inside the template material. The size of 
the pores, in this case, would limit the growth of nanoparticles producing a result consistent 




Figure 6.21 Bright-field (a-c) and dark-field (d-f) TEM of MSU-F/CeO2 composite  
(Images acquired using JEOL 2010F at 200 kV. Samplings:  
(a,d)=0.07 nm/pixel (b,e)=0.15 nm/pixel, (c,f)=0.17 nm/pixel) 
 
 Image 6.21(b) shows a fragment of mesoporous silica material with most of its pores still 
resolved and showing similar transparency to the empty material. However, when compared to 
image 6.21(e), the presence of bright areas of high crystallinity indicates that the structure has 
been successfully infiltrated by CeO2. Consistently with the statements above, the shapes and 
sizes of the nanoparticles appear to be equal or smaller than the size of the pores in the MSU-
F structure. Image 6.21(c) shows the most typical occurrence across the sample, where a frag-
ment consistent in size and appearance to the MSU-F appears completely occupied by ceria. 
This type of composite suggests a successful infiltration. However, the amorphous nature of 
a) b) c) 
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silica and its electron transparency make it almost invisible when combined with ceria. Image 
6.21(f) reiterates the high density of the infiltrating ceria while showing faint rounded features 





Figure 6.22 HRTEM images of MSU-F/CeO2 composite with calculated FFTs 
(Images acquired using JEOL 2010F at 200 kV. Samplings=0.007 nm/pixel) 
 
 Further high-resolution imaging of the composite allowed to identify the crystallography of 
the composite. The images in Figure 6.22 show acquisitions with resolution of atomic lattice 
fringes and their respective FFT-space peaks Image 6.22(a) shows a region mostly occupied 
by fringes. The FFT calculated for the whole panel is shown in image 6.22(b) and provides 
significant information on the general sample. Firstly, peaks are associated with the [200] plane 
family, which confirms that the deposited product is in fact CeO2. Then, the peaks appear scat-
tered with each pair of peaks presenting an identical pair at equal distances. This is indicative 
of the polycrystalline nature of the infiltrating material, as suggested above. Image 6.22(c) 
shows a well-defined ceria nanoparticle which has crystallised into a facetted shape with sharp 
edges parallel to the [200] and [110] planes.  
 Since the silica walls of the MSU-F structure are composed of amorphous material, they 
cannot be identified using the FFT peaks in Figure 6.22. Further investigation was performed 
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The copper peaks can be attributed to the copper grid holding the sample. Quantification of 
selected elements in this analysis showed approximate atomic percentages of 70% Oxygen, 
12% Silicon and 18% Cerium. As both oxides contain two atoms of oxygen per molecule, the 
proportions can be held true for silica and ceria respectively. A higher percentage of ceria is 
consistent with the open structure of the porous template. The presence of both species within 




Figure 6.23 EDX spectrum of MSU-F/CeO2 composite (x-axis indicates keV)  
(Image and spectrum acquired using JEOL 2010F at 200 kV. Sampling=0.08 nm/pixel) 
 
 
 EDX analysis was able to successfully confirm the presence of silica and ceria, forming a 
composite system in the material. However, the nature of the sample made it impossible to 
produce a conclusive EDX mapping result, as was used for the composite in Figure 6.14. 
Mainly, the intricate network of pores meant that ceria and silica appeared to be occupying the 
entire material simultaneously. To obtain the spatial distribution of silica and ceria at the na-
noscale, further imaging was performed using BF-STEM and HAADF-STEM, which produced 
the results shown in figure 6.24.  
 The bright-field images acquired using STEM show higher contrast than those from TEM 
mode seen in Figure 6.21. This improvement allowed to resolve that the regions where the 
fragments appeared lighter did not have the same intensity as the background, suggesting that 
they are not pores, but rather silica-rich areas. The images also allow resolving the structure of 
the infiltrating material, which consist of nanoparticles with a distribution of sizes ranging from 
5 to 20 nm. The HAADF images allow discarding those features whose contrast stems from 
thickness rather than their mass. Significantly, the region imaged in 6.24(c) shows three dark 
circles with diameters of 10, 25 and 30 nm. These features could suggest heavy depositions of 
ceria on the silica-rich region. However, the absence of these features from the dark field image 
in 6.24(d) indicates that these are features associated with thickness and not an atomic number. 
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Therefore, it can be stated that the fragment is entirely filled with ceria and that the lighter 
contrast regions are changes of thickness, which are directed during the growth of the material 




Figure 6.24 STEM of MSU-F/CeO2 composite. Bright-field images (top) and respective 
HAADF images (bottom) (Images acquired using JEOL 2010F at 200 kV  
Samplings: (a,b)=0.2 nm/pixel, (e,f)=0.05 nm/pixel, (e,f)=0.1 nm/pixel) 
 
 The studies above successfully identified the presence of silica and the infiltrating product, 
as well as their distribution at the nanoscale. However, further analysis was performed to ensure 
that the infiltrating product was indeed CeO2. An incomplete transformation of  
Ce(NO3)3·6H2O could lead to unwanted by-products occupying the structure. The amorphous 
nature of cerium nitrate would make it invisible in the FFT patterns, and the identical masses 
of Ce4+ and Ce3+ would make them indiscernible in HAADF-STEM images. The chemical 
identification performed using EDX and shown in Figure 6.23 would not be suitable to differ-
entiate Ce(NO3)3·6H2O from CeO2, since the cerium peaks would appear the same and nitrogen 
is not suitable for identification in most EDX instrumentations. Figure 6.25 shows the results 
of an EELS analytical study identifying the peaks most relevant to this work. Initial exploration 
is shown in 6.25(a), which also contains a transmission image of the area selected for this 
analysis.  
a) c) e) 
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 Spectrum 6.25(a) shows four significant peaks CK at 284 eV, which is associated with the 
carbon film substrate used to suspend the sample; OK at 532 eV, which corresponds to the 
silica and ceria and two peaks of cerium, CeM5 at 883 eV and CeM4 at 901 eV. The areas 
containing these peaks have been magnified in spectra 6.25(b) and (c) for illustration. Spectrum 
6.25(d) also provides significant information. The spectrum shows a strong edge at 110 eV 
associated with CeN4,5. Notably, the spectrum shows no edge at 401 eV, which would corre-
spond to the presence of nitrogen associated with Ce(NO3)3·6H2O.  
 The absence of a nitrogen edge at 401 eV, as well as the CeM4 peak having a notably larger 
area than the CeM5, indicate that the product filling the structure of the MSU-F is entirely 
cerium(iv) oxide with no unconverted precursor. The absence of a signal at 99 eV, which would 
be expected from SiL2,3 from the silica in the composite could suggest that the particular area 
used for this study was particularly rich in ceria. However, a more likely interpretation is that 





Figure 6.25 EELS spectra of MSU-F/CeO2 composite (Image and spectra acquired using 
JEOL 2010F at 200 kV. Sampling=0.05 nm/pixel) 
 
6.2.1.3 Chemical etching of MSU-F/CeO2 composite 
 
Template removal is a process usually associated with nanocasting. In section 6.1.5, a process 
was implemented for the removal of the polystyrene template using calcination. Given the high 
evaporation point of silica, it is not possible to remove an MPS template with the same method. 
Therefore, the removal of silica templates has to be performed via chemical etching. A large 
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ing behind a negative silica structure of the infiltrating material. The use of HF carries signifi-
cant health and environmental hazards and requires elaborate considerations for its operation 
and disposal. Furthermore, HF also reacts strongly with CeO2. Thus it would dissolve both 
phases in the composite. In this work, it is proposed that the products can instead be etched in 
alkaline high-concentration solutions of sodium hydroxide at 80 °C. This method can be found 
in the literature as an effective alternative to HF for the dissolution of silica [390]. It has also 
been used for the treatment of MCM-41, as reported by Shao et al. [391]. However, it has not 
been implemented in the fabrication of negative MSU-F ceria nanomaterials.  
 The remaining powder of MSU-F/CeO2 composite studied above was treated in [2 M] aque-
ous solution of sodium hydroxide at 80 °C. The solution was stirred continuously throughout 
to promote temperature distribution as well as aiding the alkaline solution to penetrate the 
structure of the composite. Samples were collected after two, four and six hours stopping the 
reaction in each tube by adding deionised water, which diluted the alkali and lowered the tem-
perature. The products were washed by rinsing with deionised water, ultrasonicating for 15 
minutes, centrifuging and decanting. This process was repeated five times until the wastewater 
had a neutral pH value. The 6-hour sample was mounted on carbon-coated copper grids for 
TEM imaging and analysis. The chemical analysis of the etched sample collected after six 




Figure 6.26 EDX spectrum of NaOH-etched MSU-F/CeO2 composite (x-axis indicates keV) 
(Image and spectrum acquired using JEOL 2010F at 200 kV. Sampling=0.014 nm/pixel) 
 
 The region selected for analysis was considered representative of the sample and contained 
a thick region of material, which could provide elemental information of the material to a sig-
nificant extent. The spectrum in the figure shows strong signals from copper. These are asso-
ciated with the sample holder and are not quantified as part of the product of interest. That 
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aside, the sample shows strong signals of cerium and weak peaks associated with silicon and 
aluminium. The presence of aluminium is not unexpected and is likely associated to the carbon 
film used as support for the TEM specimen, as discussed in section 6.1.1 of the Experimental 
Methods. Aluminium also appears as a common by-product in MSU-F, as reported by the man-
ufacturer.  
 Quantification of the spectrum selecting the three elements associated with the composite 
rendered approximate atomic percentages of 62 at% O, 6 at% Si and 32 at%  Ce. This consti-
tutes a reduction of around 50% in the content of silica when compared to the results of EDX 
analysis of the composite before etching, shown in Figure 6.22. Although the removal of the 
template was incomplete, the results are promising. The dissolution of silica template could 





Figure 6.27 TEM images of etched MSU-F/CeO2 composite 
(Images acquired using JEOL 2010F at 200 kV Samplings:  
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 The prevalence of aluminium signals could be associated with an impaired ability of NaOH 
to dissolve aluminium oxide compared to its capacity to attack and dissolve silica. However, 
the content of aluminium in most mesoporous-silica materials is marginal or non-existent. 
Therefore, it is more likely a stray-signal generated by the sample holder. 
 TEM images of the etched composite are shown in Figure 6.27. The material continues to 
form long-range agglomerates in spite of the partial removal of the silica template. The ceria 
nanoparticles forming the agglomerate are closely packed, and they maintain sizes and shapes 
consistent with the porous structure of MSU-F. The dark-field image 6.27(d) shows the same 
area as 6.27(c) and emphasises the polycrystalline nature of the material, which can also be 
appreciated in the high-magnification image 6.27(b). The prevalence of a system of nanoparti-
cles with sizes ranging between 5-20 nm is illustrative of the nanocasting mechanism of ceria 
in MSU-F, which does not create a continuous solid of ceria like the inverse opals in section 
6.1.5. Instead, the product of nanocasting in MSU-F produces a close-packed array of nano-
particles with sizes limited by the pores in the starting silica material. 
 
6.2.2 Study of SBA-15 and SBA-15-based composites 
 
SBA-15 is one of the most common mesoporous-silica materials for a diversity of applications, 
as described in section 2.1.2 of the literature review. The determining characteristics of SBA-
15 are the high periodicity of its pores and the pore-diameter uniformity. For the present study, 
this material provides an appropriate comparison to the MSU-F structure studied in the previ-
ous section. Mainly, this work seeks to elucidate the mechanisms of infiltration involved in the 
fabrication of SBA-15/metal oxide composites via nanocasting. For comparison, two different 
infiltrating materials have been selected, a ceria precursor and a copper(II) oxide precursor.  
 Initial characterisation of the SBA-15 material as-received was performed by lightly crush-
ing the powder in a mortar and suspending it in isopropanol. A drop of the suspension was 
added to a standard-grade carbon-coated copper grid for TEM imaging. The results are shown 
in Figure 6.27. The images show a highly porous material, which is periodical in a hexagonal 
arrangement. All pores show a symmetrical shape with square walls suggesting a tetrahedral 
geometry in three-dimensions. The pores have a projected diameter of 7.5 nm with narrow size 
distribution. Both images show large fragments of material extending over several hundred 
nanometers.  
 Both sets of images in Figures 6.28 and 6.18 were acquired using a high-tension beam of 
200 kV. However, the fragments in Fig. 6.28 show a much darker contrast with the background 
C-film than a fragment of similar dimensions in Figure 6.17(a). Given that both materials have 
similar chemical compositions, the contrast can be attributed to the difference in periodicity. 
MSU-F has a random arrangement of pores, which causes the electrons to travel through fewer 
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layers of solid material at most orientations of the MPS object. In opposition, the highly-or-
dered arrangement of SBA-15 causes the walls between pores to align across the direction of 




Figure 6.28 TEM images of MSU-F mesoporous silica  
(Images acquired using JEOL 2010F at 200 kV Samplings:  
(a)=0.02 nm/pixel, (b)=0.018 nm/pixel) 
 
 This effect serves to illustrate the complications encountered during the acquisition of tilt 
series of MSU-F intended for tomography, described in section 6.2.1.1. At certain angles of 
rotation, the walls in the MSU-F structure will align across the direction of the electron beam 
causing the apparent thickness to increase suddenly and obscure regions, which appeared trans-
parent at other angles of projection. Consistently, at viewing directions were the walls align 
more narrowly across the path of the electrons, so do the pores. This produces a high-contrast 
view like the one in image 6.28 (b), where the walls appear dark even at the thinner terminal 
region of the fragment, and the pores appear bright. 
 
6.2.2.1 Preparation and characterisation of SBA-15/CeO2 composite 
 
A composite of SBA-15 and cerium(IV) oxide was prepared following the experimental pro-
cedures outlined in section 6.2.3. As the procedure of incipient wetness impregnation proved 
more effective in the fabrication of MSU-F/CeO2 composite, this method was chosen for the 
infiltration of SBA-15 silica template. First, the template was heat-treated at 100 °C for four 
hours to eliminate water and volatile products. The SBA-15 powder was spread on a watch 
b) a) 
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glass to form a thin layer. 500 µl of [5 M] Ce(NO3)3·6H2O(aq) were added to the powder and 
allowed to dry at room temperature before heating at 400 °C for 4 hours. The steps were re-
peated twice more lowering the concentration of ceria precursor to [3.75 M] and then to [2.5 
M]. The product was a light-yellow powder consistent with ceria products. The solid was 
ground and suspended in isopropanol for mounting onto a carbon-coated copper grid for TEM 
imaging and analysis. The TEM images of the SBA-15/CeO2 products are shown in Figure 
6.29.  
 The products characterised in Figure 6.29 appear to be heavier than the empty SBA-15 in 
Figure 6.28, yet still, show periodical pores. The periodicity of the SBA-15 template can be 
appreciated in image 6.29(a), which shows a product oriented in such a way that the electrons 
can travel between thick layers of material. Another way to highlight the structure of the silica 
phase in the composite is to acquire images deliberately out of focus, as seen in image 6.29(c). 





Figure 6.29 TEM images of SBA-15/CeO2 composite 
(Images acquired using JEOL 2010F at 200 kV Samplings=0.011 nm/pixel) 
 
Image 6.29(b) shows a view of the terminal structure of the composite, which provides infor-
mation on the nanocasting mechanism at the nanoscale. Namely, the infiltrating agent has so-
lidified into closely-packed nanoparticles occupying the structure of the SBA-15 template. The 
diameter of the nanoparticles seems to be 8 nm or smaller, suggesting that the growth of nano-
particles has occurred entirely inside the structure of SBA-15 and the size of the pores has 
determined the maximum size of the nanoparticles. Image 6.29(b) shows a group of nanopar-
ticles sitting outside of the porous structure, which individually is below the range of pore 
diameter. 
 Further characterisation involved the acquisition of energy-dispersive X-ray spectra, such 
as the one shown in Figure 6.30. The results of EDX elemental analysis were consistent 
a) b) c) 
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throughout the sample. The spectrum shows strong signals of copper which can be attributed 
to the standard-grade copper grid used to mount the nanomaterials. Therefore, the copper sig-
nals, in this case, do not relate to the composition of the material. The remaining signals are 
consistent with a composite system of SiO2 and CeO2. This data is supported by the quantifi-
cation of the spectrum which showed atomic percentages of 33.12%a O, 44.55% a Si and 
21.24% a Ce. The oxygen signal is weaker than would be expected for the multi-oxide compo-
site. However, EDX is not a reliable tool for oxygen quantification and is more appropriate for 
the identification of heavier elements.  
 Nevertheless, the 1:2 atomic ratio of both CeO2 and SiO2 means that the proportions of silica 
and ceria in the composite are directly correlated to the difference in area under the Si and Ce 
peaks in EDX spectrum. Silica appears to be predominant in the composition, in contrast with 
the composite of MSU-F and CeO2 characterised by EDX in Figure 6.22. This is attributed to 
the larger pores in MSU-F which are on average 12 nm wider than those in SBA-15 structure. 
Furthermore, the random pore distribution of MSU-F can increase the connectivity throughout 




Figure 6.30 EDX spectrum and corresponding panel of SBA-15/CeO2 composite 
(Image and spectrum acquired using JEOL 2010F at 200 kV Sampling=0.011 nm/pixel) 
 
6.2.2.2 Preparation and characterisation of SBA-15/CuO composite 
 
 In order to study the influence of the infiltrating compound on the formation of MPS-based 
composites, a second composite was fabricated using a copper(II) oxide precursor. The prepa-
ration of the composite followed the procedures outlined previously of incipient wetness im-
pregnation. First, the SBA-15 powder was heated for four hours at 100 °C. The powder was 
allowed to cool inside the furnace before spreading it into a thin layer to maximise the contact 
with the infiltrating solution, as well as facilitating more rapid evaporation of its water content. 
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A volume of 500 µl of [5 M] Cu(NO3)2·6H2O(aq) was added to the solid and dried at room 
temperature to allow for the copper hydroxynitrate solution to penetrate the porous structure of 
SBA-15. The dry product was heat-treated for four hours at 300 °C based on the thermal de-




Figure 6.31 Thermogravimetric analysis curves, published by [392], 
(a) DTG and (b) TGA of Cu(NO3)2·xH2O 
 
The steps of infiltration and heating were repeated twice more with [3.75 M] and [2.5 M] so-
lutions of copper(II) oxide precursor. The final product was a black matte powder, which pro-
vided a strong indication that the oxidation state of the cation was +2. Copper(II) oxide can be 
easily differentiated from the also common copper(I) oxide, which consists of distinctly red 
powder. The solid was ground into smaller fragments using a pestle and mortar and briefly 
suspended in isopropanol before being added to the standard-grade carbon-coated gold grid for 
TEM imaging and analysis. The choice of a gold TEM grid was motivated by the potentially 
indiscernible elemental spectroscopy signals from the copper oxide in the and the metal con-
forming a standard-grade TEM copper grid. The first stage of TEM characterisation of SBA-
15/CuO composite is shown in Figure 6.32, which shows high-resolution images of representa-
tive regions of the sample. Image 6.32(a) highlights the periodical porous structure of SBA-15 
and displays several nanoparticles at the edge of the structure. The symmetrical shapes and 8-
nm diameter of these nanoparticles are consistent with the pore structure of SBA-15. Image 
6.32(b) shows a region where the SBA-15 structure is oriented against the electron beam cre-
ating high-contrast in the structure. 
 The constant image contrast across the structure suggests the absence of CuO nanoparticles 
in the region. Images 6.32(c) and (d) show the bright-field and dark-field acquisitions of a 
region showing a typical SBA-15 and a fragment with no periodical features. The dark-field 
image allows identifying the distribution of crystalline regions of CuO in the silica structure. 
Image available in library copy 
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Mainly, the region presenting periodicity in 6.32(c) is virtually absent from view in 6.32(d), 
which suggests that the region is rich in silica and contains small amounts or no copper(II) 
oxide. However, in the region conformed by the second fragment in the panel, there are several 
bright features consistent with CuO nanoparticles. These particles show diameters equal to the 
pore diameter or smaller, with the smallest being 2 nm. These results support the mechanism 
put forward in previous sections that nanocasting of mesoporous silicas with sol-gel oxide pre-





Figure 6.32 TEM images of SBA-15/CuO composite acquired in conventional  




 The composition of the material was analysed, acquiring an EDX spectrum of a representa-
tive region, as shown in Figure 6.33. The spectrum shows peaks representative of gold, which 
are associated with the metal in the TEM grid containing the nanomaterial. The remaining 
peaks are associated with the elemental composition of a silica/copper oxide composite.  
a) b) 
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 The analytical results show strong peaks for both Cu and Si, which suggest a prevalence of 
both CuO and SiO2. These signals are consistent with the structures observed in the images in 
Figure 6.32. Namely, if the nanocasting mechanism resulted in a continuous solid occupying 
the mesoporous structure of SBA-15, the content of copper would be several times higher than 
the content of silica. This has not been observed in any of the samples, except for the etched 
MSU-F/CeO2 composite. This estimation can be based on the structural properties of SBA-15, 
which has walls with smaller lateral dimensions than the diameters of the pores they contain. 
This correlation results in the SBA-15 bulk material having a characteristically low density 
compared to non-porous silica. Therefore, the similar intensities of the Cu and Si peaks indicate 
that the volume of the material is still mostly occupied by empty space contained by the net-
work of thin walls of silica, which also hosts copper(II) oxide nanoparticles with dimensions 




Figure 6.33 EDX spectrum and corresponding panel of SBA-15/CuO composite 
(Image acquired using JEOL 2010F at 200 kV Sampling=0.012 nm/pixel) 
 
 Further characterisations of SBA-15/CuO composite utilised the lower magnification capa-
bilities of SEM imaging and elemental analysis. These methods sought to identify the behav-
iours of species during nanocasting at the micrometre-scale. An SEM specimen was prepared 
by placing small amounts of powder directly onto an adhesive conductive-carbon dot. The area 
of the carbon dot was used to contain three powders representative of the different stages of 
fabrication of the SBA-15/CuO composite: Empty SBA-15; SBA-15/Cu(NO3)2·6H2O, col-
lected during the first cycle of infiltration; and SBA-15/CuO after three cycles of infiltra-
tion/calcination. The results of this characterisation can also be used to assess the efficacy of 
the incipient-wetness impregnation method described in previous sections for the fabrication 
of composite products. Mainly, these results serve to complement the SEM characterisations 
20 nm 
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published by Gaudin et al. [393], who evaluated the efficacy of several methods to fabricate 
SBA-15/CuO.  
 Figure 6.34 shows the SEM characterisation of as-received SBA-15 in secondary electron 
imaging mode. The images highlight the preferential formation of rough spindles of MPS ma-
terial, which extend beyond 100 µm. The material also appears as fragments with a higher 
image ratio and smaller size than the spindles. Image 6.34(c) shows a close-up of one of these 




Figure 6.34 SEM images of as-received SBA-15 (Images acquired using FEI Inspect F50 at 
20 kV in SE mode. Magnification values: (a) 608x, (b) 2378x, (c) 2378x) 
 
 The medium magnification images 6.34(b) and (c) also reveal the structure of each fragment 
to be porous at the µm-scale. The results of this characterisation suggest that SBA-15 has a 
hierarchy of porosity in at least three levels; the macroscale porosity formed by the arrangement 
of spindle-shaped fragments larger than 100 µm, the microscale porosity contained in each 
spindle-shaped fragment, and the nanoscale highly-ordered porosity characterised in Figure 
6.28. 
 In order to understand the mechanism of infiltration driving the processes of nanocasting, it 
was useful to study the intermediate products that occur during the infiltration/calcination cy-
cles. Here is reported an SEM characterisation of the dried product of the infiltration of SBA-
15 with an aqueous solution of Cu(NO3)2·6H2O [5 M], before heat-treatment steps. Figure 6.35 
shows a set of SEM images at medium magnification. The images show secondary-electron 
and back-scattered-electron acquisitions of the same area at the same magnification.  
 The comparison of these two images has been used to discern the regions of variable thick-
ness as well as the regions of variable composition. Image 6.35(a) shows a product with smaller 
fragments on average than the one characterised in Figure 6.34. This is easily explained by the 
necessary grinding step which reverts the dried SBA-15/Cu(NO3)2·6H2O product to a powder 
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form. This observation is consistent with the fact MPS products seemed unaffected at the na-
noscale by the grinding step used to create suspensions for TEM. This statement is based on 
the SBA-15 fragments maintaining their average dimensions throughout the nanocasting pro-
cess, in spite of the multiple steps of grinding necessary for each cycle of infiltration/calcina-
tion. These results indicate that manual grinding of the products affects the size of fragments 
at the microscale more significantly than at the nanoscale.  
 The product in image 6.35(a) is formed by continuous spindles unlike the porous ones seen 
in Figure 6.34 (c) this is a significant difference since it implies that these pores have been 
filled by the copper salt. Image 6.35(b) shows the BSE image of the same area, which shows 
no major changes in contrast. Considering the Z values of Si (14) and Cu (29), the results in 
image 6.35(b) suggest further that the infiltrating copper salt has occupied the SBA-15 struc-
ture homogeneously and penetrated at least the microscale pores which can be resolved by the 




Figure 6.35 SEM images of SBA-15/Cu(NO3)2·6H2O composite acquired  
using (a) SE and (b) BSE modes (Images acquired using FEI Inspect F50 at 5 kV. Magnifica-
tion values=12158x) 
 
 Following the steps of the fabrication method, the next phase of advanced SEM characteri-
sation studied the distribution of silica and copper(II) oxide in the final composite product. 
That is a product which has been treated with Cu(NO3)2·6H2O three times at decreasing con-
centrations and calcinated according to the transformation temperatures seen in Figure 6.31. 
Initial characterisation of the multi-oxide composite is presented in Figure 6.36, which shows 
two pairs of images, each pair consisting of a secondary-electron and back-scattered-electron 
acquisitions of the same area. Image 6.36(a) shows the material agglomerating into shapes with 
b) a) 
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high image ratio maximising their area of contact, which diverts significantly from the behav-
iour observed during the previous stages, as seen in Figures 6.33 and 6.34.  
 The change in the shape of the fragments from of spindle-like geometries to the nearly 
spherical morphologies seen in Figure 6.36 is explained by the multiple steps of heat treatment. 
Meanwhile, the reduction of particle size is counterintuitive after heat treatment but can be 
explained by the multiple stages of grinding involved in the preparation. There are major 
changes in contrast across SE images 6.36(a) and (c), which indicate that the material continues 





Figure 6.36 SEM images of SBA-15/CuO composite in (a,c) SE and (b,d) BSE modes  
(Images acquired using FEI Inspect F50 at 20 kV. Magnification values: (a)11430x, 
(b)8082x, (c)7412x, (d)7412x) 
 
 On the other hand, the presence of contrasting features in the BSE images 6.36(b) and (d) 
indicates a clear separation of phases with regions of the sample being much higher in Z than 
others. I. e., the composite consists of silica-rich regions and cupric-oxide-rich regions, the 
latter appearing much brighter in BSE imaging mode. This result is surprising considering the 
a) b) 
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lack of contrast in the BSE image in Figure 6.34, which showed the copper salt evenly distrib-
uted across the silica material. The characterisations in this study at multiple stages of the 
nanocasting process show that the segregation occurs during the calcination stage and is not a 
product of an incomplete infiltration.   
 Given the findings above, which could suggest the occurrence of segregation in the produc-
tion of the silica/cupric oxide composite, a comprehensive EDX study was performed to iden-
tify the extent of the segregation. That is, whether there is a significant presence of CuO in the 
silica-rich phases and vice versa. Figure 6.37 shows a BSE image of the area selected for the 
EDX study. There are visible differences in composition across the panel, as identified by the 
differences in brightness of each feature. The regions of interest for subsequent studies have 




Figure 6.37 SEM/BSE image of SBA-15/CuO composite (Image acquired using FEI Inspect 
F50 at 20 kV in BSE mode. Magnification value=7412x) 
 
 The initial step of EDX characterisation showed the composition at specific points of inter-
est identified in the image above. The spectra are shown in Figure 6.38 anad summarised in 
table 6.3 where each individual spectrum corresponds to a point annotated in Fig. 6.37, as 
indicated at the top right corner of each frame. The first spectrum corresponds to the darkest 
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region in the BSE image and, accordingly, contains the elemental composition with the lowest 
atomic number. 
 The spectrum showed a strong signal of carbon, which produced the most counts per second 
per eV across all the spectra in the figure. Therefore, the dark region containing the point se-
lected for Spectrum 1 can be associated with the conductive carbon tape used to suspend the 
sample. Significantly, the signal associated with oxygen content was weak. This result is in-
dicative of the appropriateness of carbon-based films and supports used throughout this exper-
imental work. The traces of copper oxide found on the carbon support are an expected product 
of the nanocasting process, which relies on heavily saturated infiltration solutions. The high 
concentrations of these solutions can produce significant amounts of oxide by-product, which 




Figure 6.38 EDX point spectra of selected regions in SBA-15/CuO composite on carbon tape. 
The correlation to Fig. 6.37 is indicated at the top-right corner of each frame 
(Spectra acquired using FEI Inspect F50 at 20 kV. Corresponding panel shown in Fig. 6.37) 








C O Cu Si 
1 95.6% 4.4% - - 
2 44.6% 37.2% - 18.2% 
3 - 37.2% 8.9% 53.9% 
4 - 25.2% 74.8% - 
5 24.3% 21.6% 54.1% - 
6 48.8% 3.4% 6.1% 41.7% 
 
 The second spectrum corresponds to a dark grey portion of the material identified in Fig. 
6.37, which was expected to be rich in silica owing to the lower Z of Si than Cu. Consistently, 
the spectrum shows clear signals of silicon and oxygen accompanied by a weak signal at around 
1 keV, which can be attributed to a low concentration of copper. This result suggests a minimal 
infiltration of the region with copper oxide. The considerable intensity of the C peak also indi-
cates a porous light material allowing the electrons to penetrate to the background carbon tape 
and X-rays to produce a strong signal, which are indications of empty SBA-15 silica. Spectrum 
3 was acquired in a region of dark grey appearance similar to spectrum 2. However, the results 
show concentrations of silicon and copper that are consistent with a SiO2/CuO composite. More 
specifically, the area under the Si peak is 3 times larger than the Cu one, suggesting an incom-
plete infiltration. 
Spectrum 4 corresponds to a bright region of material in figure 6.37, which rendered strong Cu 
and O signals consistent with deposition of copper oxide material outside the porous silica 
network. Spectrum 5 was acquired near the edge of an isolated heavy fragment of bright ap-
pearance in BSE imaging, which rendered strong copper oxide signals, as well as a marked 
carbon peak corresponding to the conductive tape in the background. Spectrum 6 was acquired 
in an area of dark-grey appearance in BSE imaging consistent with the silica-rich areas in spec-
tra 2 and 3. The corresponding spectrum shows concentrations of silicon, copper and oxygen 
consistent with a composite of CuO nanoparticles partially occupying the pores of SBA-15 
network. Overall, the EDX point analyses shown in Figure 6.38 suggested a range of signifi-
cantly diverse compositions across the sample. Specifically, the CuO-rich regions showed no 
detectable content of silica, while the SiO2-rich regions showed varying concentrations of CuO.  
  
In order to expand on the results of the EDX point analysis, a comprehensive EDX-mapping 
study was conducted, as shown in Figure 6.39. First, a C map is presented which shows the 
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background consisting almost entirely of carbon, consistently with point-spectrum 1. Never-
theless, the presence of weak carbon signals elsewhere in the map can provide useful infor-
mation on the porosity of the composite. Namely, the CuO-rich areas appear particularly dark 
whilst the regions rich in SiO2 show varying intensities of carbon signal.  
 
 
Figure 6.39 SEM/EDX mapping of SBA-15/CuO sample (Maps acquired using FEI Inspect 
F50 at 20 kV. Corresponding panel shown in Fig. 6.37) 
 
 These results confirm the hypothesis above that the CuO-rich areas contain only copper(II) 
oxide, while the SiO2-rich areas can contain varying concentrations of CuO. The copper map 
presented next in the figure shows clearly defined fragments of oxide occupying the entire 
surface of the CuO-rich areas. However, smaller bright areas can be seen in the SiO2-rich re-
gions, which have a significantly different shape and dimension than the fragments in CuO-
rich areas. This result suggests that the growth of copper(II) oxide material is dictated by the 
porous structure of SBA-15 and that the CuO signals observed in Si-rich areas are not associ-
ated with a powder by-product, but belong indeed to a composite material. The Si map confirms 
these statements as the concentration of silica does not appear to form well-defined fragments 
like the ones in the Cu map. A significant feature in this map is the continuity of Si signal 
across the silica-rich regions of the sample, which further suggests that the CuO nanoparticles 
generating the scattered signals in the Cu map occur inside of the mesoporous silica network. 
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 The oxygen map shown in the figure illuminates both regions observed in copper and silicon 
maps. Most significantly, the map shows no intensity on the carbon background either near or 
away from the regions of catalytic CuO. This result confirms the observations above that con-
ductive carbon is adequate to support and coating for the study of the catalytic oxide nano-
materials used in this study. The fragmented intensities of carbon signals across the C map are 
explained by the limited capacity of EDX to detect oxygen, especially below the immediate 
surface of the material. Finally, a background map of sulphur was acquired to show the sys-
tematic error present across the maps. The map is similar to the scattered oxygen signals seen 
in the carbon tape region of the O map. On the other hand, the S map signals are significantly 
different from the signals in the Cu map identified above as CuO nanoparticles, which have a 
higher intensity and are markedly localised.  
 A final step of EDX characterisation sought to examine the distribution of copper(II) oxide 
inside the SBA-15 networks across the silica-rich areas of the sample. To this end, a long-
acquisition line-scan analysis is presented in Figure 6.40. The elements selected for this anal-
ysis are consistent with the signals identified in the point spectra, as well as the EDX maps 
above. The use of line-scan mode allowed to acquire EDX signals over a longer period to obtain 
accurate distributions of elements across the region of interest. The one-dimensional segment 
selected for this analysis is shown at the top of the figure and annotated as “line scan 2” in 
Figure 6.37. 
 The section of the material selected for analysis was considered to contain fragments that 
were representative of all the features of interest in the sample. Namely, the line section crosses 
through silica-rich areas, CuO-rich areas, as well as carbon tape areas. A sulphur line scan was 
recorded for the elimination of error-related signals. The signals of atomic percentage in the 
sulphur profile remain consistently below 1.5%a and form sharp peaks associated with isolated 
signals. This result suggests that changes in concentration above 1.5%a can be associated with 
the composition of the sample and are not the product of systematic error. 
 The carbon profile shows high continuous concentrations at both ends of the scanned sec-
tion, which are consistent with the dark areas in the sample identified as the carbon tape sup-
porting the powder. Nevertheless, the detected concentration of carbon reaches zero only at 
one individual point, which is located in a Cu-rich region. The continuous presence of carbon 
signals across the sample suggests that the material is porous throughout  with the porosity 
decreasing significantly as the concentration of CuO increases, as seen by comparing the C and 
Cu profiles. The intensity of C-signals remains nearly constant across the Si-rich region visible 
in the Si profile. 
 









Figure 6.40 SEM/EDX line-scan of SBA-15/CuO sample (Maps acquired using FEI Inspect 
F50 at 20 kV. Corresponding panel shown in Fig. 6.37) 
 
 The Cu profile shows strong variations throughout the sample with its concentration drop-
ping below detection in C-rich areas and remaining below 4%a in Si-rich areas. Although these 
signals are weak, they not negligible, as they have higher intensities than the S profile. The 
silicon  profile shows strong signals predominantly in Si-rich areas, while the signals in Cu-
rich areas stay below detectable limits. However, there are important exceptions at the locations 
of 1 µm, 1.8 µm and most notably 3 µm. These points in the profile show significant intensities 
of both copper and silicon signals. All of which have significantly higher atomic percentages 
of Cu than Si. This result suggests that the Cu-rich regions are not entirely lacking in silica, but 
the difference in atomic numbers makes the silicon atoms more difficult to detect. The results 
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of these study, therefore suggest that both CuO-rich and SiO2-rich phases contain significant 
concentrations of both oxides. Nonetheless, these results could also be generated by some cases 









Here is presented a critical interpretation of the major findings detailed across chapters 4-6. 
This section explores the extent to which the findings have addressed the research questions 
presented in the introduction of this report. Furthermore, this discussion highlights the links 
correlating the diversity of experimental investigations. 
 
 
7.1 Main findings 
 
Here are explored the different ways in which the experimental work has met the research 
objectives set out for this project. The relevance of these objectives has been validated in chap-
ters 1 and 2. Moreover, here are discussed the several fortuitous findings, which were not out-
lined at the outset of the project but constituted significant additions nonetheless to this work 
and its contribution to the field of nanomaterials. 
 
7.1.1 The effect of heat treatment on ceria nanomaterials 
 
As detailed at the beginning of Chapter 4, intentional heat treatment of nanomaterials is limited 
as an experimental approach. However, heating procedures are found as a necessary step in the 
fabrication and application of a wide range of nanomaterials. As described in section 2.2.3.1, 
researchers have sought to optimise the shape-selectivity of hydrothermal preparation methods 
by generating empirical morphological phase diagrams, which normally feature reaction tem-
perature as a significant variable [214].  
On the other hand, studies concerning the deactivation or deterioration of catalytic nanomateri-
als often subject materials of interest to high temperatures in order to evaluate their catalytic 
performance under operation conditions [394]. This experimental approach provides a valuable 
point of comparison for the present work. Namely, the general belief throughout the research 
community is that heating is always detrimental to the performance of catalytic nanomaterials, 
albeit unavoidable in most applications. In contrast, the present work has shown that annealing 
at 800 ℃ consolidates the disturbed single-crystalline structure of ceria nanorods without al-
tering their morphology. Furthermore, the annealed nanorods showed faceted mesopore defects 
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that have been credited for an improvement in the catalytic activity of nanorods [2]. The present 
work has shown that the size and shape of these pores are not dependent on the dimensions of 
the particle. Furthermore, the work in chapter 4 shows the unprecedented occurrence of porous 
defects in annealed nanocubes, which coincide in appearance to the pores inside nanorods, 
suggesting that the growth of porous defects is not dictated by the morphology of the containing 
particle. 
 The experiments reported in Chapter 5 showed the effects of subjecting ceria nanomaterials 
to previously unreported high temperatures. Near-sintering heat treatment at 950 ℃ produced 
the expected transformations to the morphology of nanorods. Namely, a reduction in surface 
area and rounding the sharp corners and edges. However, mesopores were also prevalent, 
which did not lose their faceted nanostructure, nor did they seem to travel to the surfaces of the 
rods, but remained as internal cavities with cuboctahedral geometry. Surprising, the concentra-
tion of pores decreased at a higher temperature without increasing the size of the remaining 
pores. This is a significant finding, which indicates that the growth of porous defects can be 
enhanced by longer holding times instead of higher temperatures. 
 
 
7.1.2 Formation mechanism of heat-induced defects in CeO2 nanomaterials 
 
The growth history of nanorods is often explained as being directed by a mechanism of oriented 
attachment, as first defined by Penn and Banfield [379]. This mechanism explains the charac-
teristic formation of ceria nanorods as a product of the attachment of solid Ce(OH)3 [215] 
nanocubes. Upon attachment, the sides of these cubes form distortions in the crystalline struc-
ture of the nanorod. Accordingly, authors have sought to explain the occurrence of heat-in-
duced pores as a secondary effect of the oriented attachment mechanism [271]. Specifically, 
the porous defects have been suggested as an effect of the imperfect attachment of the Ce(OH)3 
cubes, which form defects owing to slight misalignments. However, the present work has 
shown for the first time that heat-induced mesopore defects can also appear in ceria nanocubes, 
whose symmetrical crystal growth is not associated with the oriented attachment mechanism. 
Therefore, the appearance of pores in nanocubes suggests that the defects are formed by an 
alternative mechanism, such as the consolidation of vacancies or the diffusion of oxygen 
through a semipermeable surface.  
Previously, other authors have proposed various contradicting structures for the heat-in-
duced pores [2], [3], [13], as summarised in Figure 2.16. The experimental work reported in 
Chapter 5 has shown, for the first time, a reliable electron tomography reconstruction of the 
porous rods in three dimensions. This study established that the pores are located exclusively 
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inside the structure of the rod and that they have a facetted geometry, which coincides with 
cuboctahedra or negative nanoparticles. 
 The heating schedule used to anneal rods at 800 ℃ entailed a holding time of two hours, as 
opposed to the holding time of one hour used for the treatment at 950 ℃. This longer holding 
time produced a higher concentration of pores, as well as a previously unreported type of defect 
described here as negative nanorods, as reported in section 4.2.2.2. This defect consisted of 
elongated pores, which extend exclusively in a direction parallel to the axis of the nanorod. 
These defects appear to be formed by the agglomeration of several pores along the body of the 
rod. The tomography studies reported in Chapter 5 showed that the growth of the pores is 
dictated by the crystallography of the rod. Consequently, it is proposed that longer holding 
times at 800 ℃ could promote the attachment of pores along the growth-direction of the rod, 
leading to a novel fabrication method of ceria nanotubes. 
 
7.1.3 Microstructure of casted porous nanomaterials and composites  
 
The results reported in Chapter 6 provide valuable insight into the fabrication of materials via 
nanocasting. As reported in section 2.1.4.1, nanocasting is one of the most common techniques 
for the production of three-dimensional porous materials. By its own nature, nanocasting al-
ways produces composite materials, which can be a final product, such as supported nanopar-
ticles, or an intermediate product before template removal, which produces a negative porous 
structure.  
The present work has shown the different products obtained by casting an active oxide pre-
cursor into a porous template. The characteristics of the porous template significantly influ-
enced the ability of the infiltrating phase to form a continuous material. Namely, the use of an 
opal template, which contained a periodic network of 200 nm-wide pores formed by the aggre-
gation of 400 nm spheres, produced a continuous inverse material after one cycle of infiltra-
tion/calcination. The use of mesoporous silica template, MSU-F, which has an irregular struc-
ture of pores with an average diameter of 20 nm, produced a network of closely aggregated 
nanoparticles of variable size.  
The contrast between these results does not discard the lack of periodicity or the smaller 
pore diameter as the limiting factor for the fabrication of a continuous oxide structure. How-
ever, the infiltration of SBA-15, which has a periodic structure of 8-nm pores, produced an 
array of nanoparticles of smaller or equal diameter to the size of the pores. Furthermore, the 
concentration of the infiltrating phase was significantly lower than in the composites resulting 
from infiltration of opal and MSU-F structures.  
Therefore, the present work contributes to the understanding that the fabrication of a com-
posite via nanocasting is limited by the pore size of the template more significantly than by its 
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periodicity. On the contrary, the use of a non-periodic template appeared to benefit the infiltra-
tion of the template by providing a more open structure with better connectivity between the 
pores and wider pore windows for accessibility. 
As discussed above, the findings reported in Chapter 4 showed, for the first time, the con-
solidation of a distorted single-crystalline nanostructure into a cleaner continuous monocrys-
talline nanorod via controlled annealing. These results suggest that heat treatment could also 
consolidate such a polycrystalline structure as the one conforming the ceria-phase in the MSU-
F/CeO2 composites shown in section 6.2.1.2. The strong attraction forces between the ceria 
nanoparticles are particularly evident after the silica-etching step. The resulting structure was 
still continuous and preserved the microstructure dictated by the silica template, as observed in 
Figure 6.27. Thus, the material can be said to be structurally similar to the non-heat-treated 
nanorods characterised in section 4.1.2, regardless of their significant difference in morphol-
ogy. Furthermore, the random agglomeration of nanorods naturally forms a porous network 
during sample drying, which is unaffected by the heat-treatment procedure, as seen by com-
paring Figures 4.4 and 4.12. Therefore, it is reasonable to suggest that an annealing procedure 
at 800 ℃ could consolidate the polycrystalline structure of ceria without collapsing the porous 
network or affecting the morphology of the material. 
 
7.1.4 Formation mechanisms of nanocasting products 
 
The experimental work presented in Chapter 6 entails unprecedented studies of the intermedi-
ate phases during the formation of nanocasting products. Namely, the present report contains 
the first published account of the changes in distribution between the unconverted and calcined 
phases. For the present study, these phases consisted of a metal hydroxynitrate and its derived 
oxide, respectively. This approach coincides with the sol-gel method in its use of a colloidal 
solution of oxide precursor. However, the fabrication method reported here used calcination 
steps for the rapid conversion into oxide. Thus, nanocasting diverts from sol-gel methods in 
that it does not involve the characteristic gradual formation of a polymeric network from the 
colloidal solution. The review in section 2.1.4 showed that most template-replication proce-
dures rely on this or a similar method for the fabrication of porous materials. 
 The most significant finding of the studies concerning the intermediate hydroxynitrate phase 
was the continuity of the infiltrate phase, as evidenced by EDX studies in section 6.2.2.2. The 
analyses show that the copper hydroxynitrate infiltrated the porous network of mesoporous 
silica completely. Remarkably, the precursor phase of the intermediate composite was homo-
geneously distributed throughout the SBA-15 structure, which coincided with the most limited 
production of oxide phase. This disparity indicates that the limited concentration of copper(II) 
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oxide in SBA-15/CuO composite does not arise from an incomplete infiltration, but is a product 
of the transformations occurring during the conversion of Cu(NO3)2·6H2O to CuO. 
Morphological transformations were also visible after calcination steps during the fabrica-
tion of inverse opals, as reported in section 6.1.5. Nonetheless, the final product obtained by 
this method consisted of a continuous network of pores separated by walls of ceria. By incor-
porating a two-step calcination method, the present work provides unprecedented insight into 
the stages involved in the transformation of a continuous hydroxynitrate-infiltrate phase into a 
porous ceria network. Namely, after the first step of calcination at 350 ℃, the material main-
tained the architecture dictated by the opal template, while showing indications of an incom-
plete transformation, such as large crystalline deposits outside of the porous structure. Further 
heating at 550 ℃ produced a much cleaner structure with no residues on the surface of the 
pores. However, there was a significant evolution in the shape of the pores, which did not 
appear spherical anymore but became distorted. There was also a clear shrinkage of the walls 
containing the pores, with a change of thickness from 200 to 70 nm on average. These studies 
have thus revealed that the morphological evolution of the inverse opals is analogous to the 
growth history of the infiltrate phase in MPS/metal oxide composites. The implementation of 
a two-step calcination process showed that the polystyrene template was eliminated before the 
full calcination of the ceria precursor, nonetheless producing a stable solid. This is a potentially 
influential finding, as cerium(III) hydroxynitrate is not generally understood as having enough 
mechanical integrity for the construction of structures such as the inverse opals reported here. 
When combined with the reasoning discussed in 7.1.3, this study has revealed at least five 
stages in the heat-evolution of porous nanomaterials. First, drying of the colloidal solution of 
oxide precursor results in the deposition of a continuous solid, which easily occupies the en-
tirety of the porous template, as well as forming solid layers on the surface of the template. 
Then, heating at calcination-onset temperature, 350 ℃ for cerium(III) hydroxynitrate, creates 
a continuous porous network. Although the infiltrating phase exhibits the dimensions dictated 
by the porous template, the prevailing deposits on the surface of the composite block the po-
rous/composite structure. The third stage of transformation was found after heating at the final 
calcination temperature, 550 ℃ for ceria and 300 ℃ for CuO. The product at this stage exhibits 
significant shrinkage and lacks the undesired surface deposits. Significantly, the structure at 
this stage depends highly on the pore size of the infiltrating material, with smaller pore sizes 
considerably limiting the concentration of the infiltrating phase. The material at this stage is 
not continuous but is composed of closely aggregated nanoparticles smaller or equal in diam-
eter to the pores in the template. Then, heating at 800 ℃ consolidates the distorted crystalline 
structure without causing changes in the morphology of the nanomaterial or collapsing the 
porous structure. Finally, the heating at 950 ℃, or sintering-onset temperature, produces ther-
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momechanical transformations to the morphology of the material. At this stage, the concentra-
tion of crystalline defects reduces significantly, and individual particles start to flow and ag-
gregate into larger solids, potentially collapsing the porous structure. 
  
7.1.5 The capabilities of electron microscopy in the study of porous nanomaterials 
 
The work accounted in this report has presented a diversity of applications of electron micros-
copy across a diversity of studies of porous nanomaterials. The results of this project evidence 
the significant advantages of electron microscopy over other methodological approaches that 
are common in the research of porous materials. As reported in section 2.1.3, the growing rel-
evance of porous materials has brought about a significant production of innovative porous 
structures at the nanoscale. Consistently with other applications, the ever-decreasing dimen-
sions of functional porous materials have brought about significant challenges for their char-
acterisation and general understanding. Specifically, conventional porosimetry techniques are 
significantly limited in their capabilities to resolve the structure and distribution of novel po-
rous materials at the nanoscale. These limitations have been surveyed across the literature and 
summarised in section 2.1.4.2. The present work forms part of a growing body of research that 
establishes the central role of electron microscopy in overcoming the research challenges pre-
sent in the development of porous nanomaterials. Specifically, here are reported the character-
isation of novel porous nanomaterials that remained largely unexplored in that respect in the 
available literature. This is especially true for mesoporous CeO2 nanorods and MSU-F silica.  
 The ability of electron microscopy to combine imaging and analysis at the nanoscale has 
revealed the distribution and structure of porous nanomaterials at multiple stages of the nano-
casting process. Furthermore, the combined results of SEM and TEM studies have shown the 
multiple hierarchies of porosity and phase distribution in the composites formed by incipient 
wetness impregnation. These in-depth characterisations provided an unprecedented under-
standing of the formation mechanisms of these highly relevant products. Notably, the HRTEM 
studies of atomic lattices in ceria nanorods before and after annealing procedures revealed the 
structural changes beyond the formation of internal pores, as it evidenced the consolidation of 
the chaotic nanostructures of as-synthesised nanorods into monocrystalline structures.  
 
7.1.6 The adoption of geometric tomography to the study of porous nanomaterials 
 
The present work has reported significant achievements in implementing the first characterisa-
tion of a porous material by geometric tomography. The benefits and limitations of geometric 
tomography have been reported in detail in section 2.3.3 of the literature review. The tilt series 
used for the reconstruction of a porous ceria nanorod in section 5.1 presented several artefacts, 
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which made it unsuitable for conventional reconstruction algorithms. Namely, the images in 
the series presented significant regions of Bragg-enhanced contrast, especially in the high-
magnification series.  
 An alternative workaround could have been to use only the low-magnification series for the 
reconstruction, which presented significantly fewer artefacts. However, these images (Fig. 5.3) 
did not resolve the crystallography of the rods and the important alignment of the facetted 
defects with the atomic planes. A second alternative could have been to acquire the high-mag-
nification series using HAADF-STEM, which would have been able to resolve the facets while 
suppressing the effects of Bragg-enhanced contrast. However, no instruments with those im-
aging capabilities were available at that stage of experimental work, as mentioned in Chapter 
3. Nevertheless, these instrumental limitations motivated a significant achievement beyond the 
3D-characterisation of the object of interest. Specifically, the lack of advanced TEM techniques 
was overcome by developments in image processing techniques. Therefore, the findings of this 
work can be a valuable resource for reconstructing porous materials in three dimensions with-
out the need for highly specialised instrumentation.  
 Mainly, the new modified method of geometric tomography presented in Chapter 5 has been 
proven to successfully reconstruct porous materials by working around the principle of non-
convexity. This was achieved by separating each projection into its components, therefore 
avoiding overlaps and non-convex rotational objects. After reconstructing each feature indi-
vidually, the separate 3D-objects were integrated into a single model which corresponded to a 
reliable reconstruction of the porous ceria nanorod. The re-incorporation step was made possi-
ble by systematically maintaining the relative position of each object during their individual 
reconstructions. It can be deduced from this summary that this new methodology can be applied 
to a variety of multiphase systems, not only porous. By separating each feature of interest and 
suppressing artefacts in the background and the material, this new technique could be used to 
reconstruct highly complex systems. 
 Section 6.2.1.1 reported an attempt to apply the new method of geometric tomography to 
MSU-F. This material has never been characterised by electron tomography in the literature 
and could potentially benefit from the developments in the present work. Namely, by isolating 
a limited number of pores and features of interest, it would be possible to reconstruct the com-
plex structure of MSU-F. The main limitation of this study in the present work was the absence 
of a high throughput HRTEM, which could have allowed systematic sample preparation. Spe-
cifically, the times of grinding of the powder, as well as the amount and selection of the dis-
persant during sample preparation need to be controlled in order to obtain a suitable object for 
tilt series acquisition. This significant challenge is not prevalent in systems such as the ceria 
nanorods, since almost any isolated nanorod is a suitable object for tomography, as long as its 
orientation does not cause self-shadowing. In contrast, fragments of MSU-F can extend several 
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micrometres in three dimensions, and their terminal structure is not always visible. Further-
more, as seen in Figure 6.19b, the irregular shape of fragments can cause them to be electron-
transparent at certain tilt angles and not others. As mentioned above, these limitations could be 
potentially overcome by carefully controlling the variables during sample preparation and us-
ing a high-throughput HRTEM, such as the F200, which was unavailable at the time of MSU-
F characterisations. Nevertheless, the experiments in section 6.2.1.1 did manage to prove for 
the first time that the porous structure of MSU-F could survive the long exposure to electron 
beam necessary for tilt-series acquisition. This study showed that the material was sensitive to 
a threshold of intensity but could withstand long exposures to the electron beam below the 
brightness threshold. 
 Section 5.2.3 of this report showed the capabilities of the new modified GT algorithm to 
reconstruct selected cross-sectional slices from reduced linear information. This methodology 
constitutes a pragmatic approach to the characterisation of 3D objects. Expressly, a large num-
ber of applications do not require the reconstruction of an entire system but call only for the 
shape and distribution of cross-sectional features. In these cases, simplified tomography algo-
rithms can be an adequate alternative. The techniques shown in this work adapt the reduced-
information GT algorithms proposed by Saghi et al. [9], so they can also be applied to cross-
sections containing pores. The GT-from-1D-information techniques shown here can benefit a 
multitude of applications by not only eliminating the need for advanced TEM methods but also 
by minimising processing memory requirements and maximising speed. 
 
7.1.7 The impacts of findings in catalysis applications and the science of porous materials 
 
As described throughout the literature review, the catalytic potential of the materials studied in 
the present work has been explored in plenty by other groups. Specifically, section 2.2.1 details 
the advantages and limitations of ceria and its related materials, as reported by numerous au-
thors for over three decades. On the other hand, mesoporous silica materials such as MSU-F 
and SBA-15 have been tested under a multitude of reaction conditions, making them a popular 
choice as a support material, as well as templates for nanocasting, as detailed in section 2.1.4.1. 
However, a significant disparity has been found between the catalytic and structural explo-
rations of these materials throughout the literature. The lack of comprehensive imaging studies 
of porous ceria-related nanomaterials is shown in section 2.3.4. In-depth structural studies, 
such as the present work, provide important contributions by elucidating the underlying na-
noscale-phenomena, which drive the catalytic performance of the porous nanomaterials at the 
macroscale.  
The experimental work presented across chapters 4-6 has produced significant results, 
which can benefit a multitude of applications by providing a better understanding of relevant 
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porous materials. As an example, Chapter 4 reported the study of transformations of ceria na-
nomaterials under different heat-treatment conditions. By incorporating comprehensive TEM 
characterisations, this work provides valuable insight into the effect of longer holding times at 
constant temperature, as opposed to heating at higher temperatures. Furthermore, this work 
provided the first implementation of a heat-resistant TEM sample for in-air heating experi-
ments. In other words, by revealing the formation mechanisms of a diversity of porous nano-
materials, this work contributes to the improvement of their preparation methodologies. 
The present work has used advanced electron microscopy techniques to explore the products 
of nanocasting methods at the nanoscale. The findings reported throughout Chapter 6 have 
considerable significance for catalytic applications. For instance, the experiments in section 
6.2 have shown that the use of porous templates of low dimensionality renders products com-
posed of agglomerated nanoparticles. Therefore, here has been shown that this popular meth-
odology produces a hierarchy of several dimensionalities of pores, as detailed in sections 
6.2.1.2 and 6.2.2. Such a structure can be expected to have a higher catalytic activity owing to 
an increase in surface area. However, the multiple pore diameters can also reduce the selectivity 
of the material when used for synthetic applications. Hence, the present work has provided 
valuable information on the nanostructure of casted nanomaterials, which can be used to ex-
plain different aspects of their catalytic behaviour beyond their activity or performance. 
Similarly, the work reported in Chapter 5 has shown, for the first time, that the heat-induced 
defects in ceria nanomaterials consist of internal cuboctahedral pores. This finding is of great 
significance to the catalytic applications of these materials. Specifically, by showing that the 
porosity is internal and does not reach the walls, it has been shown that the exposed surface 
area of the material remains the same after annealing of the nanorods. Therefore, a different 
reason has to be credited for the enhanced catalytic activity reported by others [2]. Here it has 
been suggested that gases can reach the pores inside the rods through a mechanism of perme-
ability of the walls. 
 
 
7.2 Consensus of findings across experimental areas 
 
The diversity of experiments detailed throughout this report have complemented each other to 
form the contributions listed above. Figure 7.1 shows a Venn diagram summarising the main 
areas of consensus between the three major experimental areas in this work. Certain common-
alities across these experiments are evident from the standpoint of the proposed methodologies, 
such as the use of electron microscopy or the study of porous materials. Consistently, the use 
of similar methodologies for all the experimental areas in this work has provided strong con-
firmatory results. For instance, the ceria nanorods heat-treated during this project, studied in 
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section 4.2.2, showed the same nanostructure as the sample prepared by collaborators as re-
ported in [3], which was characterised in Chapter 5.  
More significantly, the results of each experimental area have influenced the interpretation 
of the other experiments in this work. For instance, the findings reported in Chapter 5, that the 
growth of porosity in ceria nanorods is dictated by the crystal structure, is a valuable insight 
into the discovery in section 4.2.2.2 of negative-rod defects. As for Chapter 6, the characteri-
sation of a polycrystalline nano-casted product is reminiscent of the chaotic structures observed 
in metastable nanorods in Chapter 4. Therefore, the findings in Chapter 4 that the chaotic 
nanostructure of rods is consolidated during heat treatment provides a viable way to transform 
the polycrystalline structures produced by the calcination of ceria precursors in Chapter 6 into 




Figure 7.1 Venn diagram of major experimental areas 
 
The novel methodologies proposed in Chapter 5 for the adaptation of geometric tomography 
to the reconstruction of porous materials influenced the methods applied in Chapter 6. Namely, 
the acquisition of a tilt series in section 6.2.1.1 has shown for the first time that MSU-F silica 
can potentially be characterised using electron tomography, as the sensitivity of the material to 
Chapter 4. 
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electron beam damage is not dictated by the length of the exposure, but by the intensity of the 
beam. Furthermore, all nanomaterials are best described as three-dimensional objects, which 
means they cannot be fully described by two-dimensional techniques. 
As seen in Figure 7.1, the findings in the present work coincide in the contribution to a wider 
scientific conversation regarding the role of transmission electron microscopy in the study of 
porous materials. As discussed several times throughout this report, the applications of TEM 
and electron tomography in this area have been limited by numerous experimental challenges. 
However, the present work has shown that the challenges can be overcome with new method-
ological approaches, such as the use of a heat-resistant TEM sample in section 4.2.4, or the 
implementation of reduced-information tomography algorithms in section 5.2.3. As a result, 
the studies in this work have provided valuable insights into the formation mechanisms of rel-
evant porous materials, thus suggesting that the benefits of electron-microscopy studies make 
those experimental efforts worthwhile. 
 Another significant overlap between the findings of chapters 4 and 6 concerns further ex-
perimentation, which could incorporate the formation of ceria nanomaterials inside mesopo-
rous silica by introducing the metastable composite, MPS/Ce(NO3)3 6H2O, to a hydrothermal 
synthesis process. Such a combined synthesis is predicted to produce  continuous networks of 




The surveyed literature has established that porous ceria nanorods exhibit increased catalytic 
performance. The present work provides a significant contribution to this discovery by explor-
ing the nanoscale transformations that give rise to this enhanced activity. The comprehensive 
study presented here of the effects of high-temperature heat treatment of ceria nanomaterials 
has shown that 800 ℃ heat treatment can improve the quality of the crystalline structure of 
ceria nanorods without altering their morphology. The materials prepared in this work showed 
heat-induced defects, consistent with the results found in the literature. The present work has 
expanded this knowledge by showing that the size and shape of these pores are not dependent 
on the dimensions of the particle. Furthermore, here is reported the first occurrence of pores in 
cube-shaped particles annealed at 950 ℃. Significantly, the present study has shown the un-
precedented growth of negative-rod defects, which can lead to a novel fabrication strategy of 
ceria nanotubes. 
 The tomography studies reported here provide an unprecedented understanding of the mor-
phology and distribution of the aforementioned heat-induced defects in porous ceria nano-
materials. The reliable 3D-reconstructions have shown that annealing at high temperatures pro-
duced cuboctahedral cavities in ceria nanorods, which appear exclusively inside the body of 
the particles and whose growth is directed by the crystallography of the rods. By incorporating 
a novel algorithm of segmentation, it has been possible to reconstruct porous nanomaterials 
using geometric tomography back-projection operation. This contribution has not only im-
proved the understanding of the porous structure of heat-treated CeO2 nanorods but provided, 
as well, a pathway to simplify the 3D-reconstruction of complex multi-phase materials without 
the use of advanced TEM techniques.  
 The literature review has identified the importance of nanocasting processes for the fabri-
cation of catalytic materials, which are central to current and future environmental and energy 
applications. The experiments in this work provided valuable explorations into the nanostruc-
ture of materials fabricated via nanocasting. A notable influence of the pore window dimen-
sions has been identified, with narrower pores leading to nanoparticulate aggregations. Such 
materials could be improved by the incorporation of controlled heating steps such as the ones 
shown throughout this work. Here is reported the first infiltration of MSU-F to fabricate a 
silica/ceria composite. The advanced characterisations of this material have shown that the 
random distribution of pores in MSU-F is beneficial for the infiltration process. Significantly, 
the present work shows the first studies of the intermediate phases formed during nanocasting, 
which provide valuable insight into the mechanical transformations produced by the conver-






 The work reported here can serve as motivation for a number of future research objectives. 
Primo, the acumen explored here and previously proposed by others [2], [12], [13], that heat 
treatment can have a positive effect on catalytic activity by consolidation of porous defects, 
still needs to be explored in the context of its catalytic performance under different reactions, 
such as noxious gas oxidations and conversion of hydrocarbons. The latter is of particular rel-
evance, since the porous structure revealed by the tomographic studies in the present work 
showed that the enhanced oxidation behaviour of heat-treated ceria nanorods must rely on a 
diffusion mechanism. Therefore, larger molecules and higher density media such as those in-
volved in hydrocarbon conversion and waste-water treatment may pose significant limitations 
to the catalytic activity of these novel materials.  
 Furthermore, the formation of negative shaped nanopores has only been evidenced here, but 
not fully explained. Particularly, future research work could explore the nanoscale phenomena 
taking place at low temperatures (<350 ℃). The present work has reported the behaviour of 
defects at high temperatures of 800 ℃ and 950 ℃. The behaviour at lower temperatures was 
first explored by Sakthivel et al. [3], who showed the onset of pore formation at around 350 ℃ 
and the consoilidation of those pores into negative nanoparticle morphology at around 650 ℃. 
Therefore, there remains a gap in the knowledge of the formation mechanisms at low temper-
ature, which must take place at atomic and near-atomic scale, requiring a combination of the-
oretical studies, as well as experimental. Furthermore, heat-treatment procedures herein and 
those published by Sakthivel et al. were performed on nanorods exhibiting the characteristic 
chaotic crystalline structure first addressed by Florea et al. [4]. Given such starting materials, 
the results in the present work have confirmed previous assertions that porous defects grow by 
oriented attachment of atomic vacancies trapped in the initial disordered structure. The coinci-
dence in starting materials leaves a clearly open question, as there is no available account of 
the effects of heat treatment on nanorods such as synthesised by Du et al. [271], which do not 
present a disordered crystal structure. Therefore, such a study could provide confirmation that 
these vacancies are the ‘seeds’ for the cuboctahedral pores, or otherwise show that a different 
formation mechanism is at play. 
 As mentioned in section 4.2.2.2, the present work shows the first evidence of elongation of 
pores and aggregation thereof into ‘negative rod’ morphology. Such results are a small indica-
tion that a novel fabrication technique for metal oxide nanotubes could be possible. A future 
study should explore the interactions between adjacent pores and the crystal-structure-directed 
growth of such unprecedented defects. Particularly, the heating conditions driving these phe-
nomena should be explored to establish a reproducible method for the template-free conversion 




the use of reducing atmospheres and the heating rate and heating steps coinciding with the 
temperatures so far identified as key in the pore formation mechanisms (350 ℃, 650 ℃ and 
800 ℃). Such study could be complemented by the use of a TEM heating holder, bearing in 
mind that thermal behaviour is often different under vacuum conditions. These studies of the 
oriented attachment of negative nanoparticles could be complemented by exploration into the 
attachment of rods such as displayed throughout section 4.2.2 of the present work. The results 
herein have shown evidence of nanorod morphing illustrated by the seamless lattice fringes 
extending across previously unconnected rods. Such a study could also benefit from the use of 
novel in situ capabilities like a heating holder or a liquid cell TEM. 
Foremost, future work could incorporate capabilities of the novel segmented geometric tomog-
raphy method proposed in Chapter 5 to a growing myriad of porous materials. The need for 
tomographic reconstructions of porous materials has been highlighted before by Ersen et al. 
[395]. Such explorations will not only benefit catalytic materials research, but all applications 
of porous materials such as adsorption and drug delivery. The tomographic reconstruction via 
segmented geometric tomography of new porous materials could also benefit the research of 
materials chemistry, as the lack of three-dimensional characterisation has been identified as a 
limitation in the precipitation of novel nanosilicas [396].  
 Furthermore, the 3D symmetry of the porous defects reported in Chapter 5 could make the 
cuboctahedral voids candidates for missing-wedge-supression algorithms, such as reported by 
[353], [397]. Other helpful studies could incorporate the more traditional weighted-back pro-
jection tomographic algorithms with images obtained using high-resolution EFTEM or 
HAADF-STEM, therefore minimising the imaging artefacts associated with the Bragg-en-
hanced contrast in bright-field HRTEM. 
     As for the various forms of template-replication products reported in Chapter 6, further ex-
perimental studies could continue to develop infiltration methods to achieve complete infiltra-
tion of more complex systems like the MSU-F porous template studied in section 6.2.1. Mean-
while, theoretical studies could seek to establish the infiltration mechanisms suggested 
throughout Chapter 6. Section 6.1.2.3 shows an attempt to crystallise an opal directly onto a 
TEM-grid, which did not result in a colloidal crystal with long-range periodicity. Future work 
could incorporate different templates and experimental designs to successfully fabricate a 
TEM-ready opal sample. Such a product would simplify future investigations on the formation 
mechanisms of inverse opals. A natural future work stemming from the early investigations 
into the 3D microstructure of MSU-F silica in section 6.2.1.1 would be its successful tomo-
graphic reconstruction. As discussed in section 7.1.6, such a reconstruction could be potentially 
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